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CHAPTER 1

Cognition, language, and aging
An introduction

Amy Henderson and Heather Harris Wright
East Carolina University

Age-related changes in cognitive and language functions have been extensively researched over the past half-century. The study of age-related changes has spanned numerous disciplines including linguistics, psychology, gerontology, neuroscience, and communication sciences. The older adult represents a unique population for studying cognition and language because of the many challenges that are presented with investigating this population, including individual differences in education, life experiences, health issues, social identity, as well as gender. The purpose of this book is to provide an advanced text that considers these unique challenges and assembles, in one source, current information regarding cognitive-linguistic processes in the aging population. Providing a comprehensive discussion of language across the adult lifespan by considering neurophysiology, cognition, psycholinguistics, and sociolinguistics offers a stronger foundation for understanding factors that contribute to normal changes in language processes.

As demonstrated in this text and others, cognitive aging is an expansive field of study that involves understanding how cognitive changes normally occur across the adult lifespan. Understanding normal changes is critical for determining pathological as well as exceptional changes (Burke & McKay, 1997; Craik & Salthouse, 2007). Specific to language, changes have primarily focused on word retrieval (e.g., tip-of-the-tongue), sentence comprehension, and discourse. Recently, researchers have also considered the role of psychosocial factors on aging and how these factors may mediate age-related changes in cognitive and linguistic processes and these are discussed in later chapters. Finally, reading ability provides further insight into understanding how cognitive processes change with age and is further addressed in the book. The purpose of this chapter is to orient the reader to the text and overview the many facets of cognition, language, and psychosocial factors in the older adult.

In the second chapter, Abrams and Davis provide an in depth review of the “tip-of-the-tongue” phenomenon a phenomenon that occurs in speakers of all
ages but increases in frequency as a person ages: the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon. When a person experiences a tip-of-the-tongue event, he cannot access and produce the word that he wishes to despite a strong feeling of knowing what the word is. Studies have shown that when a person experiences this phenomenon, they can often produce part of the word’s phonology (e.g. Brown & McNeill, 1966) which adds credence to the idea that on some level, the person ‘knows’ the word. Two potential explanations are given for tip of the tongue states. One explanation is that a tip-of-the-tongue state occurs when an alternate word comes to mind first and blocks access of the desired word (e.g., Brown, 1979; Jones, 1989; Jones & Langford, 1987; Reason & Lucas, 1984; Roediger, 1974; Woodworth, 1929). The other explanation involves a problem in the transmission through the multiple levels of processing needed for speech production (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Dell, 1986; Levelt, 1989; but see Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997). According to the inhibition deficit hypothesis (e.g. Zacks & Hasher, 1994), older adults experience more tip of the tongue states than younger adults because inhibitory processes are compromised in older adults which makes it difficult for them to suppress competing alternate words. According to the transmission deficit hypothesis (e.g. MacKay & Burke, 1990), the nodes between the lemma and the word’s phonology are weakened in older adults which means that a greater degree of activation is needed to access the word’s phonology. After introducing the theories behind what causes a tip of the tongue state, the authors review studies about the factors that increase and decrease the likelihood of a tip of the tongue state occurring as well as the factors that increase or decrease the chance of a tip of the tongue state being resolved. These factors do not always affect old and young adults in the same way and some of these factors can interact. Through considering how these factors affect members of different age groups, the authors help to clarify how changes in the linguistic and cognitive systems lead to the word finding difficulties seen in older adults.

In the third chapter, Marini and Andreeta discuss the different levels of language processing, the age related changes seen in those levels of processing and the neuropsychological changes that can potentially explain the language behaviors seen in older adults. There is evidence that aging affects both micro (intra-sentential) and macro (intersentential) linguistic processes. On the microlinguistic level, older adults may experience increased difficulty with word finding (Albert et al., 2009; Griffin & Spieler, 2006; Connor et al., 2004) and grammatical processing (Shadden, 1997). On the macrolinguistic level, older adults may exhibit increased off topic verbosity (Pushkar, Gold, & Arbuckle, 1995), a greater tendency to leave some thoughts unfinished and a decreased ability to use cohesive markers to structurally link successive utterances (e.g. Marini, Boewe, Caltagirone, & Carlonagno, 2005). It is likely that these changes are the result of the interaction of the linguistic
and cognitive systems instead of the linguistic system in isolation and the chapter discusses how working memory, attention and executive control may contribute to these changes. At the end of the chapter, Marini and Andreeta discuss neurophysiological changes that occur in older adults and use these changes to make inferences about the mechanisms of language deterioration in older adults. In particular, the role of frontal areas is discussed since these areas are particularly vulnerable to age-induced change. These areas are important for planning, monitoring and inhibiting, which are skills needed to produce a coherent discourse (Marini et al., 2005). Frontal areas have also been implicated in episodic memory encoding (Cabeza, Anderson, Locantore, & McIntosh, 2002) and self-initiated encoding of words (Logan et al., 2002) and would thus be important for message generation. Older adults also show different patterns of brain activation than younger adults while engaging in certain linguistic tasks (e.g., Ghisletta & Lindenberger, 2003; Park et al., 2004). Marini and Andreeta close the chapter with a discussion of studies which suggest that these patterns of activation could indicate that older adults are making use of compensatory mechanisms to offset the effect of atrophy and neural changes in certain regions.

How cognitive processes contribute to older adults’ language production abilities has also been considered and Kintz and colleagues overview production abilities at the discourse level in Chapter 4. Producing discourse is a cognitively demanding task because it involves more than simply stringing isolated words, propositions, or utterances together. It involves organizing utterances within a framework to produce a narrative, including sufficient information to make the narrative understandable, linking successive utterances together so that the relationship between these utterances can be understood and linking all utterances to the main topic of the discourse. Difficulties in any of these aspects of discourse can burden the listener because when information is left out or presented in a confusing manner, the listener must make inferences and bridge gaps to comprehend the discourse. When evaluating discourse, both micro and macro linguistic elements should be considered. Microlinguistic skills appear to be more resistant to age-related decline compared to macrolinguistic skills and in particular, lexical diversity, which refers to the range of a person’s vocabulary, remains well preserved in older adults (Cooper, 1990; Fergadiotis, Wright, & Capilouto, 2011; Kemper & Sumner, 2001; Kemper, Schmalzried, Hoffman, & Herman, 2010). By contrast, the macrolinguistic process of coherence appears to be vulnerable to age-related declines. Local coherence refers to how meaning is linked between successive utterances and appears to be more resistant to age-related change than global coherence, which is how meaning of the overall discourse topic is maintained across utterances. Maintenance of global coherence is cognitively demanding and age-related
changes in cognitive processes may contribute to the age-related changes in maintenance of global coherence.

In the fifth chapter, the lexical, grammatical, and sensory factors that affect sentence comprehension in older adults are explored. On the lexical level, older adults recognize words more slowly than younger adults (Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004; Rayner, Reichle, Stroud, Williams, & Pollatsek, 2006). This is not due to a loss of lexical knowledge since older adults actually show greater vocabulary scores than younger adults. Instead, it is most likely due to general slowed processing which makes words more difficult to access. Additionally, factors such as word frequency, neighborhood phonological density, predictability and presentation speed affect word recognition ability differently in older versus younger adults. Studies that have explored whether or not grammatical complexity exerts different effects on older versus younger adult’s ability to comprehend sentences have yielded conflicting results. The chapter presents the results of several sentence comprehension studies, some which do not show a difference in how sentence complexity affects older and younger adults (e.g. Waters & Caplan, 2005) and some which show that older adults experience more difficulty with syntactically complex sentences compared to younger adults. (e.g. Dede, Caplan, Kemtes, & Waters, 2004). The authors argue that, taken together, the results of these studies suggest that older adults do not present with a specific syntactic processing deficit but instead, their ability to comprehend syntactically complex sentences may be affected by age related changes in cognitive abilities. The authors discuss how lower working memory capacity and inefficiency in allocating processing resources may contribute to declines in the ability to comprehend syntactically complex sentences. Finally, the authors discuss how sensory impairments such as reduced visual and auditory acuity may affect sentence comprehension and present evidence which indicates that older adults are disproportionately affected by stimulus degradation compared to younger adults (e.g. Stewart & Wingfield, 2009; Rayner et al., 2010). Overall, due to both cognitive and sensory factors, older adults must work harder by using compensatory techniques to achieve the same level of comprehension as younger adults.

Although older adults experience decline in some language domains, they also retain abilities in some important domains. In the sixth chapter, Copeland, Bies-Hernandez, and Gunawan discuss the ability of older adults to use situation models to comprehend narratives. A situation model is a mental model of an event derived from a narrative. People typically construct three levels of representation upon hearing a narrative (Radvansky, Zwaan, Curiel, & Copeland, 2001). The surface level representation consists of the recall of the words that were actually used. The propositional textbase consists of the event in words but may not retain the exact wording used. Situation models consist of a deeper level of
representation and include both ideas that were directly expressed and the inferences which come from these ideas. After introducing these three levels of memory representation, the authors discuss the cognitive processes of working memory and inhibition within the context of these three levels and age related performance on narrative comprehension. Working memory is more closely related to the surface level and textbase level of representation than to the situation model level and older adults tend to show deficits at the first two levels but not the third. In a recent study Shake, Noh, and Stine-Morrow (2009) showed that while younger adults performed better when memorizing simple facts, older adults performed better with elaborated texts. This is likely due to the fact that although elaborated texts contain a great deal of information, they are presented in an integrated way and thus are not as taxing on working memory as separate pieces of information that are not integrated. Older adults also tend to make more inferences about a text than younger adults and the authors discuss how this could be due to differences in inhibitory processes. This tendency has some positive effects since making inferences allows deep, synthesized processing of a text. However, not all inferences are true or desirable. Older adults have been found to have difficulty suppressing incorrect inferences (Hamm & Hasher, 1992) and may be more vulnerable to making inferences based on stereotypes (Radvansky, Copeland, & von Hippel, 2010). Finally, the authors consider situation models in the context of non-narrative tasks such as syllogism resolution (e.g., Copeland & Radvansky, 2007). Results from these tasks suggest that older adults can effectively construct a single situation model to comprehend and solve a problem but that they have difficulty when a problem requires multiple representations to be managed. This is likely due to their working memory limitations.

Reading is important to older adults and requires coordination of a multitude of processes including cognition, perception, and motor. Gordon, Lowder, and Hoedemaker review age related changes in reading in Chapter 7. Word perception abilities remain relatively intact in older adult readers which is surprising since older adults experience changes in visual acuity and because skilled reading involves the kind of rapid processing of stimuli that is often impaired in older adults. Text memory is also well preserved in older readers despite the fact that other types of episodic memory processes decline in aging. The concepts of surface representations, text based representations and situation models are revisited in this chapter; the ability to construct situation models during comprehension helps older adults remember what they have read later. Age differences in memory for text tend to be much smaller than differences reported using other paradigms (Alexander et al., 2012; Zelinski & Kennison, 2007) and the sentence processing mechanisms needed to build the memory representations of what was read also remain well preserved except for in very complex constructions (e.g., Caplan
et al., 2011; Kemper, 1987; Kemper et al., 2004; Kemper & Liu, 2007; Kemtes & Kemper, 1997). The authors suggest that this points to the inadequacy of working memory models for explaining sentence comprehension and text memory. As an alternative, the authors suggest models which characterize comprehension as to how syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information is encoded, stored and retrieved during processing (e.g., Gordon & Lowder, 2012; Gordon, Hendrick, & Johnson, 2001; Johnson, Lowder, & Gordon, 2011; Ledoux & Gordon, 2006; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Lewis, Vasishth, & Van Dyke, 2006; Van Dyke & Lewis, 2003). The same processes of encoding and retrieval would also underlie text memory. In this sort of memory system, encoding and retrieval are facilitated by meaningful representations supported by multiple cues which would allow older adults to draw on their world experience and experience with language to facilitate comprehension.

Though there are certain cognitive and linguistic declines that are often seen in older adults, one must keep in mind that older adults make up a heterogeneous group. This heterogeneity increases as people live longer lifespans. Chapter 8 explores cognitive and linguistic processes in the “oldest old,” persons who are 90 years old or older. One focus of this chapter is the psychosocial factors that should be considered when studying the oldest old relative to other adults. Since older adulthood includes individuals from age 60 to over 100, there are several different generational cohorts included within this group. The authors argue that generational cohort can affect cognitive and linguistic functioning through many different mechanisms. For example, individuals from different cohorts may not have grown up with the same access to education or may have been educated in different ways. They may have grown up with different health challenges. Technology, culture and language change rapidly. The authors argue that when studying cognition and health in older adults, one should use a lifespan approach and consider the impact of multi-level influences. In addition to exploring the heterogeneity of the oldest old in the context of diverse psychosocial factors, the authors also explore heterogeneity in cognition in this age group. The trajectory of language decline in this age group is not well understood. In this chapter, the challenges of assessment in this age group are discussed as well as the challenges of data interpretation. A greater understanding of the cognitive abilities of the oldest old is vital for two major reasons. First, one needs to understand normative change in order to identify non normative change. Clarifying what normal cognition and linguistic functioning looks like in the oldest old may help us identify early markers for dementia. Second, very old individuals without dementia provide a model for possible resistance to dementia which could mean that they display protective factors which could be of great scientific interest.
In the last chapter, the concept of aging is considered from a sociolinguistics perspective. From this perspective, language is used not only to communicate ideas but to allow an individual to construct his identity. The construct of aging has a performative aspect to it; it is not only determined by chronological age but by an individual using language to establish himself as a member of the aging community. They can establish this identity by using language forms associated with older adults or by making their age salient through the content of their speech. Internet corpora, blogs, and message boards have provided new ways for sociolinguists to study language use in older adults and how members of this group use language to construct identity. When considering how older adults use language to construct identity, one should consider the intersection of age and other identity categories; it has been shown that older adults change their linguistic repertoire as they age especially in variables that index gender and social class (Sankoff & Blondeau, 2007). When studying language variation in older versus younger adults, one must remember to keep in mind the distinction between age grading and ongoing language change (Coulmas & Backhaus, 1999). In age grading, certain linguistic forms are preferred by members of a specific age cohort and these preferences show across successive generations. In ongoing language change, certain forms decrease in younger cohorts because these forms are going out of fashion and being replaced by the entire speech community. Studying older speakers can give us information about genuine language change in addition to information on speech forms associated with aging.

Summary

Taken together, there are several central themes identified across the chapters. Language behaviors are subserved by both linguistic and cognitive systems and that age-related language decline may not be the result of the degradation of the linguistic system specifically but a result of the interaction between cognitive and linguistic factors. In particular, the cognitive factors of attention, working memory, and executive function are referenced many times and are important for many different language behaviors. Several of the chapters also explore how the interaction of cognitive and sensory factors may affect processing which is important since older adults will experience some degree of sensory decline. Although these chapters report that older adults experience decline in some processes, they also identify processes that are preserved, and how older adults use compensatory strategies to overcome declines in function.

The linguistic system is complex and involves multiple, interacting levels of processing. Different levels of processing require different cognitive and linguistic
demands and aging does not affect all levels of processing in the same way. This text provides a comprehensive look at the specific ways that aging and changes in cognitive processing affect different aspects of language processing: language comprehension, language production, and reading. Because this text is specifically focused on language processing and cognition as it relates to language processing, it provides much more detailed information about the language system than texts which cover cognitive aging in general. This text uses evidence from multiple perspectives (linguistic, psycholinguistic, neurolinguistics) to characterize language processing and use in older adults. Additionally, this text addresses the psychosocial and neurophysiological variables that may account for heterogeneity in both linguistic and cognitive performance that is seen in older adults. By integrating this information, this text provides an overview of both the aspects of language processing that experience age related decline as well as the ones that remain well preserved in older adults.
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The process of speech production occurs relatively effortlessly, despite complex cognitive processes that underlie word retrieval. However, sometimes these processes do break down and result in a production failure called a tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) state. TOTs are temporary word-finding problems, characterized by an inability to retrieve a word at an intended time despite a strong feeling of knowing the word. TOTs are of particular relevance to older adults, who report having more TOTs and rate them as their most frustrating cognitive failure. The present chapter reviews the relevant literature on age-related changes observed in the TOT phenomenon, with a specific investigation of factors that increase the likelihood of older adults having TOTs as well as those that promote or inhibit TOT resolution. We begin by defining TOTs and their underlying causes in the context of theories of language production. We then discuss empirical findings that examine older adults’ disproportionate vulnerability in experiencing TOTs, the ways in which the incidence and resolution of TOTs can be exacerbated or mitigated, the particular susceptibility of proper names to TOTs, and comparisons of healthy older adults with adults with some clinical memory disorders. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of suggestions for future research directions that may shed light on other unique contributors to these language production failures in old age.
systems like Chinese can temporarily forget the visual representation of a character, resulting in a “tip-of-the-pen” experience (see Brown, 2012, for a review). The ubiquity of this experience, along with a noticeable increase in TOTs that accompanies normal aging, has made this phenomenon the focus of numerous research studies.

What is a TOT, and why does it occur?

One of the earliest known references for describing a TOT, without using the term itself, is James (1893), who summarized the experience as follows:

Suppose we try to recall a forgotten name. The state of our consciousness is peculiar. There is a gap therein; but no mere gap. It is a gap that is intensely active. A sort of wraith of the name is in it, beckoning us in a given direction, making us at moments tingle with the sense of our closeness and then letting us sink back without the longed-for term. If wrong names are proposed to us, this singularly definite gap acts immediately so as to negate them. They do not fit the mould. And the gap of one word does not feel like the gap of another, all empty of content as both might seem necessarily to be when described as gaps.  (p. 251)

Laboratory research on TOTs did not begin until more than 70 years later, with Brown and McNeill’s (1966) seminal empirical study, where they developed a methodology of inducing TOTs in a laboratory setting. They presented definitions whose answers corresponded to a low-frequency word (e.g., ambergris) and asked participants to try and recall the word. Participants who experienced a TOT were asked to record various characteristics of the TOT word, including the number of syllables, first letter, and words with similar sound or meaning. They found that people reported TOTs (360 instances for 56 participants, each of whom heard 49 definitions), which were often accompanied by the retrieval of partial information even when the word itself could not be retrieved. These results documented TOTs as a reliable phenomenon that could effectively be produced in the laboratory and quantified aspects of the TOT state, contributions that were invaluable for subsequent research (see also Brown, 2012, for a historical review).

Early theories about the etiology of TOTs proposed an inhibition explanation, in which TOTs result from a more accessible, alternative word (i.e., interloper) coming to mind first and subsequently blocking retrieval of the intended word (e.g., Brown, 1979; Jones, 1989; Jones & Langford, 1987; Reason & Lucas, 1984; Roediger, 1974; Woodworth, 1929). Some studies provided support for this hypothesis by showing that TOTs could be increased following presentation of a word that was phonologically related (i.e., sharing sounds) to the TOT word. For
example, presentation of the word *dissociation* resulted in more TOTs when participants were trying to retrieve *diminuendo* compared to an unrelated word, such as presenting *opinionated* while attempting to retrieve *cherubic* (e.g., Jones, 1989; Jones & Langford, 1987; see also Maylor, 1990a). However, subsequent research revealed methodological problems with some of these studies (e.g., improper counterbalancing such that questions preceded by a phonologically-related word were more difficult to answer and therefore inherently more prone to TOTs; Meyer & Bock, 1992; Perfect & Hanley, 1992), and ultimately there was little empirical support for blocking as the cause of TOTs.

Alternatively, the cause of TOTs has been specified within theories of speech production. Although theories differ, they generally agree that speakers must complete several stages of processing before articulation of a word begins and results in successful speech production. Specifically, the speaker first chooses the underlying concept to be expressed, then undergoes the process of lexical selection by choosing an abstract word (lemma) that best reflects the concept’s meaning and specifies the appropriate syntactic properties, such as its grammatical class. Once selected, the lemma undergoes phonological encoding by transmitting activation to the word’s phonology, e.g., syllables and phonemes, so that the word can be articulated. TOTs are thought to involve a breakdown between lexical selection and phonological encoding, where lemma selection was completed successfully, but phonological encoding of the lemma was not (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Dell, 1986; Levelt, 1989; but see Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997). Retrieval of partial information, as demonstrated by Brown and McNeill (1966), shows that phonological encoding can be partially completed, giving a speaker access to some of the TOT word’s phonological information, such as its first letter/phoneme or number of syllables. To produce the word, however, phonological encoding of the lemma must be completed in its entirety.

This breakdown between lexical selection and phonological encoding seems to be exacerbated in old age, evidenced by older adults experiencing more TOTs than young adults, both in self-report diaries and experimental settings (e.g., Brown & Nix, 1996; Burke, Locantore, Austin, & Chae, 2004; Burke et al., 1991; Maylor, 1990b, 1997; Salthouse & Mandell, 2013). In fact, TOTs are often cited as one of the most commonly experienced memory problems, with TOTs for proper names as older adults’ most troubling cognitive problem (Cohen & Burke, 1993; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Lovelace & Twohig, 1990; Ossher, Flegal, & Lustig, 2013; Sunderland, Watts, Baddeley, & Harris, 1986). Understanding *why* TOTs increase with normal aging is important for several reasons. One is that it can help to discriminate between healthy and pathological aging. Knowing what is a “normal” amount of TOTs for a given age range can help us to better understand when older adults’ memory failures are typical or whether they may be an indicator of
pathological declines associated with advancing age, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or mild cognitive impairment (MCI). In fact, naming difficulties have been identified as among the most functionally debilitative consequences of dementias (Croot, 2009; Gonzalez Rothi et al., 2009; Reilly, Martin, & Grossman, 2005). Another reason is that even in healthy aging, experiencing TOTs has important social consequences. Older adults may withdraw from social interactions if they feel like their TOTs are disrupting conversations or creating a perception of incompetence (e.g., Cohen, 1994; James & Burke, 2000). Thus, an understanding of TOTs is also critical for helping older adults to maintain social and communicative competence.

Theoretical perspectives of older adults’ TOT incidence

What is it about the aging process specifically that leads to experiencing more TOTs? Two theoretical perspectives have been proposed to explain the higher rate of TOT incidence in older adults: (1) The Transmission Deficit Hypothesis (TDH; e.g., MacKay & Burke, 1990), and (2) The Inhibition Deficit Hypothesis (IDH; e.g., Zacks & Hasher, 1994).

Transmission Deficit Hypothesis

Derived from a theory of language production called the Node Structure Theory (MacKay, 1987), the most highly specified explanation of TOTs in old age comes from the TDH. Recall that TOTs are thought to result between the processes of lexical selection and phonological encoding, which are defined within the TDH as individual connections between lemmas and each of their phonological components or nodes. The TDH proposes that there are three specific factors that cause these connections to weaken and experience deficits in the transmission of activation, which result in TOTs (Burke et al., 1991; MacKay & Burke, 1990). One factor is low frequency of use, so that infrequently-used words, like those used in Brown and McNeill (1966), are more likely to result in a TOT (see also Burke et al., 1991; Harley & Bown, 1998). Another factor is nonrecent use, where words not used or encountered recently, such as the name of one’s third grade teacher, are more susceptible to TOTs (e.g., Rastle & Burke, 1996). The most relevant factor for the present discussion is the normal aging process: As we age, the

1. See also Paradis (2004) for a neurolinguistic account of frequency and recency effects in speech production, the Activation Threshold Hypothesis.
language production system becomes less efficient such that links between all nodes become weakened to some degree.

Although declines in connection integrity are diffusely distributed, the organizational hierarchy of the nodes renders some links more vulnerable to transmission deficits than others (see Figure 1). The retrieval of a given phonological node from the phonological system is particularly susceptible to transmission failures because it is dependent on a single, isolated connection between a word’s lexical node (lemma) and its phonology. Consequently, older adults’ connections between conceptual information and phonological word forms, which can also be degraded from infrequent and nonrecent use, are particularly susceptible to transmission deficits (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Burke & Shafto, 2004, 2008; MacKay & Burke, 1990). When the system becomes compromised in this fashion, activation is not easily transmitted across these links, and access to phonology is limited or incomplete, leading to higher TOT incidence for older adults. This explanation

Figure 1. Representation of proper names and non-names according to TDH (adapted from Burke, Locantore, Austin, & Chae, 2004)
also illustrates why older adults often report little to no phonological information during a TOT in contrast to their young adult counterparts, who frequently remember a few letters or the number of syllables for the nonretrieved word (Brown & Nix, 1996; Burke et al., 1991; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Dahlgren, 1998; Maylor, 1990a). In contrast, connections within the semantic system, e.g., between propositional and lexical nodes, are more resistant to age-related transmission deficits because multiple connections (rather than a single one) are involved in activating a lexical node. This structure allows for a convergence of activation upon a lexical node, which can offset age-related transmission deficits in any one semantic-to-lemma connection. Consequently, retrieval of semantic information is less susceptible to age-related declines than retrieval of phonological information (e.g., Mortensen, Meyer, & Humphreys, 2006).

Recent neurophysiological evidence also supports the claim that TOTs result from a deficit at the phonological level (see Díaz, Lindín, Galdo-Álvarez, & Buján, 2014, for a review on neurofunctional correlates), which is further exacerbated by age-related changes in the brain. While they are having TOTs, older adults exhibit reduced activity in the left insula, an important region for phonological production, which is presumed to reflect increased difficulty in retrieving and encoding the appropriate phonology for the target word (Shafto, Stamatakis, Tam, & Tyler, 2010). Likewise, age-related atrophy in this region has been linked to higher TOT incidence (Shafto, Burke, Stamatakis, Tam, & Tyler, 2007). Similar research has investigated the role of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), an area traditionally associated with phonological processing impairments in developmental dyslexia (Dougherty et al., 2007). When white matter density in the SLF is low, as one would expect from normal neuronal deterioration taking place during the aging process, TOTs occur with greater frequency (Stamatakis, Shafto, Williams, Tam, & Tyler, 2011). Taken together, these findings further support the proposal that an increase in TOTs during old age reflects deficits at the phonological level that prevent successful speech production.

Inhibition Deficit Hypothesis

An alternative explanation that has been posited to account for age-related declines in word retrieval more generally is the IDH, which emphasizes the importance of inhibitory control for effective speech production. In general, successful goal-oriented behavior is attributable at least in part to our capacity to curb unnecessary or distracting information and focus on the task at hand (e.g., Awh, Matsukura, & Serences, 2003; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Ridderinkhof, Band, & Logan, 1999). The IDH proposes that this ability erodes as we age, leaving us susceptible to a barrage of information competing for our attention (Hasher & Zacks, 1988;
Kane, Hasher, Stoltzfus, Zacks, & Connelly, 1994; Yoon, May, & Hasher, 2000). Although this theory has been used extensively to explore other cognitive impairments such as visual attention or executive function (e.g., Mund, Bell, & Buchner, 2010; Ortega, Gómez-Ariza, Román, & Bajo, 2012), the universality of inhibitory deficits in old age has also been applied to the language production process and TOTs. This hypothesis aligns closely with the cause of TOTs as alternate words that block retrieval, an explanation that might be of greater relevance for older adults; if inhibitory processes are less efficient in old age, older adults who have more TOTs should also be more likely than younger adults to have an alternate word in mind during a TOT, which caused the TOT.

Brown and Nix (1996) supported this prediction, where older adults recorded having more incorrect alternates come to mind during a TOT than young adults, many of which shared partial phonology with the target. However, older adults also reported less phonological information during a TOT, which seems inconsistent with the idea that phonologically-similar alternates are causing TOTs. If older adults can activate a similar-sounding alternate’s phonology more than younger adults, then they should be able to activate some of the target’s phonology as well. A plethora of empirical evidence has emerged to demonstrate that older adults typically produce fewer alternates during a TOT compared to young adults, which is more congruent with the interpretation that older adults have a general impairment for retrieving phonological information (Burke et al., 1991; Burke & Shafto, 2004; Fraas et al., 2002; White & Abrams, 2002). However, alternates have been shown to play a role in resolving TOTs for both young and older adults (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; see also Burke & Shafto, 2004, for a review). When TOT states were accompanied by an alternate word, they were less likely to be resolved. Furthermore, even when resolved, retrieving the intended word took longer relative to TOT states that occurred without alternate words in mind, and this delay in TOT resolution was more pronounced for older adults than young adults. Thus, it seems that there are some circumstances under which alternate words can function to compete for retrieval, especially for older adults, but not in general as suggested by the IDH.

Factors affecting TOT incidence

Examining TOT incidence usually involves manipulating certain characteristics of the target TOT words (e.g., word frequency; Harley & Bown, 1998) or the conditions under which a TOT is elicited (e.g., after a list of phonologically-related words has been presented; James & Burke, 2000). Regardless of the specific manipulation, the aim of experiments investigating TOT incidence is to examine
which factors make TOTs more or less likely to occur. Studies that also include age have attempted to identify which factors have a more pronounced effect on older adults’ TOTs. Overall, research on TOT incidence has been illustrative not only in demonstrating the conditions under which speech production processes are prone to failure but also in identifying how the magnitude of these influences change with age. Specific factors that have been studied in conjunction with aging are: (1) word frequency, (2) neighborhood density and frequency, (3) first-syllable frequency, (4) priming of TOT incidence, using phonological primes and semantic primes, and (5) proper name status.

The TDH provides a framework for understanding how these factors might affect TOT incidence by elucidating their impact on a to-be-retrieved target’s lemma-to-phonology connections. Specifically, factors that strengthen those connections should decrease TOTs, whereas factors that weaken those connections should increase TOTs. Strengthening/weakening of these connections is directly proportional to the use of the target word’s phonology. The factor of word frequency serves as a measure of connection strength such that high-frequency targets have stronger connections, whereas low-frequency targets have weaker connections. The factor of phonological priming involves recent presentation of words containing the target’s phonology, which serves to temporarily strengthen the target’s lemma-to-phonology connections relative to (a) targets whose phonology was not accessed recently, and (b) semantic primes, words that strengthen the availability of conceptual information. The factor of proper name status in the TDH is represented by names having an additional layer of lemma-to-phonology connections (between a person’s full name and each individual name, i.e., first and last name), which makes names more susceptible to TOTs than other types of words.

Connection strength is also influenced indirectly by the phonological relatedness of words associated with a target. Specifically, the factors of neighborhood density, neighborhood frequency, and first-syllable frequency tell us about the number of words that are phonologically connected with a target (i.e., “neighbors”), as well as how frequently those phonologically-related words are used in speech. Because the TDH assumes that activated phonological segments send bottom-up feedback activation back up to all associated lemmas, a target that shares phonological connections with many words and/or high-frequency words consistently receives more bottom-up activation and will consequently have stronger lemma-to-phonology connections, relative to targets that are phonologically related to only a few words and/or low-frequency words. In other words, usage of connections relevant to the target’s phonology can influence TOTs for that target.
With respect to aging, MacKay and Burke (1990) proposed that the process of strengthening existing connections is age-invariant, which implies that young and older adults will benefit similarly from factors that strengthen lemmato-phonology connections. Conversely, older adults’ transmission deficits may make them more susceptible than young adults to factors that weaken lemma-to-phonology connections. More generally, the TDH provides an architecture where phonologically-related words can either increase or decrease older adults’ TOTs. In contrast, the IDH does not offer a scenario where phonologically-related words will have a facilitative effect for older adults.

Word frequency

*Word frequency* is a measure of how often a word is used in spoken or written language. In Brown and McNeill (1966), TOTs were elicited by presenting definitions for words with low frequency of use (e.g., *apse*, *nepotism*, *cloaca*, *ambergris*, and *sampan*), as there were anecdotal suggestions that these types of words would be likely to induce TOTs. Theoretical accounts like the TDH also suggest that infrequently-accessed words do not regularly send activation from their lemmas to their associated phonology, thereby making these connections weaker and more susceptible to TOTs. Harley and Bown (1998, Experiment 1) empirically manipulated word frequency by using definition questions whose answers were designated as either high- or low-frequency as categorized by the Oxford Psycholinguistic Database (Quinlan, 1992), a database which contains (among many other psycholinguistic variables) frequency measures that were adopted from an original corpus compiled by Francis and Kucera (1982). As expected, participants in Harley and Bown’s experiment were more likely to have TOTs for low-frequency words as opposed to high-frequency words.

Burke et al. (1991, Experiment 1) investigated word frequency naturalistically in a four-week diary study where young and older (mean age 71) participants recorded their TOTs. Resolved TOTs were retroactively categorized in terms of word frequency, using the Francis and Kucera corpus. The median word frequency of TOTs was significantly lower that what would be expected by chance. Furthermore, the majority of reported TOTs (47%, excluding non-normed proper names) in Burke et al. (1991) were words that were so infrequently used that they did not appear in Francis and Kucera’s corpus, and a marginal trend indicated that older adults produced slightly more of these “unlisted” words than young adults. This suggested that while low-frequency words are generally more susceptible to TOTs, this might be exacerbated in older adults. These studies converge to support the argument that infrequently used words have inherently fragile connections.
between their lemmas and phonology and are therefore more prone to TOTs, an effect that may be compounded by aging.

Neighborhood density and frequency

Another factor related to TOT incidence is phonological neighborhood density, the number of words that phonologically resemble a given target word (e.g., pint has phonological neighbors that include words like pant, pine, and punts). Whereas the IDH predicts an inhibitory effect of neighborhood density on TOT incidence because highly dense neighborhoods contain a greater number of potential phonological competitors, the TDH predicts a facilitative effect of high neighborhood density on TOT incidence because of feedback (bottom-up) activation transmitted from neighbors’ phonology to associated lemmas. For example, when a target word that has many neighbors becomes activated (e.g., taper), its lemma transmits activation to its phonological nodes, which in turn feed activation back to all lemmas that possess some of that phonology (e.g., the lemmas for tailor, tame, paper, etc.). Now those lemmas transmit activation back down to their phonological nodes, which strengthens the shared connections to the target’s phonological nodes and makes a TOT less likely to occur. Words with few neighbors receive little feedback activation, making their lemma-to-phonology connections comparatively weak and more vulnerable to TOTs.

Research has supported the TDH’s prediction, demonstrating that words with denser neighborhoods are less susceptible to TOTs. Harley and Bown (1998, Experiment 1), who found that low-frequency words induced more TOTs than high-frequency words in young adults, also manipulated neighborhood density, such that within the high- and low-frequency groups, half of the words had high phonological density, and half had low phonological density. Words with lower neighborhood density (fewer phonological neighbors) resulted in more TOTs than those with higher neighborhood density (more phonological neighbors). They also found that neighborhood density interacted with word frequency such that the effect of neighborhood density was greater for low-frequency words than high-frequency words; specifically, low-frequency words that were also low in neighborhood density produced the greatest number of TOTs, which suggests that multiple lexical factors can have an additive effect on increasing TOTs.

Vitevitch and Sommers (2003) used a similar methodology to Harley and Bown (1998), i.e., eliciting TOTs via definition questions (Experiments 1 and 2), but they manipulated neighborhood frequency as well as density and compared young and older adults. Neighborhood frequency refers to the mean word frequency of associated phonological neighbors; words with low neighborhood frequency have phonological neighbors that are low in frequency of use on average, whereas
words with high neighborhood frequency have neighbors that are relatively high in frequency. Results from young adults replicated Harley and Bown’s (1998) results with respect to word frequency and neighborhood density, but young adults were unaffected by neighborhood frequency. In contrast, older adults’ (mean age 70) TOTs were influenced interactively by word frequency, neighborhood density, and neighborhood frequency: Older adults reported more TOTs for words with low neighborhood frequency (compared to words with high neighborhood frequency), but only when the target also had low neighborhood density or low word frequency. Why were older but not young adults affected by neighborhood frequency? Because young adults have stronger connections between lemmas and their phonology than older adults, young adults can receive feedback activation from phonological neighbors regardless of whether those neighbors are high or low frequency. However, older adults can only receive feedback activation from high-frequency phonological neighbors, as connections to low-frequency neighbors are too degraded to provide any feedback (Vitevitch & Sommers, 2003).

First-syllable frequency

Like neighborhood frequency, a target’s first-syllable frequency also affects TOT incidence, but again only in older adults (Farrell & Abrams, 2011; but see Gaskell & Dumay, 2003, for related work on the influence of syllable frequency on successful word retrieval in young adults). First-syllable frequency refers to the degree of usage of that particular syllable within the language. A word with high first-syllable frequency possesses a first syllable that occurs in many words (e.g., /dɪ/, as in decanter, deceased, debate, and many others), whereas a word with low first-syllable frequency has a less commonly used first syllable (e.g., /əm/ as in omnivore and omniscient, not many others). Farrell and Abrams examined TOT incidence as a function of target words’ first-syllable frequency in three age groups. First-syllable frequency (high or low) was categorized independently from word frequency, as all targets were low-frequency words. Whereas college-aged participants’ TOT rates were unaffected by the target’s first-syllable frequency, both groups of older adults experienced a first-syllable frequency effect on TOT incidence, with more TOTs occurring for targets with low-frequency first syllables than high-frequency first syllables, and this effect was greater for old-old adults (mean age 80) than young-old adults (mean age 68). This greater influence on first-syllable frequency in older adults also impacted age differences in TOT incidence, such that old-old adults experienced more TOTs than the other groups only when the targets possessed low-frequency first syllables; TOT rates were equivalent for the three groups when targets contained high-frequency first syllables. Because older adults’ connections to syllabic representations are weakened, the infrequency
with which low-frequency syllables are produced creates an additive, negative effect for older adults that increases their susceptibility to TOTs, similar to the effects of neighborhood frequency. Conversely, having a large number of words that share a particular syllable offsets the weakening that results from aging, as the higher frequency with which that syllable is encountered strengthens its connections with all lemmas containing that syllable and decreases the likelihood of a TOT occurring (Farrell & Abrams, 2011).

In sum, these experiments on factors described so far indicate that TOTs are not only influenced by certain properties of the TOT word in question (e.g., word frequency) but are also influenced indirectly by other words that are phonologically related to the target. Moreover, it seems that older adults are particularly sensitive to the ways in which these factors interact and influence one another.

Phonological priming

Because TOTs are presumed to result from a failure to encode the phonology of the correct target word, and also because TOTs are generally more frequent for words that have not been used recently, it is logical to predict within the TDH that strengthening the connections between a word’s lemma and phonology will reduce the likelihood that TOTs will occur. Rastle and Burke (1996) systematically tested this assumption by employing a repetition priming procedure, i.e., presenting a target word in an earlier task and then seeing if this recent presentation reinforced the phonological connections for that target and reduced its susceptibility to a future TOT. They exposed young and older adult (mean age 70) participants to a target’s phonology by having them read aloud a list of words (the majority of which were nouns, and some of which were proper names) and rate each word for “pronunciation difficulty”. Following a ten-minute delay, participants were presented with a set of general knowledge questions, where half of the target answers were words/names read previously (i.e., primed) in the pronunciation task, and they indicated whether they knew the answer, did not know the answer, or were having a TOT. Consistent with prior research, TOTs were more prevalent for older adults, and proper names accounted for the majority of these TOTs. With respect to phonological priming, both age groups experienced a reduction in TOT incidence for targets that were recently produced in the pronunciation task relative to non-recently presented targets, demonstrating priming of TOT incidence as predicted by the TDH.

James and Burke (2000, Experiment 1) also investigated the facilitative effect of strengthening of phonological connections on TOT incidence but conclusively demonstrated that phonological overlap was solely responsible for these effects.
Because Rastle and Burke (1996) had participants produce the identical word prior to administering the TOT-inducing task, their prime overlapped not only phonologically but also lexically and semantically with the target (because they were the same word). James and Burke distributed the phonological segments of each target word over a sequence of prime words that cumulatively contained the target's syllables (e.g., presenting *abstract, indigent, truncate, tradition*, and *locate* when the TOT target was *abdicate*). For each target, young and older adults (mean age 72) were presented with either a primed list (where half of the words shared partial phonology with the intended TOT target word as illustrated above) or an unrelated list of words. After saying each word aloud and rating it for pronunciation difficulty, the general knowledge question was presented, to which participants attempted to retrieve the target. Prior production of the target's phonology, which occurred only when reading primed lists, reduced TOT incidence relative to words in the unprimed lists, and the priming effects were equivalent for both age groups. These findings demonstrate that not only can TOTs be offset by recent presentation of a word's phonology, which presumably strengthens the weakened lemma-to-phonology connections that cause TOTs, but that even older adults can benefit from this exposure.

Burke et al. (2004, Experiment 1) focused specifically on phonological priming of TOT incidence for proper name targets (e.g., *Brad Pitt*), using a picture naming task to induce TOTs. Young and older adults (mean age 72) began each trial by producing the answer to a fill-in-the-blank statement, where the correct answer was either a homophone of the target name (e.g., *pit*) or a non-homophone (e.g., *cane*). After a delay consisting of an intervening filler picture and filler question, the target picture was presented, and participants were instructed to produce the entire name of the person. Prior production of a homophone decreased TOTs for names corresponding to the other spelling of the homophone for both age groups; however, when participants who demonstrated awareness of the phonological relationship between the initial homophone sentence and the target picture were excluded, only older adults exhibited this priming effect. This age-linked asymmetry in phonological priming of TOT incidence, where older adults benefitted more than young adults from the strengthening of connections caused by production of the homophone, seems to be linked to older adults' increased difficulty in retrieving proper names relative to object names. The paucity of semantic connections for proper names in conjunction with the age-related weakening of connections allows older adults to benefit more from phonological input, consistent with the claim that aging is a unique and independent factor contributing to retrieval failures.
Semantic priming

While TOTs reflect a failure to encode the appropriate phonology of a word, individuals generally have sufficient access to semantic (conceptual) information relevant to the intended word (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Dell, 1986; Levelt, 1989). It is therefore unsurprising that semantic priming has had little effect on TOT incidence. While Rastle and Burke (1996) found advantages for prior processing of phonological information in terms of reducing TOTs, they found that asking participants to first rate how pleasant each of the words were (semantic processing), prior to retrieving them from definition questions, did not provide any extra advantage in reducing TOTs above and beyond simply reading the phonology of the TOT word. Cross and Burke (2004) showed that the lack of facilitation from prior processing of semantic information on TOT incidence also occurred for proper names. In this experiment, young and older adults (mean age 72) were first asked a question about a famous character (e.g., Eliza Doolittle), were subsequently shown a picture of the person depicting that famous character (e.g., a picture of Audrey Hepburn portraying Eliza Doolittle), and were asked to produce the name of the portrayer (e.g., Audrey Hepburn). Neither young adults nor older adults experienced a reduction in TOTs, suggesting once again that prior presentation of semantically-relevant information did not strengthen connections between lemmas and phonological information, which are critical for reducing TOTs. Farrell (2012, Experiment 2) compared semantic priming of TOT incidence for both names and nouns. Young and older (mean age 69) participants answered either a prime question containing a word semantically related to the target (e.g., vegetarian) or an unrelated question, then attempted to produce the target (e.g., herbivore) in response to its question. She found no effect of semantic priming on TOTs for either type of word or for either age group, consistent with the idea that TOTs are linked more strongly to activation of a word’s phonology than its semantics. Once again, these effects are contrary to those expected from the perspective of the IDH, which would predict greater interference from semantic competitors, and likewise, more TOTs.

Name status

The retrieval of proper names has been of particular interest in aging research because names are specifically susceptible to retrieval failures compared to other types of words (e.g., nouns), even for younger adults (e.g., Brédart & Valentine, 1998; Evrard, 2002; Young, Ellis, & Flude, 1988; but see Hanley, 2011; Maylor, 1995, 1997; and Rendell, Castel, & Craik, 2005). Memory for proper names is typically poorer than memory for other descriptive, conceptual information (like
a person's occupation; Barresi, Obler, & Goodglass, 1998), even when a proper name is phonologically identical to a particular descriptor. For example, it is easier to remember that a person is a baker than to remember that his name is Mr. Baker (an effect appropriately termed the “Baker-baker” paradox; e.g., Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; McWeeny, Young, Hay, & Ellis, 1987). This disparity for proper names being more difficult to remember than other types of information is even more pronounced in older adults, evidenced by TOTs. Although older adults experience more TOTs than young adults for all types of words, they have disproportionately more TOTs for proper names (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Evrard, 2002; Farrell, 2012; James, 2004, 2006; Juncos-Rabadán, Facal, Rodríguez, & Pereiro, 2012).

Explanation for the vulnerability of proper names

What mechanisms are responsible for making proper names specifically susceptible to retrieval failures and for disproportionately impairing their retrieval in old age? A number of possible explanations have been proposed. One possibility is that names have impoverished semantic associations, which make them more difficult to encode in and subsequently retrieve from memory (e.g., Fogler & James, 2007). While non-name nouns (e.g., dog) are associated with a global, consistent set of semantic traits by which individuals develop schemas (e.g., a dog has fur, four legs, and barks), proper names are associated with a very limited and specific set of semantic criteria that varies from individual to individual (e.g., not every person named John Smith will be a lawyer). Anecdotally, we know from our everyday experiences that many people can share a name without necessarily having any features in common. It is likewise difficult to predict what a person is like simply based on their name, except perhaps in the case of nicknames, where a name is derived from a physical feature or personality characteristic (e.g., negative Nancy). Without an established semantic network, i.e., a consistent set of factual information, proper names act almost exclusively as meaningless labels that do not provide any substantive information about their associated referent (Brédart & Valentine, 1998; Brédart, Valentine, Calder, & Gassi, 1995; Evrard, 2002; Semenza, 2006, 2009).

This claim can be further illustrated by the Baker-baker paradox. The noun baker likely conjures images consistent with its definition, such as someone making bread or other baked goods, wearing a white hat, or covered in flour. These descriptors facilitate and enrich the encoding process, permitting us to more easily integrate the word baker into an existing semantic network and making the word easier to retrieve later (e.g., Cohen & Burke, 1993; Cohen & Faulkner, 1986). However, Mr. Baker does not evoke any especially descriptive characteristics
(because the name itself is not associated with a specific semantic network), nor does it explicitly relay anything meaningful about the person’s profession or image, aside from perhaps suggesting gender and in some cases nationality. Fogler and James (2007) extended the examination of name arbitrariness/descriptive-ness to the context of aging, where young and older adults (mean age 71) were presented with pictures of well-known cartoon characters with either descriptive names (e.g., *Snow White*) or non-descriptive names (e.g., *Charlie Brown*). As expected, both young and older adults experienced greater difficulty retrieving non-descriptive names than descriptive names, but older adults experienced significantly more retrieval failures for non-descriptive names than young adults.

In addition to semantic deficiencies, other influences at the lexical or phonological levels may make proper names more difficult to retrieve than other classes of words. For example, proper names (unlike nouns) do not have synonyms that can be used when the target word is temporarily inaccessible (e.g., Brédart, 1993); the terms *insect*, *butterfly*, and *monarch butterfly* can all be used to refer to the same object, whereas there is only one specific name (*Barack Obama*) for the current president of the United States. Because effective production of proper names requires the activation of a single correct name phrase, retrieval failures are not only more likely to occur (as a single deficient connection could lead to a retrieval failure), but it also makes proper name retrieval failures more noticeable because a name cannot be substituted for another word (e.g., James, 2004).

Additionally, proper names typically have multiple phonological components that make up the name phrase (one first name and one last name, and sometimes even a middle name), whereas nouns frequently only have one (see Figure 1). Within the TDH, proper names are associated with increased TOTs because of these additional connections that are susceptible to weakening, i.e., individual connections between the lemma for the full name (*Brad Pitt*) and its corresponding first (*Brad*) and last (*Pitt*) names (e.g., Burke et al., 2004; Burke et al., 1991). When more phonological components are needed to retrieve the entire name phrase, there are correspondingly more opportunities for retrieval failures to occur, which explains why individuals tend to have more TOTs for targets who are known by three names (e.g., actor *Sarah Jessica Parker*) as opposed to just two (e.g., actor *Julia Roberts*; Hanley & Chapman, 2008; Stevenage & Lewis, 2005). Proper names are also generally accessed less frequently than nouns; even the most common names, like Smith, are accessed less often than other types of words, which makes the connections among conceptual, lexical, and phonological information within the proper name hierarchy comparatively weak and more prone to retrieval failures (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Cohen & Burke, 1993; Conley, Burgess, & Hage, 1999).
Chapter 2. The Tip-of-the-Tongue phenomenon

Taken cumulatively, the evidence presented here suggests that proper names’ increased susceptibility to TOTs is due at least in part to the fact that proper names are relatively non-descriptive in nature, do not provide any helpful cues to aid retrieval, and do not fit neatly within a higher semantic network (unlike other types of words). During the natural aging process, opportunities for these already naturally-prevalent retrieval failures become even more frequent because the integrity of the language system is, at baseline, compromised. Further research is needed to understand the degree to which each of these factors contributes independently or additively to older adults’ increased TOTs for proper names.

TOT resolution

Although a considerably smaller literature relative to TOT incidence, the other focus of TOT research has been on the processes that underlie resolution of TOTs, i.e., subsequent retrieval of the intended word after a TOT occurs. The process of resolution can inform us about the weakened lemma-to-phonology connections that cause TOTs because successful resolution of a TOT suggests that these connections, initially weak enough to cause the TOT, have become strengthened, allowing the TOT word’s phonology to accumulate a sufficient amount of activation that is necessary for retrieval. The most common method for resolution in people of all age groups is spontaneous resolutions (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; Heine, Ober, & Shenaut, 1999), also called pop-ups, where the target word “pops into mind” when not explicitly paying attention to the TOT (Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Reason & Lucas, 1984). However, older adults typically need more time to resolve their TOTs than younger adults (Burke et al., 1991; Heine et al., 1999; but see Brown & Nix, 1996). Measuring TOT resolution in the laboratory has typically involved a methodology (see Figure 2) where a general knowledge question is presented first. When a TOT occurs, either a primed list (containing words believed to influence resolution) or an unrelated list is shown, after which the TOT-inducing question is shown again. Priming is measured as the difference in TOT resolution following a list containing phonologically-related words relative to a list with solely unrelated words.

Using a priming technique offers a way to provide an alternate word of sorts and assess its effects on TOT resolution. As noted earlier, the presence of an alternate during a TOT delays TOT resolution and decreases the likelihood that the TOT will be resolved (Burke et al., 1991), suggesting that the alternate may be competing with the target for retrieval. Within the IDH, this competition arises from older adults being less able to inhibit the alternate, suggesting that the
What do you call goods that are traded illegally, i.e. smuggled goods?

**GIVE\nANSWER:**
*Contraband*

**TOT or**
*Don’t Know*

**Read Either**

**Primed list**
- Equator
- Contact
- Libertarians
- Phonemics
- Connotation
- Shriek
- Oriental
- Spike
- Conscious
- Nail

**Unrelated list**
- Equator
- Appreciative
- Libertarians
- Phonemics
- Persist
- Shriek
- Oriental
- Spike
- Swimsuit
- Nail

**What do you call goods that are traded illegally, i.e. smuggled goods?**

**GIVE\nANSWER:**
*Contraband*

**TOT or**
*Don’t Know*

**PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT THE NAME YOU CAN REMEMBER**

**Figure 2.** Example TOT priming resolution methodology (adapted from Abrams, White, & Eitel, 2003). The first syllable in the primed list is underlined for emphasis here.

Presence of alternate words will be detrimental for TOT resolution under all circumstances. Within the TDH, there are various factors that are likely to affect whether alternates compete with or facilitate TOT resolution, i.e., not all alternates will be competitors for retrieval. Research has explored three such factors.
and their interactions with age on TOT resolution: (1) phonological relatedness, (2) grammatical class, and (3) first-syllable frequency.

Phonological relatedness refers to a prime (alternate) that contains some or all of the target’s phonology. Similar to its effect on TOT incidence, a phonologically-related prime presented during a TOT should strengthen the lemma-to-phonology connections that caused the TOT and increase resolution, and both young and older adults should benefit similarly. However, phonological priming of TOT resolution may be moderated by the prime’s grammatical class. Within the TDH, grammatical class provides a constraint such that only one lexical node, the one accumulating the most activation, can be activated at a time (Burke et al., 1991; MacKay, 1987; MacKay & Burke, 1990). Therefore, having a phonologically-related alternate that is in the same grammatical class as the target should be detrimental to TOT resolution, as the alternate’s activation level must subside before the target can be activated. It is possible that older adults will be more adversely affected than young adults by a same-grammatical class alternate and need more time for the target to accumulate sufficient activation, given their weakened connections to phonology. First-syllable frequency, independently and in conjunction with aging, could also play an inhibitory role in TOT resolution within the TDH via competition from interconnected phonological representations. Upon presentation of the prime, its lemma will send activation to its phonological nodes, which in turn will transmit bottom-up activation to the other lemmas sharing that phonology. When there are many other possible lemmas (a high-frequency first syllable), there are more words to compete with the target for retrieval relative to when there are only a few other lemmas (a low-frequency first syllable). Again, the possibility arises that older adults may be particularly susceptible to these proposed first-syllable frequency effects on TOT resolution.

Phonological relatedness

James and Burke (2000, Experiment 2) were the first to make a causal link between phonological encoding processes and pop-ups. In addition to demonstrating that prior production of phonologically-related words reduces TOT incidence, they also showed that production of words that share phonology with the TOT word increases the likelihood of resolving the TOT. For example, after reporting a TOT for *abdicate*, subsequently pronouncing a list of words that included *abstract, indigent, truncate, tradition, and locate* resulted in more TOT resolution compared to when a list of unrelated words was presented. Both younger and older adults (mean age 72) exhibited significant priming of TOT resolution. James and Burke interpreted these findings as demonstrating a mechanism by which pop-ups...
occur: They are triggered when the TOT word’s phonology is perceived or produced, which helps to strengthen the weakened phonological connections that caused the TOT in the first place.

Subsequent research has demonstrated that activating the initial syllable specifically is essential for TOT resolution (Abrams, White, & Eitel, 2003; White & Abrams, 2002). In these studies, the phonologically-related list of words presented during a TOT contained words with solely the first syllable, the middle syllable, the last syllable, or the initial phoneme/letter of the TOT word. TOT resolution was increased only following lists containing the first syllable, suggesting that TOT resolution cannot be facilitated if the TOT word’s initial phonology remains unavailable. With respect to age-related differences in priming of TOT resolution, adults in their 60s and early 70s show priming of TOT resolution to the same degree as younger adults (e.g., Heine et al., 1999; James & Burke, 2000; White & Abrams, 2002; but see Abrams, Trunk, & Merrill, 2007). In contrast, adults in their late 70s and 80s have significantly less or no TOT resolution following phonologically-related words (e.g., Abrams et al., 2007; Heine et al., 1999; White & Abrams, 2002). These findings suggest that the severity of transmission deficits that cause TOTs continues to advance with increasing age within older adulthood and affect TOT resolution, similar to increases in TOT incidence (e.g., Heine et al., 1999).

Grammatical class

Recent research has documented several psycholinguistic factors that are relevant to phonological priming of TOT resolution as well as interactions with age. One such factor is the prime’s grammatical class, or part of speech. The relevance of part of speech can be observed in alternate words that sometimes accompany TOTs. Not only do alternates frequently share phonological features such as first letter and number of syllables with the intended target, but they also typically share syntactic features such as part of speech (e.g., Brown & McNeill, 1966; Burke et al., 1991; Miozzo & Caramazza, 1997). For example, in Burke and colleagues’ (1991) four-week diary study of TOTs, alternates reported during TOTs were frequently the same part of speech as the target (85% of the time for young adults, 93% for older adults). This overlap with part of speech is interesting, particularly because the presence of alternates has a detrimental effect on TOT resolution in naturalistic studies: When TOTs are accompanied by alternate words, TOTs take longer to resolve and are less likely to be resolved than TOTs that occur without alternates (Burke et al., 1991). Together, these findings suggest that an alternate’s grammatical class may be critical in determining when TOT resolution will occur.
Abrams and Rodriguez (2005) tested this idea via phonological priming of TOT resolution and found that a phonological prime's grammatical class plays a pivotal role in influencing TOT resolution in laboratory studies. Following a TOT (e.g., for *rosary*, a noun), participants pronounced aloud a list of words containing either a phonological prime with the same first syllable and same part of speech as the target (e.g., *robot*, which is a noun), a phonological prime with a different part of speech (e.g., *robust*, which is an adjective), or an unrelated word. They found that a phonologically-related word increased TOT resolution only when it was a part of speech different from the target. Phonologically-related words that were the same part of speech as the target had no effect, resulting in similar rates of TOT resolution to that following the unrelated word list.

Interestingly, these influences of grammatical class on TOT resolution were not uniform across the lifespan. Comparing younger adults and two groups of older adults, Abrams and colleagues (2007) found that adults aged 61–73 performed similarly to younger adults, showing phonological priming of TOT resolution only when the prime was a different part of speech from the target, although they exhibited priming to a lesser degree than younger adults, and no priming when the prime was the same part of speech as the target. In contrast, adults aged 75–89 did not get increased TOT resolution from either type of prime, and even more interestingly, they demonstrated an inhibitory effect on TOT resolution following a same part-of-speech prime: Their retrieval of the target was *worse* after reading the list containing the prime compared to the list with unrelated words. These findings suggest another difference that arises with advancing age: Alternates can become more competitive for retrieval during a TOT but only under specific circumstances. What is the possible mechanism that underlies this effect, since it cannot be explained solely by older adults having inefficient inhibitory processes as proposed by the IDH? One possibility is that when the activation level of an alternate approaches or exceeds that of the TOT target, the alternate can become a competitor and delay TOT resolution (see Dell & Gordon, 2003, and Gordon & Kurczek, 2014, for related arguments regarding phonological neighborhood and speech production). The weakened lemma-to-phonology connections for the oldest adults are particularly susceptible, allowing an alternate to become competitive during a TOT, but only when the alternate shares the appropriate phonological and syntactic information of the target.

First-syllable frequency

Another factor shown to affect TOT resolution in younger and older adults is the target's first-syllable frequency (Farrell & Abrams, 2011). Recall that first-syllable
frequency affected TOT incidence but only for older adults, such that both groups of older adults experienced more TOTs for words with a low-frequency first syllable relative to a high-frequency first syllable. Interestingly, first-syllable frequency had the opposite effect on TOT resolution, and it affected young and older adults similarly. When a phonological prime with the same first syllable as the target was presented during TOTs, all age groups resolved more TOTs for targets with a low-frequency first syllable, i.e., having a low-frequency first syllable was beneficial to target retrieval. Farrell and Abrams proposed that this reversal in the effect of first-syllable frequency may be a function of competition that is initiated by the prime word, once in a TOT. The prime’s first syllable transmits activation to the other lemmas sharing that syllable, so when there are many other possible lemmas (a high-frequency first syllable), there are more words to compete with the target for retrieval relative to when there are only a few other lemmas (a low-frequency first syllable).

Contrary to the competition created by alternates that share grammatical class (Abrams et al., 2007), the oldest adults in Farrell and Abrams (2011) did not experience greater competition than the other age groups from primes with high-frequency first syllables. One possible explanation is that the frequency of those non-presented competitors also plays a role in TOT resolution. It seems likely that the lemmas associated with a high-frequency first syllable may be higher in word frequency, making them competitive for all age groups because the target words that are susceptible to TOTs are generally low frequency. In any case, research on TOT resolution has demonstrated that there are specific age-linked changes to the utilization of phonological processes and that those changes are not uniform for older adults of all ages.

Proper name TOTs in Alzheimer’s disease

Up to this point, the chapter has focused on the increase in TOTs as a function of normal, healthy aging. However, TOTs have also been a fruitful source of information regarding the progress of certain aspects related to pathological aging. For example, although general language impairments have been reported in a variety of neurodegenerative diseases (e.g., semantic dementia; Reilly & Peele, 2008), proper name retrieval failures have been distinctively and consistently linked to AD and MCI, a pre-AD memory disorder classified by a range of clinical subtypes, which can convert to AD² (e.g., Estévez-González et al., 2004; Juncos-
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2. See Fischer et al. (2007) for an empirical comparison between MCI subtypes, and Petersen (2003) for an overview.
Rabadán, Facal, Lojo-Seoanne, & Pereiro, 2013a; Risacher et al., 2009; Semenza, Borgo, Mondini, Pasini, & Sgaramella, 2000; Semenza, Mondini, Borgo, Pasini, & Sgaramella, 2003; Thompson, Graham, Patterson, Sahakian, & Hodges, 2002). Research has attempted to explain proper name retrieval failures in terms of the asymmetric degradation of the brain during the course of AD. Unlike other brain injuries that result from an immediate focal lesion (e.g., stroke), AD has an insidious onset that typically begins with atrophy in the medial temporal lobe (e.g., Barbeau et al., 2008; Barkhof et al., 2007; Jacobs et al., 2011; Visser, Verhey, Hofman, Scheltens, & Jolles, 2002), with the development of neurofibrillary tangles in subhippocampal regions such as the perirhinal and entorhinal cortices that are important for memory retrieval (Delacourte et al., 1999). This early atrophy also extends to anterior temporal regions (McDonald et al., 2009), which together form the anterior temporal network (ATN; consisting of the hippocampus, temporal pole, uncus, and the entorhinal/perirhinal cortices; Gour et al., 2011; Kahn et al., 2008), before slowly progressing to more posterior, neocortical regions (see also Braak & Braak, 1991, for a description of Alzheimer’s stages). The result is a disease whose symptoms emerge slowly, sometimes unnoticeably, and become progressively more malignant and apparent (e.g., Longley & Warner, 2002).

The fact that AD seems to initially target regions in the ATN is particularly relevant for the retrieval of proper names, as some recent research indicates that the left anterior temporal regions (namely, the temporal pole) may be more involved with storage and retrieval of proper names compared to other types of words (Damasio, Grabowski, Tranel, Hichwa, & Damasio, 1996; Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998; Semenza, 2011). Specifically, it has been suggested that the temporal pole helps to mediate phonological retrieval processes necessary for name articulation in conjunction with other perisylvian structures (e.g., Damasio & Damasio, 1994; Juncos-Rabadán et al., 2011; Proverbio, Lilli, Semenza, & Zani, 2001). The temporal pole has also been suggested to be involved with the retrieval of person-specific semantic information (Bramati, Benoit, Monetta, Belleville, & Joubert, 2010), supported by connections to medial structures that are important for memory retrieval like the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus (Arnold, Hyman, & Van Hoesen, 1994; Ding, Van Hoesen, Cassell, & Poremba, 2009; Guedj et al., 2010; Juncos-Rabadán, Rodríguez, Facal, Cuba, & Pereiro, 2011; Muñoz & Insausti, 2004; Vorobyov & Brown, 2008). Alternatively, storage and retrieval of other types of words may rely on a more distributed neural network (Proverbio et al., 2001; Warburton et al., 1996; see also Martin, 2007, for a review), which may not be so locally impacted in early AD. Thus, it follows that pathological degradation to these parts of the anterior and medial temporal regions may specifically hinder proper name retrieval in AD, compared to the retrieval of other types of words (e.g., Semenza et al., 2003). In the following sections, we will examine
research that demonstrates how AD increases the likelihood of proper name TOTs, both in terms of increasing transmission deficits during phonological retrieval and, more gradually, reducing access to relevant semantic information.

When examining phonological access impairments experienced by multidomain MCI patients, Juncos-Rabadán and colleagues (2011) eloquently described the role of the temporal pole as “a mediational structure that is engaged by those structures that guide the implementation of process of phonological representation in vocalization (supported by left temporal perisylvian language areas)” (p. 650). The fact that the anterior temporal lobe/temporal pole is considered to be at least partially involved in proper name phonological retrieval is notable because it interfaces with what is already known about the cognitive mechanisms of proper name TOTs: Age-related decline contributes to a weakening of the connections between proper name lemmas and associated phonological nodes. However, the atrophy resulting from AD is far more severe than the gradual neuronal degradation that would be expected during the normal aging process, even in early or moderate stages of the disease (e.g., Jack et al., 1997; Jacobs et al., 2011). From the perspective of the TDH, this has been interpreted to mean that the connections between lemmas and phonological nodes in AD patients are significantly more degraded than those in healthy older adults (e.g., Juncos-Rabadán et al., 2011). This helps to explain why AD patients report more proper name TOTs than healthy older adult controls, and also why these TOTs become more prevalent as atrophy spreads and the brain becomes increasingly deteriorated (e.g., Delazer et al., 2003; Juncos-Rabadán et al., 2013a; Juncos-Rabadán, Facal, Logo-Seoane, & Pereiro, 2013b; Juncos-Rabadán et al., 2011).

Some behavioral research has extended these claims of disproportionately impaired phonological access in AD by examining the amount of phonological information that AD patients have available during a proper name TOT. For example, a celebrity face-naming study by Delazer and colleagues (2003) found that relative to healthy controls (mean age 72) and high-functioning older adults with MCI, AD patients (mean age 73) were less likely to provide pertinent phonological information (e.g., first phoneme or syllable) during a TOT when probed, and they also did not benefit as much from phonological cuing (i.e., retrieving the name after partial phonology was supplied). Overall, evidence seems to suggest that the increase in proper name TOTs for AD patients is at least partly related to severely compromised connections between lemmas and associated phonological nodes, exaggerated by disproportionate atrophy in the temporal regions of the brain.

Furthermore, the fact that the anterior temporal lobe/temporal pole is considered to be involved in proper name retrieval introduces another important factor that distinguishes healthy older adults from AD patients: Disproportionate
impairments in retrieving semantic information related to proper names. For example, in a fMRI study, Brambati and colleagues (2010) asked participants to classify individuals based on occupation and found that the anterior temporal lobe was indeed involved with retrieving person-specific semantic information. Behavioral research (e.g., Delazer et al., 2003; Hodges, Salmon, & Butters, 1993) has complemented these fMRI data, demonstrating that AD patients produce significantly less biographical information (e.g., details relating to a person’s occupation) relative to healthy older adult controls, possibly as a result of decreased integrity of regions in the ATN network. This is a fairly idiosyncratic symptom of AD because, as previously mentioned, healthy older adults are generally able to produce sufficient semantic information when experiencing proper name TOTs (e.g., Cohen & Faulkner, 1986). To examine this disparity, Beeson, Holland, and Murray (1997) compared adults suffering from mild AD (mean age 78), moderate AD (mean age 76), and healthy older adults suffering only from linguistic impairments (various forms of aphasia, with otherwise intact memory; mean age range 61–72) on proper name TOT incidence using a celebrity face-naming task. They found that when asked to produce biographical information during TOTs, all AD patients demonstrated a semantic deficit by producing less biographical information (e.g., the person’s occupation) than older adults without AD, with the greatest deficit for the moderate AD group. Even when AD patients produced semantic information, it was less rich and detailed than healthy older adults (e.g., describing Bing Crosby as dead as opposed to a more distinct characteristic, like singer). Similarly, Delazer and colleagues (2003) found that during a TOT, AD patients produced significantly less biographical information in response to semantic questions about celebrity faces (e.g., What was the profession of this person before he became very famous?) than healthy controls or high-functioning adults with MCI, who did not differ.

Why are results about semantic retrieval relevant to proper name TOTs in AD? Recall that within the TDH, semantic access is relatively preserved in healthy aging because of an architecture where multiple semantic nodes can converge to activate a lemma and offset transmission deficits in any one connection (e.g., Burke et al., 1991; MacKay & Burke, 1990). As semantic information begins to erode in AD from disease-related anterior and medial temporal atrophy, the once-resilient architecture of the semantic system becomes damaged such that fewer semantic nodes become activated to converge on a specific lemma (e.g., Astell & Harley, 1996). This theoretical explanation would also suggest that top-down transmission of activation from conceptual to phonological levels is generally less effective (e.g., Greene & Hodges, 1996), meaning TOTs are more likely to occur. Thus, although semantic deficits for proper names might not emerge in the earliest stages, such deficits are certainly a hallmark symptom of AD that becomes
quite distinctive as the disease progresses. These deficits are also a relevant factor in influencing proper name TOT incidence in AD.

**Discriminating normal from pathological decline**

Knowing that effects of both semantics and phonology influence TOTs in AD is helpful in gauging the long-term trajectory of memory decline, but the question still remains: Is there a way to efficaciously discriminate the point at which proper name retrieval failures are no longer due to normal age-related decline, but rather, early stages of AD? Intuitively, it would seem that measuring participants’ access to phonological information may be the most informative early diagnostic measure because semantic deficits sometimes become evident only after the disease has become advanced. Research investigating proper name retrievals for older adults with MCI, who are sometimes at risk of developing AD, has proven to be a crucial source of valuable information for addressing this question. Whereas Delazer and colleagues (2003) did not find any differences in phonological access for MCI and healthy control groups during TOTs, they acknowledged that the MCI groups were very high-functioning (only differing from controls in one measure, verbal memory) and were primarily classified on the basis of self-reported memory problems, which might have been prone to bias. In a later experiment, Juncos-Rabadán et al. (2011) compared healthy older adults with normal cognitive functioning to older adults with MCI (whose condition was not self-reported but instead confirmed via neuropsychological tests, like the Mini-Mental Status Exam; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) who had moderate cognitive deficits (consisting of two subgroups, multidomain amnestic and amnestic; mean age 71 and 68, respectively). They demonstrated that one subgroup of adults with MCI (multidomain amnestic) experienced more proper name TOTs in a face-naming task in addition to reduced access to phonological information during a TOT, but had sufficient access to semantic information like healthy controls (e.g., they were able to produce biographical information about the TOT target when asked).

These results were replicated in a second study by Juncos-Rabadán and colleagues (2013a), who followed up two years later with the same tasks and similar clinical populations (multidomain and single-domain amnestic patients, who were combined into a single MCI group), and then again in a third study (2013b) that included slightly different MCI clinical populations (multidomain amnestic
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3. Healthy older adults were split into two groups based on subjective complaints about memory: those with low memory complaints (mean age 68) and those with high memory complaints (mean age 67). The two groups exhibited equivalent functioning on all tasks and are combined together here for simplicity.
and nonamnestic). In each study, the MCI groups consistently exhibited greater phonological retrieval difficulties relative to healthy control populations while experiencing TOTs. Furthermore, there were no differences between multidomain amnestic and nonamnestic groups, as both were equally poor at retrieving phonological information during a TOT. Juncos-Rabadán and colleagues (2013a, 2013b) interpreted these results to suggest that disproportionate phonological deficits may be the earliest signs of neurodegenerative decline, resulting from reductions in cognitive resources and functioning needed to successfully retrieve phonology. Degraded access to phonology is followed later by additive deterioration of semantic access in the progression to AD. Therefore, the first steps in distinguishing healthy controls from MCI (and possibly early stages of other neurodegenerative diseases) might be to establish a threshold for “healthy” access to phonological information in order to confront potential diseases as early as possible, in addition to other classical measures that are employed to detect a decline in cognitive functioning (e.g., attention, executive function/working memory, etc.).

Extant research comparing AD patients and healthy aging adults has been critical in making progress toward defining a specific threshold of proper name retrieval failures that can be used for early detection. Because proper names are firstly and most noticeably affected in AD, moreso than in healthy aging, diagnostic batteries might benefit by including proper names retrieval failures in some way as a potential first indicator of pathological decline (instead of only including nouns, which are not a very sensitive early indicator of AD; e.g., Semenza et al., 2003). While a few new cognitive tests have been developed to include proper names as a diagnostic tool for such neurodegenerative diseases (e.g., the Memory for Proper Names task; Brouillette et al., 2011), these tasks primarily observe naming accuracy and retrieval of biographical information, not TOT rates, despite how useful proper name TOTs might be as diagnostic criteria. However, it should be acknowledged that there are considerable difficulties to overcome in devising a clinical tool to test proper name TOT incidence, not the least of which is controlling for familiarity of the TOT questions; whereas familiarity with nouns, adjectives, or verbs are maintained across multiple generations, proper names are subject to fluctuating popularity even within a single cohort. Additional constructs would be necessary to verify knowledge of the proper names, and the TOT battery would almost certainly require frequent revisions.

In addition to aiding early diagnosis of AD, there is still much to explore to fully understand the nuances of proper name TOTs as a function of neurocognitive decline. Expanding research on healthy age-related changes in lexical retrieval and TOTs is still necessary for establishing a comprehensive, normative baseline of impairment, which can then be used as a model to identify early signs of pathologically-induced cognitive decline. Furthermore, research still needs to
more finely discriminate symptoms between different types of neurodegenerative diseases. Even though AD is the most common form of dementia (NINDS, 2013), there are also several other types of dementia with differing etiologies and symptoms (e.g., Parkinson’s disease, frontal variant dementia, semantic dementia, and MCI; see Reilly, Troche, & Grossman, 2011, for a review). Future research would benefit from understanding how/if language impairments, such as proper name retrieval failures, in each of these diseases uniquely differ from healthy adults, which will aid in early and appropriate diagnosis.

Current and future directions

Some researchers have highlighted the importance of using appropriate methodological and/or statistical controls before drawing conclusions about age differences in TOTs (Bahrick, Hall, & Baker, 2013; Gollan & Brown, 2006). Gollan and Brown (2006) proposed a new method for calculating TOT incidence that accounts for retrieval failures at different stages: (1) “Step 1” failures, which are failures to activate the target word’s lemma (and thus no opportunity to experience a TOT), and (2) “Step 2” failures, which are failures to activate the target’s phonological representations after successful lemma activation, i.e., TOTs. They argued that TOTs should be calculated as the number of Step 2 failures divided by the number of Step 1 successes, a proportion that indicates the likelihood of a TOT under conditions where a TOT was possible. With respect to aging, they proposed that these calculations more appropriately take into account older adults’ greater experience with words, which results in more opportunities for TOTs to occur, specifically for difficult words.

Bahrick, Hall, and Baker (2013) proposed that age comparisons in recall must first equate the availability of content, i.e., determine which information is equivalently recognizable by both age groups. They developed the accessibility/availability ratio, which provides an estimate of the proportion of available (recognized) memory targets that are also accessible (recalled), and they computed this ratio for younger and older adults’ recall of famous names and low-frequency vocabulary words. Using this ratio, they found that only names, not vocabulary words, were more difficult to retrieve for older than younger adults. These findings are not a result of age differences in familiarity with those names (as measured by recognition on a multiple-choice test), which was controlled. Thus, name recall is disproportionately affected in aging, and future research should continue to document factors that can help to reduce or minimize this disproportionate age impairment.
Farrell (2012) discovered one such factor specific to TOT incidence: first syllable frequency. Younger and older adults read general knowledge questions whose target answers were famous names or low-frequency nouns, both of which had first syllables that were categorized either as high- or low-frequency. Consistent with older adults having greater impairment in name retrieval, older adults had more TOTs than young adults for both types of targets, but this age difference was greater for proper names than nouns. However, this disproportionate age deficit occurred only when targets had high-frequency first syllables. For targets with low-frequency first syllables, the age difference were similar for proper names and nouns. These patterns of findings remained when comparing a subset of names and nouns that possessed the identical first syllable, eliminating the possibility that names and nouns having different first syllables contributed to these findings. The other interesting finding was that only older adults demonstrated opposing influences of syllable frequency, where targets with high-frequency first syllables (compared to low-frequency first syllables) resulted in fewer TOTs for nouns but more TOTs for names. This influence of high first syllable frequency having a negative effect on production is unique, suggesting that for older adults, having many phonologically-related options can create interference or competition with the target when attempting to retrieve names specifically. Phonologically-related names can all be possible candidates for production (is it Jennifer, Jessica, Jenna?), so having multiple name options that sound like the target’s first name becomes more problematic with age. In contrast, phonologically-related nouns typically are not viable candidates and thus do not interfere (e.g., bunny and bus possess unique semantic properties that make them inappropriate choices when attempting to produce butter).

A new direction for future research is the role of semantic priming on older adults’ TOT resolution. Whereas there is little evidence of semantic priming effects on TOT incidence, as discussed earlier, there is some evidence from young adults that semantic relatedness can reduce the facilitative effect of phonological priming on TOT resolution for names. White, Abrams, and Frame (2013) examined the effect of semantic relatedness between primes and targets on phonological priming of younger adults’ TOT resolution for famous names. They presented questions whose answers were proper names, and TOT responses were followed by another question that contained either a prime name or an unrelated name. Primes were either semantically related (in the same occupation as the target) or unrelated. Primes were also phonologically related by sharing either the target’s first name or the first syllable of the first name. The TOT question was presented again, and TOT resolution occurred if the target name could now be retrieved. The results showed that when a prime shared the first name with a target, it facilitated TOT resolution regardless of whether it was semantically related or unrelated.
In contrast, when the prime contained some but not entire phonological overlap with the target’s first name (first syllable only), semantically-unrelated primes increased TOT resolution, but semantically-related primes did not.

Although White et al. (2013) did not compare names with nouns, there are relatively few nouns that share both semantic and phonological characteristics. If names are more likely than nouns to have semantic overlap along with partial phonological overlap, conditions that impede TOT resolution, then this could contribute to names being more difficult to retrieve than nouns in everyday life. Additionally, the finding that semantic relatedness between primes and targets can interfere with phonological priming of TOT resolution could have interesting implications for older adults. For example, one possibility is that the oldest adults would experience inhibitory effects on TOT resolution from phonological primes that share semantic category, similar to that observed from grammatical class (Abrams et al., 2007), resulting in a reduction in TOT resolution relative to unrelated names. Older adults are thought to have enriched semantic networks (e.g., Laver & Burke, 1993; Light & Burke, 1993; Taylor & Burke, 2002), which could potentially make them more susceptible to competition from semantically-related prime names that also share first syllable.

Lastly, the effects of non-cognitive influences on TOTs, such as stress or emotion, and their interactions with aging are virtually unexplored. A link between stress and TOTs has been informally suggested via anecdotal evidence (Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; see also Brown, 1991; and Schwartz, 2002), where TOTs are thought to be more likely to occur when a person is under stress. James, Schmank, and Castro (2013) have empirically demonstrated this relationship in college student participants by putting them in a high- or low-stress situation involving preparation of a speech, a modified Trier Social Stress Test. In the high-stress condition, participants prepared a five-minute speech regarding a job interview and then gave the speech with the belief that they were being analyzed by an expert watching them through a one-way mirror. In the low-stress condition, participants also prepared and gave a speech, but the topic was a favorite vacation spot, and they gave the speech without an observer. After a brief intervening period of mental arithmetic, participants were given the TOT questions and attempted to retrieve the answers. The results showed that participants experienced more TOTs in the high-stress condition than in the low-stress condition, suggesting that situational stress in close proximity to word retrieval is detrimental. An interesting question is whether older adults, who may be generally more anxious about having memory failures (e.g., Cohen & Faulkner, 1986; Pearman & Storandt, 2004; Ryan, Kwong See, Meneer, & Trovato, 1992), are particularly susceptible to the effects of stress on TOTs.
A few studies have examined the effect of emotion on TOTs in young adults, where emotion was elicited through the general knowledge questions presented to elicit TOTs (d'Angelo & Humphreys, 2012; Schwartz, 2010). Specifically, emotion was defined in terms of “uncomfortable questions, related to topics likely to be considered negative”, such as “What is the term for ritual suicide in Japan?” (answer: seppuku). Schwartz (2010) compared emotion-inducing questions with neutral questions in terms of their likelihood of inducing TOTs, and he reported that more TOTs occurred for emotion-inducing questions than for neutral questions. He also reported a carryover effect such that higher TOT rates also occurred on the next question following an emotion-inducing question. However, these results were challenged by d'Angelo and Humphreys (2012). They determined that in the Schwartz (2010) experiment, the targets corresponding to emotion-inducing questions were lower in word frequency and had fewer phonological neighbors than targets corresponding to neutral questions, variables that increase TOTs (Burke et al., 1991; Harley & Bown, 1998). After controlling for these differences, d'Angelo and Humphrey failed to replicate Schwartz's findings of an effect of emotion on TOTs, so the link between emotion and TOTs remains unclear.

It is also worth noting that emotion defined by the to-be-retrieved word is quite different from the emotion inherently experienced within the person, the latter of which can be observed in older adults' self-reports of TOTs as their most annoying cognitive failure (Lovelace & Twohig, 1990). However, older adults may be better able to manage the emotional arousal that seems to accompany their TOTs. Research has been converging on the idea that older adults have superior emotion-regulation skills (e.g., Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999; Mather & Knight, 2005) relative to younger adults, evidenced by older adults having greater confidence in their ability to manage their emotions (e.g., Gross et al., 1997; Kessler & Staudinger, 2009; Lawton, Kleban, Rajagopal, & Dean, 1992) and lower levels of physiological arousal in response to some emotional situations (e.g., Labouvie-Vief, Lumley, Jain, & Heinze, 2003; Levenson, Carstensen, Friesen, & Ekman, 1991; Tsai, Levenson, & Carstensen, 2000). Furthermore, older adults attend to and remember proportionally more positive information than negative information (the positivity effect; e.g., Charles, Mather, & Carstensen, 2003; Grühn, Scheibe, & Baltes, 2007; see also Scheibe & Carstensen, 2010, for a review), an effect thought to stem from an enhanced ability to inhibit negative information (Mather & Knight, 2005). Thus, it remains to be seen whether older adults' enhanced emotion regulation skills can offset the effect of emotional state or arousal on a task involving speech production.
Conclusion

The awareness that TOTs increase with age is only a starting point for understanding the complex issues that underlie why this phenomenon occurs. While this change is a normal part of the healthy aging process and can be differentiated from retrieval problems that accompany neurodegenerative diseases, it nonetheless remains a frustrating and potentially socially-isolating annoyance of which older adults are consciously aware. As this chapter demonstrates, language production processes are subject to a variety of influences, many of which capitalize on normal age-related decline to disproportionately increase TOT incidence and reduce TOT resolution for older adults. It has yet to be determined whether it is more fruitful for researchers to focus on ways of mitigating older adults’ TOTs in the first place or to hone in on strategies that increase their resolution of TOTs. However, it is clear that the first step is developing a comprehensive, theoretical understanding of these retrieval failures and the factors that account for increased susceptibility during the aging process.
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CHAPTER 3

Age-related effects on language production
A combined psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic perspective
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This chapter focuses on the effects of aging on the process of language production from a psycholinguistic, and neurolinguistic perspective. The first section of the chapter provides a detailed description of the language production system by outlining the notions of micro- (i.e., lexical and grammatical) and macrolinguistic (i.e., pragmatic and discourse level) processing and introducing to some of the most influential psycholinguistic models of message production. The second part focuses on psycholinguistic investigations assessing age-related variations in the ability to produce a verbal message. A conclusive section outlines the complex interplay between the neural changes induced by aging and the (re)organization of the language production system.

Introduction

Language processing is the expression of a complex cognitive function (e.g., Caplan, 1992) that goes through major modifications during the lifespan. It develops quite rapidly and efficiently in early infancy and through childhood (Kuhl et al., 2010), keeps relatively stable after the end of adolescence and during adulthood, and is characterized by a gradual decline in the elderly (Thornton & Light, 2006). These age-related alterations might depend either on the intrinsic deterioration of the linguistic system or on a more general cognitive decline, which affects working and long-term memory, attentional skills, and executive control (Connor, 2001; Wingfield & Tun, 2001). However, the overall effects of aging on language processing are likely the result of a complex interplay between these two extremes. Difficulties in working memory, attention, and executive functions might hamper the ability to organize the information at the text level in older adults (e.g., Collette et al., 2007). During the production or the comprehension
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of a discourse or conversation a reduction in the efficiency of working memory might affect the storage and manipulation of information, syntactic processing, and the stages of message planning and monitoring (e.g., Wingfield & Stine-Morrow, 2000). In a similar way, attentive deficits and impairments in executive functions might prevent older adults from inhibiting the selection of inappropriate information (leading, for example, to the production of verbose speech samples and off-topic utterances; e.g., Zacks & Hasher, 1997; Mozeiko et al., 2011).

In this chapter we will review the complex relation between aging and language production from a combined linguistic, psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic perspective. The chapter is divided in three major sections. The first section will outline the language production system. The second section will focus on psycholinguistic investigations assessing age-related variations in linguistic production. The final section will discuss the age-related neural changes that affect the ability to produce verbal messages across the adult lifespan.

### Psycholinguistic accounts of language production

Language production relies on the interaction between several processing levels. These can be analyzed along two dimensions (Glosser & Deser, 1990; Caplan, 1992; Marini et al., 2011a). The microlinguistic dimension of analysis focuses on intra-sentential (i.e., within-utterance) organization of discourse production by assessing those phonetic, phonological and morphological skills that are required to produce well-formed words (lexical processing) and those morphosyntactic and syntactic abilities that eventually lead to the generation of well-formed sentences (syntactic processing). The macrolinguistic dimension analyses intersentential (i.e., between-utterances) processing by assessing the speaker’s ability to produce contextually appropriate words and utterances (pragmatic processing), connect different utterances by means of cohesive and coherent ties in order to formulate the main theme of a narrative discourse or the gist of a conversation, and integrate its linguistic and conceptual features while taking into account the conversational expectations of the interlocutors (Grice, 1975; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Kintsch, 1994; Garrod & Pickering, 2004).

During every-day communicative interactions, the different levels of linguistic processing are constantly interacting with each other. A number of psycholinguistic models have been proposed to describe such interactions. For example, according to Fromkin (1971) and Garrett (1975), speech production is a multistage process, which requires the speaker to first generate the meaning of the message to be conveyed and then formulate its syntactic organization, determine its prosodic contour, select the target words, and identify their phonological characteristics.
Other models, such as the connectionist model proposed by Dell (1986), hypothesize the existence of different nodes (phonological, semantic, etc.) that interact with each other and process the information in parallel. According to one of the most influential psycholinguist models (Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999), the process of language production undergoes at least three major stages: a pre-linguistic conceptual phase; a phase of linguistic formulation; a phase of linguistic expression.

In the pre-linguistic conceptual phase the speaker needs to generate the motivation to speak and a mental or situation model of the intended message, a multi-dimensional representation which contains information about space, time, causality, intentionality, and currently relevant individuals (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1980, 1983; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). S(he) generates such mental models by retrieving the appropriate conceptual frame structure from long-term episodic memory (e.g., by selecting the appropriate discourse genre) and by embedding it with the available conceptual information (e.g., participants, setting, etc.). Furthermore, the speaker must integrate what (s)he intends to say with what has previously been said (linguistic context) and the particular situation, place and time in which the communicative exchange takes place (extra-linguistic context, Levinson, 1983). It has been hypothesized that at this stage a pivotal role is played by a supervisory attentional system (SAS: Norman & Shallice, 1986; Green, 1998) that monitors the selection of the appropriate communicative intention, if the amount of information is adequate and if it is relevant to the linguistic context (Grice, 1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1986).

In order to be eventually transferred to an interlocutor, this preverbal message must be converted into a speech plan. This process takes place in the second stage of message production: the phase of linguistic formulation. Here, the system needs to match the intended meaning formulated in the pre-linguistic phase with the corresponding lexical items stored in the mental lexicon. This operation is performed through a phase of lexical selection and one of lexical access. The process of lexical selection allows speakers to select the lexical items that correspond to the intended meanings (Levlt et al., 1999). This selection is likely achieved through an activation/inhibition mechanism. Each word is supposed to have its own specific activation thresholds as a function of the frequency of its use and time elapsed since its last activation: The lower the threshold level, the easier the access; the higher the threshold level, the more difficult the access. The activation of the target word is achieved through the simultaneous inhibition of semantically related competitors (Green, 1986, 1998). This inhibition may be obtained by raising the competitors’ activation thresholds. For example, if the speaker’s intention is to speak out the word “table”, the activated concept corresponding to the idea of TABLE enters the lexicon where a selection mechanism
is needed in order to select the target word (“table”) among all other semantically related lexical items (“chair”, “sofa”, etc.). Consequently, the activation threshold of the competitors is raised while the target word gets selected. At the end of the process of lexical selection, the target word has been activated and the system gains access to its morphosyntactic and morphological features (lemma level of word representation) and then to its syllabic and phonological form. In the case of single word production this phonological information is then transmitted to the systems responsible for motor planning and execution, where articulatory configurations corresponding to the phonemes to be uttered are programmed and then implemented. In the case of sentence production, such as in connected speech, the process of lexical selection and the access to a word’s lemma form the “functional level” of sentence processing, where the morphosyntactic information required by the selected word (i.e., its argumental structure) guides the process of sentence generation by means of thematic roles’ assignment and phrase generation. At the second level of sentence processing, the “positional level”, i.e. the information contained in the lemmas of the selected words, is used to generate the grammatical relations among the phrases and to build up well-formed syntactic representations (Chomsky, 1995; Garrett, 1980). It is now possible to have access to the syllabic and phonological representation(s) of the selected word(s) and this information is eventually sent to the output system where articulatory configurations corresponding to the phonemes to be uttered are programmed and then implemented (phase of linguistic expression). At the end of this stage verbalization actually takes place. During a conversation, these stages must be continuously processed in order to guarantee an efficient interaction between the interlocutors. Indeed, conversation is a joint activity (Clark, 1996) that requires a largely unconscious interactive alignment (Garrod & Pickering, 2004; Pickering & Garrod, 2004) between the concepts selected and organized in the mind of the speaker and those that the receiver needs to deduct from the message.

**Cognitive functions affecting the process of message production**

Attention is assumed to play an important role in the pre-linguistic conceptual phase. Obviously, the role played by attention cannot be limited to just this stage of linguistic production but extends also to the phases of linguistic formulation and expression.

Furthermore, the process of message production is also intimately linked to other cognitive skills such as executive functions and memory (e.g., Mozeiko
et al., 2011; Miyake et al., 2000; Tucker & Hanlon, 1998; Ylvisaker et al., 2001). Indeed, according to Mozeiko et al. (2011), three major types of executive functions seem to play an important role in efficient discourse processing: shifting, involved in the generation of complete episodes within a narrative discourse and in the selection of informative words; updating, required to recall former episodes or episodic contents for an accurate organization of the story; inhibition, important for monitoring the production of extraneous comments and derailments while generating a story.

As for memory, according to the Declarative/Procedural model (Ullman, 2004), language learning and representation are subserved by two anatomically and functionally distinct systems of long-term memory (declarative and procedural, respectively). Procedural memory subserves implicit linguistic competence. It is a form of implicit memory implemented in frontal/basal ganglia circuits as well as in portions of the parietal cortex, superior temporal cortex, and the cerebellum (Ullman, 2001). During first language acquisition, procedural memory is involved in the process of learning and executing sensory-motor and cognitive skills such as those involved in the articulation of the sounds of a language and in syntax. Declarative (or explicit) memory is implemented in bilateral medial and temporoparietal structures, including the hippocampal region and the parahippocampal cortex (Ullman, 2001). It is implicated in conscious learning of facts and events and consists of at least two subtypes: semantic and episodic memory. Semantic memory is the system storing one’s encyclopedic knowledge of the world (e.g., knowledge about the meaning of words, as well as knowledge about historical events, geographical notions, and social facts). Episodic memory refers to one’s past experiences that can be consciously recalled. It is assumed that grammar (i.e., implicit syntactic and morphosyntactic competence) is acquired incidentally through procedural memory, whereas lexical-semantic explicit knowledge is consciously learned and stored in declarative memory. For example, procedural memory is involved in the acquisition and use of implicit procedures of syntactic parsing (Frazier & Fodor, 1978). Moreover, once the access to a lexical item is granted, implicit memory procedures automatically generate the argument structure of that particular word and assign the thematic roles to the required arguments (morphosyntactic processing). As to phonetics, the articulatory sequences necessary to produce the target phones of a language become automatized and are transferred to procedural memory, so that the speaker does not need to think about all the articulatory movements required by the process of speaking.
Psycholinguistic investigations assessing age-related variations in linguistic processing

A core feature of healthy aging is a general slowing in a variety of cognitive functions (e.g., Salthouse, 1996). The studies that investigated age-related linguistic differences have provided controversial results. According to Burke, Mackay, and James (2000), aging affects comprehension and production asymmetrically. The quality of discourse production declines with age. On the contrary, text comprehension is basically spared by aging. Indeed, the poorer performance in discourse comprehension shown by older adults is often linked to hearing disturbances (Schneider, Daneman, & Murphy, 2000; Schneider, Daneman, & Pichora-Fuller, 2002) rather than more central processes involved in the ability to derive an appropriate mental model during comprehension (Radvansky, Copeland, & Zwaan, 2003; Radvansky, Greard, Zacks, & Hasher, 1990). In this section of the chapter we will analyze the impact of aging at both micro- and macrolinguistic levels of language production. Most of the studies that focused on age-related effects on language processing have analyzed specific aspects of linguistic production. This led to several reports about age effects on selective linguistic skills without providing a comprehensive account of the patterns of linguistic change across the lifespan. This is a particularly delicate issue, as some studies have reported some null effect of age (e.g., in phonological processing), some effects with a sharp drop in performance only over 70 years of age (e.g., in the production of semantic substitutions and morpho-syntactic weakening), and some others effects suggesting a gradual decrease in performance across age-groups (e.g., Marini et al., 2005).

Age-related effects on microlinguistic aspects of message production

Studies reporting age-related effects on selective aspects of microlinguistic processing have often yielded controversial results. For example, some of these reported declines in older adults in lexical retrieval (Au et al., 1995; Bowles & Poon, 1985; Nicholas, Obler, Albert, & Goodglass, 1985; see also Chapter 8 for language changes in oldest-old) and in syntactic complexity (Shadden, 1997), whereas others failed to detect any age-related difference between younger and older adults in these abilities (e.g., Lyketsos, Chen, & Anthony, 1999). We will now discuss more deeply the effects of aging on lexical and grammatical processing, respectively.
Age-related effects on lexical processing

A positive aspect associated with aging is that the mental lexicon keeps on growing and that there is little loss of word knowledge with the exception of the oldest individuals (Verhaegen, 2003). Older adults have larger vocabularies than younger ones (Rastle & Burke, 1996; Schroeder & Salthouse, 2004; Thornton & Light, 2006) even if this lexical knowledge begins to slowly decline in people in their 80s and 90s (Lindenberger & Baltes, 1997).

Older people often experience word-finding difficulties (Albert et al., 2009; Connor et al., 2004; Griffin & Spieler, 2006). Such problems have been detected in studies using different paradigms. For example, one line of evidence of this reduction in the ability to retrieve words from the mental lexicon derives from the observation that older persons achieve lower scores on tests assessing rapid naming skills (e.g., the Boston Naming Test [Kaplan et al., 1983] or verbal fluency tasks) (Goral, Spiro, Albert, Obler, & Connor, 2007; MacKay, Connor, Albert, & Obler, 2002). However, not all studies that employed naming tasks to assess age-related changes in lexical retrieval have found deteriorated naming skills in older adults (for a critical review see Goulet, Ska, & Kahn, 1994). Several factors might have affected the results of these experiments, including the selection of highly familiar items, the inclusion of few naming trials and of heterogeneous age-groups with younger participants ranging from 18 to 65 and older ones from 59 to 85 years old (see also Verhaegen & Poncelet, 2012). Those studies that assessed naming performance in healthy adult participants of different ages showed a mild decrease in participants in their 50s (e.g., Connor et al., 2004) and a more important decline over the age of 70 (Feyereisen, 1997). Verhaegen and Poncelet (2012) showed that, with respect to younger participants, those in their 50s had increased naming latencies, whereas adults in their 60s and 70s had decreased accuracy and increased latency scores. Interestingly, these findings are further corroborated by other studies that showed reduced speech rates in the elderly (e.g., Duchin & Mysak, 1987; Fozo & Watson, 1998).

A second source of information about age-related weakening in lexical retrieval comes from those studies that analyzed Tip-of-the-Tongue states (TOT; Brown & McNeill, 1966; for comprehensive review of TOT see also Chapter 2). These are characterized by a selective inability to produce a word stored in the mental lexicon also when speakers have access to word-related grammatical information (e.g., Badecker, Miozzo, & Zanuttini, 1995; Vigliocco, Garrett, & Antonini, 1997) and even to some residual phonological and syllabic information (Brown, 1991). Therefore, from a cognitive point of view, TOT states seem to reflect a temporary disturbance in the process of phonological access rather than a disturbance in the
process of lexical selection (James & Burke, 2000). TOT frequency, especially for proper names, increases with age (e.g., James & Burke, 2000; James, 2004).

Overall, then, studies assessing naming skills and TOT states in healthy aging show that the ability to retrieve words from memory weakens after the age of 50 but significantly deteriorates in people in their 70s. Furthermore, they suggest that this pattern does not reflect a deterioration in lexical knowledge. It does not reflect a deterioration of lexical selection skills either. Rather, it seems plausible that older people experience a problem in the retrieval of specific bits of lexical information: not grammatical but phonological in nature. A few major hypotheses have been formulated to explain these findings. According to one of these hypotheses, some language processes become less efficient with aging because of a more general cognitive slowing (Salthouse, 1996) that might affect the cognitive processes involved in lexical retrieval. Alternatively, these problems might be the consequence of reduced working memory skills (Carpenter et al., 1994) or in the ability to inhibit the activation of irrelevant lexical nodes (Zacks & Hasher, 1997). A final possibility is that age-related changes in lexical retrieval stems from weakened connections among lexical-semantic and phonological representations in the mental lexicon that might eventually lead to more lexical retrieval difficulties in the elderly (Transmission Deficit Hypothesis – e.g., Burke & Shafto, 2004).

A final consideration relates to the need for ecological tests to assess lexical skills. Schmitter-Edgecombe et al. (2000) compared word-finding skills in three groups of adults. They administered the Boston Naming Test and a spontaneous discourse production test. Interestingly, the group of older adults (aged 73–95 years old) produced more errors than younger participants in the latter task. In the picture naming task, however, they were surprisingly more accurate than younger controls. These findings have important theoretical and clinical implications, indicating that a test of spontaneous discourse production may prove more informative about the actual linguistic difficulties experienced by a given individual. Therefore, “clinicians should consider stimuli type when measuring discourse ability” (Capilouto et al., 2005, p. 431).

Age-related effects on grammatical processing

Investigations focusing on the syntactic level of message production have shown that grammatical skills also decline gradually with age (Kemper et al., 2001). For example, when compared to younger subjects, older adults tend to produce fewer complex sentences (e.g., Kemper & Anagnopoulos, 1989; Shadden, 1997), have more difficulties in the retrieval of pronouns and closed-class words (Heller & Dobbs, 1993) and in the generation of subject-verb agreement links between
words (Thornton et al., 2004). Interestingly, the grammatical difficulties observed in persons in their 70s apparently correlate with scores obtained on tasks assessing the functionality of working memory such as the digit span test (Kemper & Sumner, 2001). This suggests that the age-related weakening of their grammatical skills might be (partly) related to a more general cognitive decline affecting short-term and working memory. Kemper et al. (2004) compared the ability to generate complex sentences in a group of thirty-four young adults aged 18 to 28 years and one of thirty-nine older ones aged 70 to 80 years. The participants were instructed to produce, as fast as they could, sentences using previously memorized sentence fragments formed by three words. Overall, older adults produced less complex sentences than young adults. Interestingly, the performance of younger adults was affected by the complexity of the syntactic manipulation whereas that of the older ones was not. According to the authors, processing limitations including reduced working memory might impose a “ceiling” on older adults’ performance, not allowing them to retain the information necessary for further processing.

The possibility of an age-induced morpho-syntactic and grammatical weakening is further supported by the results from studies using more ecological tasks. For example, in a study where the picture descriptions of healthy adults of different age-ranges were analyzed, Marini et al. (2005) reported weakened morphological processing (in terms of the production of paragrammatic errors) and lower levels of syntactic complexity in a group of participants in their 70s. Interestingly, however, Glosser and Deser (1992) did not find any significant age-related difference between middle-aged and older individuals on microlinguistic measures, neither for syntactic complexity, nor for lexical production errors. This discrepancy might depend on the use of different tasks to elicit the linguistic production. Glosser and Deser’s analysis was based on informal interviews, whereas the method of speech elicitation in Marini et al. (2005) was a picture description task. In informal interviews it is more difficult to evaluate the appropriateness of word choice and the completeness of syntactic structures than in picture description tasks. Another possible reason for these differences in results could be that, in contrast to English, Italian is a morphologically rich language with requirements for gender and number agreement on nouns, adjectives, verbs and even prepositions within and across utterances. As morphological agreement becomes harder to maintain, speakers would start to make more errors and might also tend to produce less complex sentences in order to avoid ungrammaticality. Overall, these findings highlight the importance of conducting studies in languages with different typological structures but also reaffirm the need for using highly ecological and reliable methods for eliciting speech samples to assess specific age-related changes in language production.
Age-related effects on macrolinguistic aspects of message production

Age-related changes have been reported also for macrolinguistic aspects of linguistic processing. As noted earlier, discourse production is a complex procedure, which relies on several cognitive functions (e.g., working and long-term memory, attention, executive functions). Interestingly, the investigations focusing on age-related differences in these high level skills have provided a complex picture. Older adults have been shown to possess higher structural abilities in the construction of a text. For example, their written diaries and personal narratives may include more embedded episodes than those produced by younger adults (e.g., Kemper, 1990; Pratt & Robins, 1991). However, their discourse is characterized by augmented verbosity (Gold & Arbuckle, 1995), decreased levels of cohesiveness and of both local and global coherence (e.g., Marini et al., 2005). Cohesiveness reflects the structural connectivity across contiguous utterances, whereas local coherence is related to their conceptual connectivity. Cohesive errors might include the misuse of cohesive ties such as anaphoric pronouns, errors in number and gender agreement between pronouns or noun phrases across utterances, misuse of either cohesive function words or semantically related content words, and abrupt interruptions of utterances. Similarly, problems with local coherence might induce speakers to produce words with ambiguous referents or interrupt the flow of concepts in a discourse or conversation by leaving some topics incomplete while introducing new pieces of information. This ability has been found weakened in the elderly (Juncos-Rabadán et al. 2005; Ulatowska et al. 1986). More specifically, Marini et al. (2005) reported a sharp decrease in the ability to coherently link individual utterances in individuals older than 75. These individuals produced a significantly higher rate of local coherence errors than the younger adults in terms of more missing or ambiguous referents and topic shifts which undermined the levels of local coherence of their picture descriptions. The absence of significant differences between the oldest group’s performance and that of the middle-aged and the young elderly suggests that the production of local coherence errors is a gradual side-effect of aging, which is likely to start already in the middle-aged group.

Aging weakens global coherence as well. Global coherence refers to the ability to semantically relate remote utterances in the framework of a given discourse or written text. Consequently, errors of global coherence might include the production of tangential utterances, utterances conceptually incongruent with the story, or simply fillers. Indeed, when older adults are involved in spontaneous conversation, they produce more off-topic speech than younger adults (Arbuckle & Gold, 1993; James et al., 1998; Trunk & Abrams, 2009; Wills et al., 2012): they may initially provide relevant pieces of information but then introduce additional
information that can be loosely related or even entirely unrelated to the main topic of the conversation and/or discourse. For all these reasons, the speech output of older people is often perceived as vague and incoherent.

As already seen for lexical and grammatical processing, the narrative difficulties observed in the elderly might not depend on a linguistic disturbance per se. Indeed, according to the inhibition deficit hypothesis (Hasher & Zacks, 1988) older adults might be less able to suppress irrelevant pieces of information than younger ones because of a decline in their ability to monitor the process of message production. This might eventually trigger the introduction of extraneous comments and derailments while generating a story (Thornton et al., 2004). Important components of the ability to inhibit irrelevant information are selective and shifting attention (Drag & Bieliauskas, 2010; Wager, Jonides, & Reading, 2004). For this reason, some studies have investigated the potential interconnections between declines in attention and augmented off-topic verbosity in narrative production tasks (Arbuckle & Gold, 1993; James et al., 1998; Trunk & Abrams, 2009; Wills et al., 2012). Arbuckle and Gold (1993) analyzed attentional skills and off-topic verbosity in the biographical recounts produced by a large sample of 196 adults aged 61 to 90. Attentional measures included a test tapping shifting attention (Trail-Making Test) and one measuring inhibition and perseveration (Wisconsin Card-Sorting Test, WCST). In this study, age had a significant impact on both attention skills and production of off-topic speech. Furthermore, the performance on the WCST predicted participants’ off-topic verbosity; this finding clearly supports the inhibition deficit hypothesis. In a second study, James et al. (1998) asked 20 younger and 20 older adults to recount personal events and perform a picture description task. The older group produced more off-topic speech only when producing personal narratives but not while performing the picture description task. As autobiographical recounts might trigger the activation of several irrelevant topics that a well-functioning cognitive system should inhibit in the phase of message planning, the authors considered this result as an indirect support to the inhibition deficit hypothesis.

In a pilot study, Wills et al. (2012) administered to five small groups of healthy adults ranging from 40 to 80 years of age (six participants per cohort) a series of tasks assessing attention (the Comprehensive Trail-Making Test and the STROOP Color and Word Test) and a series of discourse production tasks eliciting recounts of personal events. In this study, the age groups differed in the measures of attention. On the other side, no age-related differences were found in the production of off-topic speech and the measures of attention and off-topic verbosity were not correlated. However, this is just a pilot study and the results are based on cohorts of participants that are too small to draw firm conclusions. Therefore, it seems plausible that the increased macrolinguistic difficulties are at least partially related
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Effects of aging on the neural networks subserving the process of linguistic production

As we have seen in the former paragraphs, language is a complex cognitive function prone to changes along the lifespan. Importantly, such changes are selective and subject to high inter-individual variability. Some abilities (e.g., articulatory skills) appear to be less affected by the process of aging than others (e.g., lexical selection and/or access) but not in all individuals or at the same rate. A good way to enhance our understanding of the mechanisms involved in linguistic deterioration during aging stems from the analysis the neural correlates of message production in the elderly.

Initially, the way to study the cerebral organization of language had been the observation of patients with specific lesions resulting in selective linguistic disturbances. This neuropsychological approach allowed scholars to identify in the left hemisphere a number of cortical areas potentially involved in lexical processing (e.g., Geschwind, 1970). Over the past 20 years, the development and massive use of functional neuroimaging techniques (e.g., Positron- Emission Tomography, PET; Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, fMRI; Near-Infrared Spectroscopy, NIRS; Diffusion Tensor Imaging tractography, DTI) has dramatically advanced our knowledge about the neural underpinnings of language processing in healthy individuals (e.g., Catani et al., 2012; Marini & Urgesi, 2012; Vigneau et al., 2006). Overall, these studies have suggested the possibility to pinpoint the neural networks recruited during the different phases of message production outlined in paragraph 2 (e.g., Indefrey & Levelt, 2000; 2004; Indefrey, 2011).
During the pre-linguistic conceptual phase, where the speaker needs to conceptualize the preverbal message and eventually extract the corresponding lexical concepts, vast areas in bilateral frontal lobes, deeply interconnected via inter- and intra-hemispheric pathways, are recruited. These include neural networks linked to the generation of the motivation to speak (i.e., anterior cingulate cortex – Brodmann’s area [BA] 24; orbitofrontal cortex – BAs 47 and 11; supplementary motor area – BA 6), and those in areas linked to executive abilities such as those involved in planning, monitoring and inhibiting (i.e., the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex – BAs 8, 9, 45, 46; Fletcher et al., 1995). This suggests that the frontal lobes, particularly prone to age-induced functional and structural modifications (Cabeza et al., 2002; Grady et al. 2003), play a key role in this first stage of message production. Indeed, altered patterns of activation and reduced inter-hemispheric asymmetry for older people during the execution of cognitive tasks have been widely documented for both prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortex (Grady & Craik, 2000; Madden et al., 1999; Park et al., 2003; Sharp et al., 2006). Two studies, in particular, showed in older participants reduced patterns of activation in the left prefrontal cortex on a task of episodic memory encoding (Cabeza et al., 1997) and in the left inferior frontal gyrus on a task assessing the self-initiated encoding of words (Logan et al., 2002). As these two abilities are obviously linked to the phases of message generation and lexical selection, the mentioned studies provide indirect support to the possibility that the reduced functionality of the frontal lobes of elder individuals might exert a significant impact on their message production skills. Furthermore, as both anterior cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices play a role in cognitive control, these alterations are likely linked to the difficulty that most elder people experience when they need to plan, monitor, inhibit a new action, schema or narrative discourse. From a linguistic point of view, this explains both the reduced levels of lexical appropriateness and the production of global coherence errors observed in healthy older adults (Marini et al., 2005) and persons with frontal lesions (e.g., persons with Traumatic Brain Injuries, Marini et al., 2011b).

The phases of lexical selection and access require the coordination of an articulated cohort of cortical and subcortical areas. The selection of the appropriate word is linked to the activation of portions of the left temporal lobe (temporal pole – BA38; posterior aspect of the inferior temporal lobe – BA37; mid-portions of the inferior and middle temporal gyri – BAs 21 and 20), the posterior aspect of left pars opercularis (BA44), the precentral sulcus (BA 6) and the dentate nucleus of the right cerebellar hemisphere (Damasio et al., 1996; Fiez et al., 1996; Marini & Urgesi, 2012; Price & Friston, 1997). Indeed, the right cerebellar hemisphere is connected to the frontal lobes though a cortical-ponto-cerebellar and cerebellar-thalamo-cortical loop (Schmahmann & Pandya, 1997) also dedicated to lexical
production (Sach et al., 2004). As such, it may play a role in word search, whereas the prefrontal cortex seems to underlie the selection of words from among competing alternatives (Marvel et al., 2004). Similarly, the phase of lexical access to the word’s morphosyntactic information involves the posterior aspect of left pars opercularis (BA44), whereas the one of phonological encoding is implemented in areas in the left auditory cortex and planum temporale together with the posterior aspects of the left superior temporal gyrus (Hickok et al., 2003; Levelt et al., 1998). As we have seen, the increase of TOT phenomena with aging and other lexical difficulties suggest that the phases of lexical selection and access undergo significant changes in many older individuals. Indeed, word retrieval difficulties in older people have been found associated with atrophy in neural networks implicated in lexical selection and access, including white matter integrity (Stamatakis et al., 2011). In an fMRI investigation, Peelle et al. (2013) asked a group of younger and one of older healthy adults to judge whether two object names matched on a particular semantic feature. The results showed that both groups had similar performance levels but older adults were more variable. Namely, the authors could distinguish between a high- and a low-performing subgroup, with the former having the same performance as the younger group but increased overall activity in bilateral premotor cortex and left lateral occipital cortex. This suggests that with aging, the brain of elder people may cope with the atrophic processes by reshaping some of the neural connections previously employed in specific tasks. For example, the left lateralized activity observed in prefrontal areas while performing tasks of word-retrieval has been found to occur with additional activations in the right prefrontal cortex in older individuals (Meinzer et al., 2009; Persson et al., 2004; Wierenga et al., 2008). After the phases of lexical selection and access to morphosyntactic and phonological information, the speaker gains access to the phases of syllabification and phonetic encoding. Several studies show that these processes recruit a cohort of cortical and subcortical areas (left inferior frontal gyrus – BA44; ventral aspect of left precentral gyrus – BA6; mid-portions of bilateral superior temporal gyri; posterior aspect of left fusiform gyrus – BAs 21 and 37; left thalamus; mid-portions of right cerebellar hemisphere) (Hagoort et al., 1999; Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). Finally, the phase of articulation is implemented in areas involved in articulatory planning (supplementary motor area) and control (primary motor cortex – BA4; cerebellum; left thalamus; basal ganglia) (Price et al., 1999; Rieker et al., 2005). Overall, then, the phases of phonological and phonetic encoding, and that of articulation recruit different cortical and subcortical networks. Importantly, aging apparently reshapes these neural networks as older individuals show additional activations in specific areas (e.g., ventral premotor cortex, supplementary motor area, prefrontal cortex) but reduced activity in other regions (e.g., posterior superior temporal gyrus) (e.g., Soros et al., 2011).
Tremblay et al. (2013) analyzed the cortical activations in younger and older adults during audio-visual speech perception and production tasks. As for production, their study showed that the wide bilateral network of motor and premotor areas that are recruited for the phase of speech planning and production was not affected by age. However, other areas implicated in the same process such as the Supplementary Motor Area showed reduced activation in the elderly.

The before-mentioned aging-induced structural and functional changes in both grey and white matter (Davis et al., 2009; Good et al., 2001; Raz et al., 2005; Resnick et al., 2003; Tyler et al., 2010) are likely the result of brain plasticity in response to neural loss. However, as we have seen, the impact of healthy aging on cognitive functioning is characterized by high inter- and intra-individual variability. An intriguing issue regards the reason why some older individuals still have good performance on tasks tapping language skills in spite of the general age-related atrophy that affects both grey and white matter. As a result of these neural alterations, several investigations have noticed different patterns of activation between younger and older adults, with older adults showing more widespread and less focused activation while processing specific tasks (e.g., Ghisletta & Lindenberger, 2003; Park et al., 2004). It seems, then, that aging, at least in part, modifies the array of neural structures employed for message production in healthy adults. Overall, these observations support the possibility that as neural structures decline with age other areas are recruited to preserve the function (Meunier et al., 2014). One possibility is that the brain implements compensatory mechanisms to establish new connections between preexisting neural networks and new ones during aging. For example, the HAROLD model (Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in Older Adults) formulated by Cabeza et al. (2002) hypothesizes that aging would reduce the functional hemispheric asymmetry and therefore compensatory neural networks in both hemispheres would process most cognitive functions. For example, this compensatory mechanism has been observed in older adults in tasks tapping their skills of verbal working memory and inhibitory control, cognitive skills that significantly affect the phases of message planning and monitoring (Cabeza et al., 2002; Ska et al., 2009). When it comes to language, as previously noted, some steps of the process of message production are assumed to be mostly left lateralized in healthy adults (at least in the vast majority of left-handers; Risse et al., 1997). However, when compared to younger individuals, increased bilateral activity has been observed in older persons with good performance on lexical (naming and verbal generation) and syntactic tasks (Persson et al., 2004; Obler et al., 2010; Tyler et al., 2010; Wierenga et al., 2008). A second type of compensatory mechanism, this time not inter- but intra-hemispheric, that has been hypothesized is the Posterior-Anterior Shift in Aging (PASA) model (Davis et al., 2008). In the fMRI study by Davis et al. (2008)
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a group of younger and one of older adults were scanned during episodic retrieval and visual perceptual tasks. The authors reported age-related changes in brain activity common to both tasks that were not linked to task difficulty.

Furthermore, the age-related increases in frontal activity were positively correlated with performance and negatively correlated with the age-related occipital decreases. The authors hypothesized a reorganization of activation from the occipito-temporal to the frontal cortex as it is also suggested by the results from a preceding study by Grossman et al. (2002) who showed increased prefrontal activity in a group of older individuals with good performance on a language comprehension task. Finally, a third hypothesis (labelled Cognitive Reserve; Stern, 2009) focuses on the inter-individual differences found on cognitive tasks in the elderly and suggests that these might depend on differences in cognitive processing and neural implementation that would allow some people to cope better than others with aging and/or brain lesions.

Conclusions and future directions

This chapter has shown the complex features of linguistic production in aging. It presents results from both psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic perspectives. Indeed, different hypotheses tried to explain changes in the linguistic processing of older adults. From a psycholinguistic point of view, several investigations focused on the hypothesis of a general slowing in a variety of cognitive functions in healthy aging. For instance, studies focusing on lexical retrieval skills revealed that there is a positive aspect associated with aging: the mental lexicon keeps on growing with age. However, older people often go through word finding difficulties. This may be associated with (1) a general cognitive slowing, (2) reduced working memory skills, or (3) a problem in the retrieval of specific lexical information. Also, according to another hypothesis, connections among lexical-semantic and phonological representations in the mental lexicon might get weaker with age. A general increasing of grammatical difficulties also characterizes the linguistic production of older adults. This aspect as well may be associated with a general cognitive decline, affecting in particular short-term and working memory. The macrolinguistic dimension of linguistic production in older adults presents decreased levels of cohesiveness and both local and global coherence that, as for microlinguistic patterns, might not be simply due to a linguistic weakening but to a more general cognitive slowing. In particular, difficulties on narrative organization may be associated to the inhibition deficit hypothesis (Hasher & Zacks, 1988), revealing a minor ability for older adults to inhibit irrelevant information.
From a neurolinguistic point of view, several studies tried to support the hypothesis of neural changes in older adults’ brains. They revealed reduced activation in areas involved in message production and lexical retrieval (Cabeza et al., 1997; Logan et al., 2002) and a general atrophy in neural networks implicated in lexical access (Stamatakis et al., 2011). Furthermore, some hypotheses have been formulated to interpret such findings (e.g., the HAROLD model, the PASA model and the Cognitive Reserve hypothesis). According to these hypotheses, the brain goes through major changes with aging. However, it also copes with these changes by reorganizing its neural connections and this has consequences on cognitive processing.

To summarize, older adults’ linguistic production is influenced by a general cognitive decline as well as by physiological neural changes as a response to brain atrophy. It is important to take into account the typology of tasks used to elicit language production. In fact, sometimes results can be controversial because experiments are based on different administrations, aiming at assessing different features. In general, the use of ecological tests (such as procedures of discourse analysis) is desirable. Findings coming from neural investigations confirm the important role of neuroimaging techniques, which nowadays are fundamental for both research and clinical practice. However, further investigations are needed to deepen our understanding of the neural underpinnings and the cognitive characteristics of language production in the elderly.
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Discourse is defined as any language “beyond the boundaries of isolated sentences” (Ultowska & Olness, 2004, p. 300), and it allows people to do things together; tease each other, build things, share feelings, and make plans for the future. Yet discourse requires more than simply generating a continuous stream of linguistic elements. Discourse production requires both within-sentence (i.e. microlinguistic) elements and processes that are traditionally associated with the field of linguistics (e.g. phonemes & syntax) as well as between-sentence elements and processes to produce a coherent message. In this chapter, we focus on how this delicate balance between micro- and macrolinguistic processes change and are maintained within discourse as people age. To do this, we initially review the interactive-construction model of discourse. Next, we review micro- and macrolinguistic processes within aging research. For microlinguistic, we focus on lexical diversity, which can be defined as the range of vocabulary used by a person within a discourse sample. For the macrolinguistic process, we focus on coherence, which can be defined as how discourse is connected and organized beyond the grammar of a sentence. For both lexical diversity and coherence, we review common analysis techniques, what occurs to these processes as we age, and the cognitive and linguistic systems that underpin these aspects of discourse. Finally, we conclude the chapter by highlighting areas of future research within lexical diversity and coherence research that are important to understanding discourse as people age.

Aging effects on discourse production

Imagine meeting a friend at a café. She arrives late and does not greet you or even ask you how you are doing. Instead, she jumps directly into the middle of a story:

(1) I had to stop to ask this man. You know, I hate how the roads are laid out in this city. It is just terrible. I saw this man just standing on the side of the road. I think he was planting a tree. I’m not sure. He might have been a city worker.
or business owner. I stopped. I pulled over. I was driving. By the way, my car is making a funny noise, but I’ll tell you more about that later. I asked this man for directions. He told me to turn right on Bright Street, so here I am.

Throughout her story, the speaker continually jumps around, sharing with the audience the story’s climax before stating what the problem was. Clearly, such a narrative would fail to convey the intended message without further clarification. To make matters worse, the speaker interjects what appear to be unrelated topics (e.g. her car problems). In fact, half of her story is off-topic. These off-topic comments cause the audience more difficulty in following and interpreting her intended message.

The story conveyed is an example of one type of discourse. Discourse production requires more than simply generating a continuous stream of linguistic elements. It requires different stages of processing, and it requires the within-sentence (i.e. microlinguistic) units and processes that are traditionally associated with the field of linguistics. These include the sounds and meanings that make-up words and how the words are arranged within a sentence. Difficulty in comprehending the above story is not due to grammatical errors; each utterance is constructed following syntactic rules. Discourse also includes between-sentence (i.e. macrolinguistic) processes that govern how utterances are arranged into a coherent message. To successfully navigate discourse, both the microlinguistic and macrolinguistic elements must be arranged into a structure that conveys the intended message to the audience and is appropriate for the situation. It is this collection of elements “beyond the boundaries of isolated sentences” (Ulatowska & Olness, 2004, p. 8), which differentiates successful discourse from randomly generated utterances; and, it is at the level beyond the utterance, the macrolinguistic level, as to why a breakdown in communication may occur between the speaker of the above story and the listener.

For this chapter, several discourse models and prototypical forms of discourse (i.e. narrative discourse, evencasts, and recounts) that are commonly used during social interactions are overviewed. Next, the chapter focuses on how cognitive changes during the aging process affect discourse production in older adults. These include micro- and macrolinguistic processes, specifically lexical diversity and coherence, respectively. Finally, future directions for research are suggested.

Interactive-construction model of discourse

Researchers use discourse models to formalize and test their understanding of how discourse is processed and understood by individuals. Several models of discourse have been developed that focus on different aspects of the processes that
underlie language production and comprehension. Of particular interest is the interactive-construction model created by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978).

Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) completed the seminal work in integrative discourse processing, and their model serves as the foundation for much of the research in this area. They describe discourse structure as requiring four levels of representation. Unique to this model is that all discourse genres are considered. The first level (surface) includes traditional linguistic units such as phonemes and morphemes as well as word combinations that lead to the sentences. The second level (semantic) represents the concepts expressed and the links between them. A proposition is the smallest semantic unit and is typically a predicate with one or more arguments (i.e., verb or preposition plus noun). The third level (situational) is the relations among concepts that represent the situations and/or events depicted. The fourth level (structural) is the organization of the concept units, represented sequentially and/or temporally. At this level the structure of the discourse is identified, for example the script for a procedure. The basis of integrative discourse models, like that of Kintsch and van Dijk’s, is that several cognitive operations are involved at each level of representation. However, cognitive processes are descriptively implicated and not specifically identified. Van Dijk (1997) described the integration of language and cognition when describing three main dimensions of discourse: language use (referred to as verbal structure by Stemmer, 1999); cognition (referred to as communication of beliefs by Stemmer, 1999); and action and interaction in social situations (i.e., pragmatics, conversation). Though these dimensions are assumed to be interrelated and influence one another (Kintsch, 1998; Stemmer, 1999; van Dijk, 1997), the specific operations and processes remain elusive.

The core of Kintsch and van Dijk’s (1978) model is realized within two stages. First, the utterances are produced with propositional links between them. These propositional links are called micro-propositions. Secondly, the micro-propositions held within short-term memory for enough time and often with repeated exposure begin a generalization processes that produces a gist proposition within long-term memory. The gist propositions are not related to the links between utterances but the overall gist of the discourse. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) called these propositions macro-propositions.

Micro-propositions are illustrated in example (11a) and (11b):

(11) a. Erica drove the car.
    b. The car was going fast.

Utterances (11a) and (11b) may be represented as having the micro-propositions in (12a) and (12b):
In the Interactive-Construction (IC) model, these micro-propositions are constructed directly from utterances on the basis of lexical information stored in memory. As they enter short-term or working memory, micro-propositions are hierarchically and temporally organized. Since short-term memory is limited, only a few micro-propositions are held within memory as the next cycle begins processing. If at any time, the next utterance into working memory does not share any relations with the micro-proposition stored within memory, the listener must search long-term memory (i.e. their world knowledge) to make an inference about the relations between the text and the sentence (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). For utterances (11a) and (11b), the concept CAR is a link between them.

Of course, to understand a narrative, a listener requires more than a hierarchical list of relationships between the semantic elements of a story. These macro-propositions create a global, hierarchical structure of the main themes needed to understand a story. These macro-propositions are created in parallel with the micro-propositions and represent the world knowledge and strategies that the listener uses to decide what to keep and what to discard (Kintsch, 1994). Macro-propositions are formed by a series of semantic mapping rules. These rules reduce and organize the information of the story to a manageable level for the listener. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) describes three semantic mapping rules for macro-propositions:

1. Deletion: propositions that have no connection, direct or indirect, to a previous proposition will be deleted
2. Generalization: propositions can be replaced by more general propositions
3. Construction: propositions can be replaced by conventionalized facts.

While the IC model describes the general cognitive process and provides general rules for how discourse is processed and comprehended, the model only describes these cognitive systems in relation to the four levels of representation. The model does not specify how these cognitive systems function to produce discourse comprehension or production. For example, in Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), they limit the working memory to four micro-propositions per cycle.

To illustrate why example (1) is difficult to comprehend in relation to IC model, consider the number of non-linking utterances. Two utterances from example (1) are reproduced here as (15a) and (15b).

(15)  

a. I had to stop to ask this man.  
b. You know, I hate how the roads are laid out in this city.
In (15a), there is the micro-proposition: stop(agent: I) and ask(agent I, object: man). Yet (15b) does not contain any information related to (15a), except the ego-centric use of I. Therefore, to try and understand the story, the listener must search long-term memory for a connection between utterances (15a) and (15b). The global concepts needed to understand the gist of the story are not directly stated; instead, the listener has to make inferences. For the above example, the listener can assume that the speaker is on the road, hence her immediate dislike of it, and has to stop and ask a man for direction because of the terrible road system. This inferencing is cognitively more difficult than generalizing directly from lexical items present in the discourse sample.

Age related changes in discourse production and comprehension are often not related to microlinguistic aspects. As in example (1), healthy older adults still produce grammatical, well-formed utterances, though with an increase in grammatical errors compared with younger adults (Marini et al., 2005). Like example (1), the difficulty for many older adults is in organizing discourse and inhibiting tangential, unrelated content from entering the discourse sample. The rest of the chapter will discuss how microlinguistic and macrolinguistic abilities manifest in the discourse of older adults.

Microlinguistic analysis

Microlinguistic analyses focus on the within-sentence linguistic elements of language, which include the phonological, lexical, morphological, and syntactic aspects of discourse (Brownell, 1988). Some microlinguistic measures are documented to change with age. Older adults often experience more word-finding difficulties compared to younger adults (Albert et al., 2009; Connor et al., 2004; Griffin & Spieler, 2006; see Chapter 7 for more information). Measures of grammatical processing are also well documented to decline with age. Older adults produce fewer complex utterances compared to younger adults (Kemper, Marquis, & Thompson, 2001; Kemper & Sumner, 2001; Marini et al., 2005; Shadden, 1997) and produce more errors related to morphological and syntactic processing (Marini et al., 2005). These declines appear to be a result of a decline in working memory (Kemper & Sumner, 2001; see Chapter 2 for more information). However, many microlinguistic processes are more resistant to age-related changes than macrolinguistic processes (e.g. coherence). Lexical diversity is one of the microlinguistic measures demonstrated to be resistant to age related decline (Cooper, 1990; Fergadiotis et al., 2011; Kemper & Sumner, 2001). The next section focuses on lexical diversity to provide an example of how language does not change with age and, perhaps, even improves with age. Further examined is the importance of
lexical diversity within discourse and summary of the research on aging and lexical diversity.

Lexical diversity

Our lexicon is an important aspect of communication. It is the building block of discourse, and without access to a diverse vocabulary, the capacity of an individual to communicate effectively may be reduced. Moreover, a larger vocabulary is associated with higher quality stories in both verbal and written forms (Yu, 2009). Understanding the knowledge and processes that make vocabulary possible is necessary to understand lexical diversity (LD). Chapelle (1994) defined a model of vocabulary that included four domains:

1. The number of words stored by an individual
2. The knowledge of the phonology, semantics, and pragmatics of words
3. The organization of words within memory
4. Cognitive processes associated with word retrieval

Within this model, LD is more closely associated with the number of words stored by an individual (Fergadiotis, 2011). This is because LD can be thought of as an estimate of an individual’s vocabulary size within a specific context. However, the cognitive processes that access and retrieve words are also important for LD. Retrieval deficits found in participants with aphasia (PWA) illustrate this point. PWA may have a preserved word storehouse but they have difficulty accessing these words (McNeil & Pratt, 2001). This reduced access lowers measures of LD in PWA. Inheriting in this model is the understanding that language depends on both implicit knowledge of language (e.g. size of lexicon) and the capacity of language (e.g. retrieval of lexicon; see Chomsky, 1980). Both knowledge and capacity affect LD. LD is a measure of language knowledge and performance. LD can be defined as the range of vocabulary used by an individual within a discourse sample that reflects the size of an individual’s lexicon and the retrieval processes employed by the individual (Fergadiotis & Wright, 2011).

Measuring lexical diversity

There are several ways to estimate LD: number of different words (NDW); type-token ratio (TTR; Chotlos, 1944); Guiraud index (Guiraud, 1960); Maas’s index (Maas, 1972); D (Malvern & Richards, 1997); and the measure of textual lexical diversity (MTLD; McCarthy, 2005). At their core, these estimates of LD count the
number of unique words produced within a discourse sample, which, in turn, are used to estimate the vocabulary knowledge of an individual (Fergadiotis & Wright, 2011). However, measuring LD is not straightforward (Fergadiotis, 2011; Fergadiotis, Wright, & West, 2013; Koizumi & In’nami, 2012), and many of these methods employ sophisticated techniques to correct for problems like sample length. A review of the different types of LD measures follows.

Type-token ratio (TTR) and Number of Different Words (NDW) are the most common estimates of LD (Chotlos, 1944; Templin, 1957). NDW is a count of the number of unique words produced within a discourse sample. The method provides a straightforward quantitative assessment of LD, but it requires sample length to be similar across all participants because on average longer samples have a greater likelihood of having more unique words. To combat this problem, TTR counts the number of unique words (types) and divides it by the total number of words (tokens [Chotlos, 1944]). Ratios closer to 0 reflect less diversity in vocabulary, whereas scores closer to 1 reflect greater diversity. Yet, this method suffers from sample length effects as well. According to Heap’s law (1978), as a discourse sample gets longer, the likelihood of encountering a new word decreases compared to the number of already used words (i.e. non-unique words) being added to the transcript. Therefore, the number of already used words will increase faster than the number of newly added words. So TTR has the opposite problem from NDW. As the sample gets longer, words will be added, but very few words will be new items. Since TTR is the number of new words divided by total words, longer samples can seem less diverse than shorter samples.

Guiraud and Maas are two methods that researchers employed to solve the problem of sample length (Koizumi & In’nami, 2012). The methods employ mathematical transforms of TTR. Guiraud (1960) took the square root of tokens and divided word types by the square-root of the tokens (Types/√Tokens). Maas (1972) applied a log transformation, where the log of the types was divides by the log of the tokens (log[types]/log[tokens]). Yet several researchers have found that these mathematical transformations covary with length (Jarvis, 2002; Malvern & Richards, 1997; Tweedie & Baayen, 1998). These mathematical transformations did little to solve the problems associated with length.

D and MTLD are more sophisticated calculations that require special software (Koizumi & In’nami, 2012). D, first developed by Malvern and Richards (1997), combines random sampling with curve fitting to estimate LD. It is based on the idea that TTR will decrease as sample length increases. For samples with a more diverse vocabulary, TTR will decrease more slowly than for samples with a less diverse vocabulary. To estimate D for a sample, 35 tokens are sampled randomly from the text without replacement. For this sample, TTR is estimated. This process is repeated 100 times. Then, samples of 36 to 50 tokens are taken from the
text. The TTR ratio of these samples are plotted to form an empirical curve. Then, D uses the least squares approach to solve a formula that maximizes the fit to the empirical TTR curve (McKee, Malvern, & Richards, 2000). Finally, the entire process is run three times, and an average of the three runs serves as the final D.

Several researchers have investigated the validity of D scores (Durán, Malvern, Richards, & Chipere, 2004; Fergadiotis & Wright, 2011; Koizumi & In’nami, 2012). However, there are two main criticisms of D: (1) language samples require at least 50 tokens and (2) lexical items are randomly sampled. For the first issue, Koizumi and In’nami (2012) found that the requirement for 50 plus tokens removed around 27% of their samples from analysis. Moreover, these samples were more likely to have lower LD scores. This biases the mean of D scores upward, which suggest D scores are affected, somewhat, by sample length. This positive bias may be a significant problem in some cases given that it generates missing data not at random (Fergadiotis et al., 2013). In regards to (2), Jarvis (2002) claimed that random sampling ignores word order. The sample is treated as a series of discrete units, which is contradictory with discourse models that claim individuals form intact mental representations based on the structure (i.e. word order) of the text (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978).

MTLD, first developed by McCarthy (2005), tackles the problems associated with sample length and random sampling. It analyzes sequential word strings in a sample until the sample reaches a certain TTR (i.e., .72). When the TTR of .72 is reached, a factor count is increased by one. The process starts again until the end of the sample is reached. Then, the tokens are divided by the factor. The same procedure is repeated by starting at the end of the text and moving to the beginning. These two numbers are averaged together to determine the MTLD score (Fergadiotis et al., 2013; Koizumi & In’nami, 2012; McCarthy, 2005). Researchers have consistently found that MTLD is a reliable measure of LD. Fegadiotis et al. (2013) found MTLD to have little association with sample length and had relatively small variances, which demonstrates the score’s validity. Koizumi and In’nami (2012) also found MTLD to be the least affected by sample length. However, the researchers caution using MTLD in samples of less than 100 tokens.

**Lexical diversity in older adults**

There is evidence that older adults’ vocabulary increases until their mid to late 60s (Albert, Heller, & Milberg, 1988; Schaie & Willis, 1993) and some evidence that lexical access is somewhat preserved (LaBarge, Edwards, & Knesevich, 1986). Yet the inability to recall certain words does increase with age (see Chapter 7). However, most research in the area of LD and older adults deals with single concepts.
In these studies, older adults have been required to produce definitions (Wechsler, 1981) or name pictures (Howard & Patterson, 1992; Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 2001). Few researchers have investigated LD at the discourse level (Cooper, 1990; Fergadiotis, Wright, & Capilouto, 2011; Kemper & Sumner, 2001; Kemper, Schmalzried, Hoffman, & Herman, 2010). For single concept naming, lexical access is a relatively straightforward process. The individual will see the picture and access both a network of semantic features and a set of phonological units (Shelley-Tremblay, 2011). For discourse, Kintsch (1994) claims that the process not only requires accessing both phonological and semantic networks, but maintaining a set of utterances within working memory (i.e. local coherence) and maintaining the overall gist of the discourse (i.e. global coherence). This makes accessing words within discourse more complicated.

Despite the relative difficulty of discourse, Fergadiotis et al. (2011) demonstrated higher LD as indicated by D for older adults in both procedural and recount tasks. Kemper and Sumner (2001) also found that older adults had higher LD as indicated by TTR for a five-minute informal interview. Fergadiotis et al. (2011) and Kemper and Sumner’s (2001) results agree with single concept research that found older adults have larger vocabularies (Albert, Heller, & Milberg, 1988; Schaie & Willis, 1993) with preserved access to lexical items (LaBarge, Edwards, & Knesevich, 1986). However, Cooper (1990) found no significant difference in LD as indicated by TTR and NWD between younger and older adults in a picture description task. To date, no researcher has reported that LD significantly declines with age within a discourse elicitation task. These results may be explained by sample length and discourse type. Overall, LD appears to be resistant to age related changes.

Kemper and Sumner (2001) used TTR to estimate LD in younger and older adults. They elicited 5-minute recounts from 100 younger (18 to 28 years old) and 100 older (63 to 88 years old) adults. Participants also completed measures of working memory, processing speed, and verbal fluency. Kemper and Sumner found an age effect for TTR that favored the older adults. In contrast, Cooper (1990) found no correlation between age and LD measures – NWD or TTR. Cooper included 80 adults (42 females) between the ages of 20 and 78. The participants were well educated (M years of education = 15.71, SD = 2.82) with an above-average socio-economic status. The discourse samples elicited were single picture descriptions and included the Cookie Theft (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1976) and two additional single pictures. Cooper examined several variables important for understanding lexical diversity, which includes total words, total time, NWD, and TTR. Cooper found that LD and total words produced was resistant to age-related changes.

Cooper (1990) and Kemper and Sumner (2001) both used TTR as estimates for LD, which makes their results unreliable since sample length was not controlled.
Kemper and Sumner, who concluded that older adults have more diverse vocabularies, found that their younger adults produced longer discourse samples. TTR is typically larger for shorter samples compared to longer samples; these results may not accurately reflect vocabulary diversity for the older participants. Cooper (1990), who found no difference between younger and older adults, also found no significant differences between total number of words and total time between the younger and older adults. Therefore, Cooper’s results might more accurately reflect the LD abilities of older adults since sample length was not a confounding variable.

Fergadiotis et al. (2011) found age effects for LD and discourse type. The study included 43 younger adults (20–29 years old) and 43 older adults (70–79 years old). The mean age for the younger group was 23.00 years, and the mean age for the older group was 75.28 years. The groups were matched for gender and education. The participants told stories for four discourse types: single pictures, wordless storybooks, procedures and recounts. For the stimuli with pictures, the single pictures included line drawings. The wordless storybook included Picnic (McCully, 1984). For recounts participants told what they did last weekend, on their last vacation, and last holiday. The procedural discourse included how to make a peanut butter sandwich and how to plant a flower. D was used to estimate lexical diversity. Fergadiotis and colleagues did not find a significant difference between age groups for the discourse samples that were elicited using pictured stimuli. However, for the procedural discourse task and the recounts task, the older adults had a significantly higher LD than the younger adults.

Fergadiotis et al. (2011) concluded that LD may be influenced by discourse type. For the discourse elicitation tasks that employed pictures (picture descriptions and wordless picture book), the stimuli may have provided sufficient scaffolding of the story structure to support the narrative produced by the younger but also constrained the older adults’ production. This resulted in a non-significant difference between the groups. Alternatively, the non-pictorial stimuli’s (e.g. procedural and recount discourse task) open nature may allow more freedom in choosing lexical items. This resulted in a significant difference between the groups because the older adults have larger lexical stores on which to draw upon.

Table 1. Lexical diversity difference between younger and older adults for discourse types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse type</th>
<th>Lexical diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recounts</td>
<td>Higher in older adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
<td>Higher in older adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eventcast</td>
<td>No difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>No difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Possibly, these findings can partly account for the results of previous researchers who found no difference between younger and older adults (Cooper, 1990). Kemper and Sumner (2001) did not use pictured stimuli to elicit discourse samples from their younger and older participants, and they found differences in LD that favored older adults, whereas, Cooper (1990) used single picture elicitation tasks and found no differences between age groups.

**Lexical diversity and cognition**

According to Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), the surface level of discourse is subserved by the cognitive systems of working memory and executive function. Both working memory (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991) and executive function (Hasher & Zacks, 1988) decline with age, which results in word-retrieval difficulties in older adults (see Chapter 2). Yet semantic memory, the store-house of words and world knowledge, is preserved well into the oldest old (Albert, Heller, & Milberg, 1988; Schaie & Willis, 1993). While older adults might take longer to produce discourse samples, their ability to produce lexical items within discourse does not seem to decline. Therefore, older adults are able to produce accurate and informative discourse samples at the surface level, which will be processed in the manner discussed above in the IC model.

Unfortunately, how LD relates to the other levels of representation within the IC model is not specified. While it is known that disruptions in lexical diversity impact later stages of discourse processing (Wright & Capilouto, 2012), the impact of a larger vocabulary on the later stages of discourse processing have not been examined. Moreover, researchers have not examined if the larger vocabularies found in older adults provide any benefit to later stages of discourse organization and processing. Christiansen (1995) suggested that people with aphasia have difficulties with later stages of discourse processing because of their inability to produce specific words required by discourse context. It is therefore possible that the larger vocabularies have the opposite effect and provide a benefit to the later stages of discourse processing.

Unfortunately, it difficult to draw conclusions in LD research. For example, LD has been discussed as reflecting a large vocabulary, yet it is just as likely that the stable or higher LD scores found in some studies (e.g., Fergadiotis et al., 2011; Kemper & Sumner, 2001) reflect an increase in words not related to the content of the stimuli (fillers, tangential utterances, etc.) that can impede understanding. Refer back to the story in example (1); the story contains words that the person has learned and can access. However, the discourse contains macrolinguistic errors that influence LD. The discourse sample includes many off-topic utterances.
that could increase the overall LD of the sample. For example, in (14a) below, the person includes the words “funny” and “noise.”

(14) a. By the way, my car is making a funny noise

With the understanding that the story is meant to be about asking for directions, the off-topic utterances could cause increases in LD that do not reflect typical vocabulary items used in this discourse elicitation task. This is important because Marini et al. (2005) found that older adults produce more utterances not related to the stimuli than younger adults in a picture description task. This research has been collaborated (Gold, Andres, Arbuckle, & Schwartzman, 1988; Gold Andres, Arbuckle, & Zieren, 1993).

Limitations in LD research make it unclear if there are any age-related differences in LD in discourse production. The use of non-robust estimates of LD, the lack of different discourse types within research, and the lack of research into the quality make it difficult to draw any conclusions. Despite these limitations, no researcher has found LD to decline with age suggesting that LD appears to be resistant to age-related changes.

**Macrolinguistic analysis**

Macrolinguistic processes focus on the cohesion, coherence, and completeness of discourse. The focus at the macrolinguistic level for this chapter is on coherence. The coherence of a discourse depends on the ease and extent to which the meanings of its components go together to represent information and convey intended meanings (see, Glosser, 1993; Glosser & Deser, 1992). Coherence has been investigated in cognitively healthy adults using a variety of methods and discourse elicitation tasks. In contrast to findings that lexical measures of discourse, such as lexical diversity, do not decline with age, investigations of discourse coherence show a fairly consistent decline with aging. Declines in coherence in all likelihood represent simultaneous declines in non-linguistic cognitive systems, such as memory, that play a more important role in macrolinguistic processes compared to microlinguistic processes.

In the next section, coherence is fully defined, and several common measures of estimating coherence (e.g. rating systems, error analysis, and main concept production) are discussed. The research on coherence and aging is summarized, with particular attention to the role discourse types have in the age-related changes in coherence. Finally, age-related decline in coherence is discussed in relation to age-related cognitive decline.
Coherence

Coherence refers to how discourse is connected and organized beyond the level of an utterance (Glosser, 1993; Ulatowska & Olness, 2004), and it is an important aspect for effective communication. Coherent discourse allows the listener the ability to maintain mental representations and understand how these representations are connected within the overall discourse. Researchers have conceptualized levels of discourse coherence: local and global (Glosser & Deser, 1992; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). Local coherence considers how well units of discourse (e.g. utterances or propositions) relate to the preceding unit by continuing, repeating, elaborating, or coordinating with the previous unit’s overall theme (Glosser & Deser, 1992). Global coherence is how well the units relate to the overall topic or theme of the discourse (Glosser & Deser, 1992; Glosser, 1993; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978).

Measures of coherence

Within the literature, researchers have developed several methods for measuring local and global coherence. According to the interactive model of discourse, the purpose of these coherence measures is to capture how well the speaker has maintained the discourse’s overall gist or theme locally (i.e. between two utterances) or globally (between an utterance and the overall theme). These measures have included rating systems (Glosser & Deser, 1992; Wright, Koutsoftas, Capilouto, & Fergadiotis, 2014), error analysis (Marini et al., 2005; Saling et al., 2012), main concept counts (Capilouto, Wright, & Wagovich, 2005; Duong & Ska, 2001; North et al., 1986; Saling et al., 2012; Wright, Capilouto, Wagovich, Cranfill, & Davis, 2005), and schema counts (Saling et al., 2012).

Rating systems used by Glosser and Deser (1992) and Wright et al. (2014) typically have raters assign a score (e.g. 4-point Likert score) to utterances. Low scores reflect less coherent discourse, and high scores reflect coherent discourse. These ratings are used to measure both local (Glosser & Deser, 1992) and global coherence (Glosser & Deser, 1992; Wright et al., 2014). For local coherence, the raters judge whether an utterance is coherent with the previous utterances. For global coherence, the raters judge whether an utterance is coherent with the overall theme of the discourse. Once all utterances are rated, the scores are summed together and divided by the number of utterances. These results presumably provide researchers with a score that reflects how well a speaker maintained the topic and, in turn, reflect how easily a listener could follow the discourse. Table 2 provides criteria for a 4-point rating system, and Table 3 provides an example based
Table 2. Scoring criteria for 4-point coherence rating scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Utterance is overtly related to stimulus with all main elements accounted for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Utterance is related but may include additional information or may be missing some of the main elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Utterance is remotely related to stimulus with additional information (e.g. tangential information)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Utterance is entirely unrelated to the stimulus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Adapted from the scoring system used by Wright et al. (2014).

Table 3. Example of coherence for a 4-point rating system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Utterances</th>
<th>Reason for score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A little boy is having a birthday party.</td>
<td>Utterance is overtly related to stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Um and the mother bakes a cake for the party</td>
<td>Utterance is overtly related to stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>She is probably tired from cooking</td>
<td>Utterance is remotely related to stimulus with additional information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The dog takes a bite out of the cake</td>
<td>Utterance is overtly related to stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I once had a dog eat my sandwich</td>
<td>Utterance is not related to stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>There is crying involved.</td>
<td>Utterance is related but may be missing some of the main elements (i.e. who is crying)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Examples of Marini’s et al. (2005) coherence error analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample utterances</th>
<th>Global coherence errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is a picnic</td>
<td>The second and third utterances are scored as tangential because they provide irrelevant information triggered by a specific idea portrayed in the stimulus picture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/I like picnics /I have had several picnics in my life/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The children are trying to get the cookies</td>
<td>The second utterance is conceptually incongruent because there is no TV in the picture stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/the TV is out/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The man is walking on the sidewalk</td>
<td>The second utterance is a propositional repetition because the participant repeats ideas that have been mentioned already, and the participant does not provide any additional information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/he is on the sidewalk/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are having a picnic</td>
<td>The second utterance is a filler utterance because it simply comments on the story and provides the speaker with time to formulate what to say next</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wow I can't believe they haven't noticed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on Nicholas and Brookshire's (1993) single picture description, Birthday cake. For the main themes associated with Birthday cake, see Table 5.

Error analyses used by Marini et al. (2005) and Saling et al. (2012) measure the number of errors produced within a discourse sample. Utterances that may be tangential or conceptually incongruent with the discourse, propositional repetitions, or simple fillers are considered coherence errors (see Table 4 for examples). Coherence errors disrupt coherence. According to Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), individuals search for conceptual overlap with the last utterance and the overall discourse theme. If no overlap is found, a cognitively demanding search of the entire discourse sample is then initiated. If no conceptual overlap is present, an inference process is initiated. The inference process tries to fit the new utterance into the overall theme of the discourse by searching for possible connections within the listener’s knowledge of the world. Therefore, when coherence errors occur, the listener begins a process that makes heavy demands of cognitive resources and contributes to difficulty in comprehension. While high coherence errors do not necessarily reflect low coherence (Marini et al., 2005), error analyses used by Marini et al. (2005) and Saling et al. (2012) provide insight what may be causing the disruption in coherence. Table 4 provides an example of global coherence errors that are typically coded for.

Main concepts and schema are used less often as methods for quantifying coherence; possibly, because main concepts are unique to the discourse elicitation task and schemas are unique to the discourse type. Further, these methods can be labor and time intensive as they have traditionally been completed by hand. Researchers have developed the main concepts/schema for the discourse task employed in their studies (Capilouto et al., 2005; Duong & Ska, 2001; Saling et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2014). The main concepts are defined as important aspects of the discourse that are necessary for a listener to fully comprehend it. When applying a schema driven theoretical framework (Herman, 2003; Mandler, 1984) and interactive-construction model (Kintsch & van Dijk,
discourse is considered a series of hierarchically structured and temporarily/spatially related events that allows the speaker to coherently produce a discourse that the listener understands. Using the main concepts/schema method to quantify discourse coherence allows investigators to evaluate aspects of the discourse structure that contribute to or inhibit maintenance of global coherence. When the main concepts are not coherently conveyed, then the listener is unable to reconstruct a mental representation of the discourse resulting in discourse that is considered incoherent. Table 5 provides an example of main concept analysis for a single picture, Birthday cake, used by Nicholas and Brookshire (1993).

Coherence and aging

A number of studies show that the ability to produce coherent discourse declines during healthy aging. Wright et al. (2014) found age-related declines in discourse schema by measuring proportion of story propositions conveyed in story narratives. Duong and Ska (2001) reported that their oldest old (75–84) conveyed fewer main ideas in picture description narratives compared to their young elderly group (65–74). Marini et al. (2005) reported significantly fewer main themes in picture description narratives in their old elderly group compared to other age groups. Wright and Capilouto (2009) reported a sharp decline on measures of coherence ability in older adults (> 75 y.o.) compared to younger adults. Declines in coherence are also consistent across most discourse types: picture descriptions; storytelling; recounts; and procedural discourse.

Glosser and Deser (1992) used a rating system to measure local and global coherence of 14 middle aged (M = 51.9) and 13 older adults (M = 76.2), who were matched for gender, education, and occupational rating. The researchers elicited personal narratives about the participants’ family and occupational activities (i.e. recounts). Each utterance was scored based on how well the utterance maintained content from the preceding utterances (local coherence) and overall theme of the story (global coherence). The older group had significantly lower rates of global coherence compared to middle aged adults; but the groups did not differ on the local coherence measure. The researchers concluded that the differences found between local and global coherence are, in part, due to dissociation in the cognitive systems underlying local and global coherence. Local coherence requires lexical/semantic cohesion between the utterances, and therefore, relies more heavily on the linguistic system than global coherence (Glosser & Deser, 1990). Global coherence relies on other cognitive systems (e.g. memory and attention) outside the linguistic system. In aging, the linguistic system is relatively preserved compared
to memory and attention (Burke & MacKay, 1997), so declines in global coherence are expected.

Marini et al. (2005) investigated local and global coherence in 69 cognitively healthy adults across the adult lifespan. They were divided into five age groups (20–24, 25–39, 40–59, 60–74, 75–84). Marini et al. included several measures to quantify coherence abilities in their participants; these measures include local and global coherence errors, as well as measures of local and global coherence. Local coherence errors included missing or ambiguous referents and semantic shifts. Global coherence errors included off-topic utterances, such as tangential utterances or conceptually unrelated utterances. Estimates of local coherence were determined by dividing the number of cohesive ties in the sample with the number of utterances. Estimates of global coherence were determined by dividing the number of propositions produced by the total number of propositions possible. The discourse elicitation tasks included single-picture and sequential picture stimuli. Marini et al. found that local coherence declined significantly for the oldest group (75–84) compared to the other four groups. Local coherence errors increased with age as well. Global coherence also declined with age beginning around 60 years old. These results were found for both single and sequential picture tasks, with single pictures eliciting less coherent discourse compared to the sequential pictures.

Marini et al. (2005) concluded that local and global coherence may depend on similar cognitive abilities because both declined with age. Yet, similar to Glosser and Deser (1992), Marini et al. (2005) found that local coherence is more resistant to age-related changes compared with global coherence. Local coherence did not significantly decline until around 75 years old compared with 60 years old for global coherence. Therefore, local and global coherence may rely on overlapping but different cognitive systems. Alternatively, it is possible that a direct comparison is not possible since Glosser and Deser’s (1992) participants range from 67 to 88 years old compared to Marini et al.’s (2005) range of 75 to 84 years old.

Another difference between Marini et al. (2005) and Glosser and Deser (1992) is discourse type. Marini et al. used single and sequential picture description task, while Glosser and Deser used recounts. Recounts rely on personal information stored in long-term memory that is familiar to the participant. Glosser and Deser (1992) claimed that the disruption of local coherence in picture description tasks may arise from the need to retain new semantic information and build connections between this new information. Ulatowska, Hayashi, Cannito, and Flemings (1986) and Pratt et al. (1989) results illustrate this point. These researchers found significant cohesion deficits for storytelling tasks that would be indicative of reduced local coherence.
North et al. (1986) investigated global coherence in 33 older women, with a mean age of 76.2 years, and 18 middle-aged women, with a mean age of 45.6 years. Estimates of global coherence were measured by creating a list of propositions for each discourse type and counting the number of propositions produced for the two age groups. The stimuli consisted of picture descriptions, storytelling, recounts, and procedural discourse. Unfortunately, the open nature of the recounts made it difficult to score propositions, and the results for the recounts were not reported. The researchers found that the groups did not differ in the number of propositions produced for the procedural discourse task. North et al. concluded that procedural discourse tasks require participants to recall a step-by-step guide that is highly regularized and familiar. Therefore, unlike the picture description task in Marini et al. (2005), procedural discourse is resistant to the age-related changes that affect global coherence.

Duong and Ska (2001) also examined local and global coherence in older adults between the ages of 64 to 74 and 75 to 84 years. The researchers estimated local coherence by counting the number of transition markers. Global coherence was estimated as a percentage of main ideas expressed within the discourse samples. The discourse stimuli included both single and sequential pictures. Adults between the ages of 64 to 74 produced more main concepts and used more transitional words in their discourse samples compared to the oldest old (75–84 years). Therefore, much like Marini et al. (2005), Duong and Ska found that coherence declines as a person ages. Also similar to Marini et al., they found that all participants performed better on the sequential picture task than single picture task. The differences found between single pictures and sequential pictures by Marini et al. (2005) and Duong and Ska (2001) may reflect the temporal and, therefore, plot progression of the sequential pictures compared with the single pictures.

Capilouto et al. (2005) investigated global coherence in younger (M age = 22.4) and older (M age = 71.4) adults. To measure global coherence, the researchers developed a list of main events, which they defined as events necessary to the story that are independent from other events, for single and sequential pictures taken from Nicholas and Brookshire (1993). The researchers found no difference between the younger and older adults for proportion of main events produced. Yet between discourse types, participants produced more main events for sequential pictures compared to single pictures.

Capilouto et al. (2005) concluded that while other researchers found differences in coherence between younger and older adults, the global coherence measures used in their study (i.e. main events) examined only the most critical elements of a story. When only the critical aspects of a story are examined, older adults do not perform worse than younger adults. While older adults may have trouble on more fine-grain measures of coherence, they are able to tell stories with the most
important information present. For discourse type, Capilouto et al.’s (2005) results agreed with Marini et al. (2005) and Duong and Ska (2001).

Wright et al. (2005) examined global coherence in both younger (M = 23.9 years old) and older (67.6 years old) adults. Similar to Capilouto et al. (2005), main event analysis was used to measure global coherence. The researchers used both single and sequential pictures as discourse stimuli. Wright et al. found a significant difference between the younger and older adults, with the younger adults producing more main concepts compared to older adults. The results agree with other researchers who have found that older adults produce fewer story schemata (Saling et al., 2012). For discourse type, Wright et al. found better performance on sequential pictures than single pictures. They concluded that the single picture descriptions provide older adults with another level of difficulty because it requires participants to make inference about the sequence of events. Moreover, they concluded that picture descriptions may reflect the true nature of discourse abilities in older adults because the older adults cannot fall back on rehearsed and regularized stories unlike recount and procedural task.

There is strong evidence that local and global coherence decline with age, along with an increase in coherence errors (Capilouto et al., 2005; Duong & Ska, 2001; Glosser & Deser, 1992; Marini et al., 2005; North et al., 1986; Wright et al., 2005). Local coherence may be more resistant to age-related declines (Glosser & Deser, 1992; Marini et al., 2005) compared to global coherence. This may be due to the fact that local coherence requires, in part, some linguistic processes that are more resistant to age-related decline (Glosser & Deser, 1992). However, the results from Marini et al. (2005) demonstrate that local and global coherence are subserved by overlapping cognitive systems since both decline with age.

Coherence appears to be strongly tied to discourse type (Capilouto et al., 2005; Duong & Ska, 2001; Glosser & Deser, 1992; Marini et al., 2005; North et al., 1986; Wright et al., 2005). Recounts and procedural discourse are the most resistant to age related declines (Glosser & Deser, 1992; North et al., 1986). North et al. (1986) and Wright et al. (2005) argued that recounts and procedural discourse are typically familiar and highly regularized, so participants can better compensate for any age related declines in organizational discourse abilities. Picture description tasks might be a better reflection of true discourse abilities (Wright et al., 2005). Glosser and Desser (1992) claimed that picture description tasks require participants to store new information and build connections between this new information. This takes more cognitive resources (e.g. memory storage) than relating already familiar concepts. Therefore, as shown in table 8.6 older adults, who have declining storage capacity, have more trouble on picture descriptions compared with recounts or procedures.
Coherence and aging: Cognition

Kintsch and van Dijk’s (1978) Interactive-Construction model of discourse implicates attention, episodic memory, and working memory as the most important cognitive system for coherence. Attention is the ability to focus on important information while inhibiting useless or distracting information, and it has a limited capacity. Episodic memory refers to our ability to remember specific events or episodes (Light, 1991; Nyberg, Backman, Erngrund, Olofsson, & Nilsson, 1996; Small, Stern, Tang, & Mayeux, 1999), and working memory is an active memory system that stores information and integrates/processes this information with new incoming information (Baddeley, 1996). As an individual ages, attention (McDowd & Shaw, 2000) and memory (Light, 1991; Marini et al., 2005; Nyberg et al., 1996) decline.

North et al. (1986) reported declines in both cognitive scores and coherence; however, the scores were not significantly correlated. Capilouto et al. (2011) and Wright et al. (2013) reported that memory and attention abilities significantly correlated with global coherence for the older group but not the younger group. Finally, in an unpublished study by Fergadiotis, Kintz and Wright, a linear regression was performed to understand the relationship among cognitive measures and global coherence in a sample of the older adults (N = 103; ages 65–89 years). Results indicated that cognitive predictors (episodic memory, working memory, and attention) explained 12.9% of the variance in global coherence. The results from these studies suggest that declines in cognition affect older adults’ coherence in discourse. Yet cognitive scores for younger adults are not correlated with and do not significantly explain the variance in global coherence scores.

Wright et al. (2014) examined the influence of cognitive processes on discourse coherence for both younger adults between the ages of 20–39 and older adults between the ages of 70–87. Measures of cognition included the Wechsler Memory Scale-III (WMS-III; Wechsler, 1997), Comprehensive Trail Making Test (CTMT; Reynolds, 2002); and STROOP Color and Word Test (STROOP; Golden, 2002). Coherence measures included a 4-point rating scale on several discourse stimuli: picture descriptions, storytelling, recounts, and procedures. Wright et al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse type</th>
<th>Local coherence</th>
<th>Global coherence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recounts</td>
<td>No decline</td>
<td>Small declines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
<td>No decline</td>
<td>No decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eventcast</td>
<td>Large declines</td>
<td>Large declines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>Large declines</td>
<td>Large declines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2013) found a positive relationship for the maintenance of global coherence and attention and episodic memory.

The researchers concluded that attention and episodic memory are important for maintaining global coherence as individuals’ age. Burke and MacKay (1997) hypothesized that episodic memory’s ability to form new memories and make new connections declines with age. Therefore, declines in episodic memory result in declines in coherence maintenance. Hasher, Lustig, and Zacks (2007) have proposed the inhibition-deficit theory to account for age-related declines in attention. The idea is that a deficit in inhibiting irrelevant information takes up older adults’ cognitive resources that should be handling discourse, so there are fewer resources available for processing discourse and maintain focus on the discourse themes.

Though researchers assume that declines in coherence with age are related to declines in cognitive systems outside the linguistic system, there are only a few studies that have empirically investigated cognition and coherence across the lifespan. There are even fewer studies examining cognition and coherence across the lifespan within a discourse model (e.g. interactive-construction model). These limitations prevent researchers from fully specifying the exact cognitive processes that underlie coherence.

Future directions

The influence of age on discourse processes is not fully understood and an area where further research and investigations are warranted. Overall, researchers need to: (1) identify differences in micro- and macrolinguistic processes across the adult lifespan, (2) identify differences in comprehension and production across the adult lifespan, and (3) identify specific cognitive functions that influence these changes. It is also important to relate these changes to known models of discourse. Currently, few researchers are putting their results within the framework of known discourse models. Instead, many researchers are focusing on simply documenting the changes seen between younger and older adults. Future research will need to be model-driven and hypothesis guided.

For lexical diversity, research needs to rely less on measures with known limitations in regards to sample length (e.g. TTR or NDW) and focus on robust lexical diversity measures (e.g. D and MTLD). While lexical diversity appears resistant to age-related changes, the research is not conclusive. The inconclusiveness is associated with the unreliable measures that have been used in the past (Cooper, 1990). To test lexical diversity reliably, D or MTLD need to be used across the adult lifespan for different types of discourse. Other variables, like education,
cognitive scores (i.e. semantic memory, verbal fluency, etc.), and participants’
goal and communication style should also be taken into account. Also, to under-
stand the reasons behind differences in lexical diversity associated with discourse
type, the differences and cognitive demands of different discourse types should
be quantified.

Coherence declines with age (Capilouto et al., 2005; Duong & Ska, 2001;
Glosser & Deser, 1992; Marini et al., 2005; North et al., 1986; Saling et al., 2012;
Wright et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2014), but most statements regarding why make
generic cognitive statements without specific cognitive measures being taken. Fu-
ture research will need to begin quantifying the actual roles each cognitive system
plays in maintaining coherence. Researchers will also need to quantify the dif-
ferent cognitive and linguistic demands placed upon the speaker and listener for
different discourse types.

Conclusions

Discourse has many aspects that are differentially affected by age-related chang-
es. Microlinguistic processes, such as lexical diversity, appear to be resistant to
age-related decline. In contrast, macrolinguistic processes, such as coherence, are
more susceptible to age-related decline. The general conclusion is that lexical di-
versity and coherence tap different neuro-cognitive processes that differentially
change as individual’s age. Alternatively, discourse type influences both lexical
diversity and coherence differently with age. For lexical diversity, open discourse
tasks (e.g. recounts) offer more opportunities to use a wider range of lexical items
that increases lexical diversity for older adults. Yet many open discourse tasks are
familiar and allow for older individuals to use compensation strategies in organ-
izing their discourse, which makes these tasks less useful in measuring coherence
in older adults.

To advance theoretical and practical understand of age-related changes in
discourse abilities, research is needed regarding the influence age has on dis-
course type and different linguistic processes. Such evidence is also needed to
assess the importance of different age-related changes in cognition in regards to
discourse. Research into normal aging declines for discourse will provide us with
a knowledge base to better understand language deficits in language-disordered
populations, such as aphasia and dementia. The challenge to this research arises
from the integration of discourse models and cognitive aging, and in analyzing
discourse in a manner that reveals age-related changes and how those changes
depends on age-related changes in cognition.
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There is a lot of evidence that sentence comprehension ability declines in normally aging adults. This chapter reviews variables that contribute to age-related declines in comprehension. Older adults recognize words and parse sentences more slowly than younger adults, and make more comprehension errors. These changes in comprehension ability have been associated with age-related declines in general cognitive processes, such as working memory, and in perceptual abilities, such as hearing acuity. This chapter also considers the possibility that older adults use their language expertise to compensate for age-related declines in comprehension ability.

Processes involved in sentence comprehension

Most people take the ability to understand sentences quickly and accurately for granted. However, the underlying processes are not simple. Sentence comprehension requires that the reader or listener recognize the words in a sentence, build a mental representation of the relationship between the words, and assign meaning to the sentence. There is a lot of evidence that people process sentences incrementally, meaning that they interpret and integrate the words in the sentence as they are encountered. This process is also known as syntactic parsing. Syntactic parsing operations involve determining who did what to whom in the context of the sentence. Consider a sentence such as “The boy kicked the ball.” In this sentence, “the boy” is the agent of the verb, that is, the kicker. In contrast, “the ball” is the undergoer, that is, the object that was kicked. In most English sentences, the subject of the sentence is also the agent of the verb. This sentence follows the canonical word order for English, which is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO). However, the relationship between “the ball,” “the boy,” and “kicked” is the same in a sentence such as “The ball was kicked by the boy,” even though the order of words in the sentence differs. The ability to perform the operations involved in understanding sentences can be compromised by brain damage, degenerative diseases, and even
normal aging. This chapter discusses the ways in which sentence comprehension changes in normally aging adults, including how linguistic variables and general cognitive abilities contribute to these changes.

A complete understanding of how sentence comprehension changes in normal aging requires consideration of both online and offline syntactic parsing. Measures of sentence comprehension that are sensitive to the moment-by-moment operations involved in incremental sentence parsing are known as online tasks. Box 1 describes some of the experimental paradigms used to measure online syntactic parsing operations. In contrast, offline measures are taken at the end of the sentence, and reflect the products of online processing. Offline measures include accuracy and speed of responses to comprehension questions, plausibility judgments, enactment tasks, and so on. In general, online tasks are considered to be more sensitive to the variables that influence syntactic parsing. Both online and offline measures have been used to investigate age-related changes in sentence comprehension ability.

In the following sections (II–IV), we review several variables that contribute to comprehension success or failure in older adults. In Section II, we discuss linguistic variables that affect sentence comprehension in older adults. We begin by considering how variables that contribute to the ease of word recognition affect comprehension ability in older adults. These include lexical complexity (e.g., word frequency) and the predictability of words in sentences. Next, we review how word order influences comprehension success in older adults, including how age-related changes in working memory affect sentence comprehension. In Section III, we discuss how age-related changes in visual and auditory acuity affect language comprehension. In Section IV, we review recent studies suggesting that older adults use their language experience to compensate for age-related declines in comprehension ability.

Sentence-related variables

Word recognition

Sentence comprehension requires that the reader or listener recognize the words in the sentence. A complete review of the processes involved in spoken and written comprehension of words in sentences is beyond the scope of this chapter. In brief, word recognition requires that the reader or listener first activate the appropriate phonological (sound) or orthographic (written) representations (for reviews, see Balota, Yap, & Cortese, 2006 and Dahan & Magnuson, 2006). This step involves identifying the abstract phonological or orthographic representation that
matches the input, which varies depending on the speaker/writer and the context in which the word is produced. The abstract phonological and orthographic representations activate the semantic/conceptual level information about the word. For example, the semantic information for the word “cat” likely includes that it refers to an animal, that it is soft, that it is a type of pet, and so on. According to some models, there is also feedback from the semantic level to the phonological or orthographic level, meaning that the sounds /k/, /æ/, and /t/ receive additional activation from these semantic features.

There is evidence that older adults recognize words in sentences more slowly than younger adults. Two eyetracking studies, both of which focused on factors affecting lexical recognition across a range of sentence types, reported that older adults read individual words more slowly than younger adults do (Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004; Rayner, Reichle, Stroud, Williams, & Pollatsek, 2006). This is consistent with studies that have focused on sentence level processing. For example, in a self-paced reading study, Stine-Morrow, Ryan, and Leonard (2000) reported that older adults read individual words or segments more slowly than younger adults throughout the sentence. This type of result is likely to reflect overall slowed processing in older adults (cf. Salthouse, 1996).

In addition to general slowing, older adults show greater sensitivity than younger adults to some variables that increase the difficulty of word recognition. Word frequency is one such variable. Word frequency refers to how common a word is within a language. For example, the word “child” occurs more often in English than “tyke.” Frequently occurring words are recognized more quickly than less frequent words (e.g., DeDe, 2012; Inhoff & Rayner, 1986). Older adults show greater effects of word frequency than younger adults, in both reading (Kliegl et al., 2004; Rayner et al., 2006) and auditory comprehension (Revill & Spieler, 2012). That is, older adults have more difficulty accessing relatively infrequent words than younger adults.

There is also some evidence that phonological neighborhood density has a greater effect on speech recognition in older than younger adults. Phonological neighborhood density refers to the number of words that differ from a target word by one sound. For example, can, mat, gnat, and cap would all be phonological neighbors of the word “cat”. In general, spoken words with few phonological neighbors are recognized more quickly and accurately than words with many phonological neighbors (e.g., Luce & Pisoni, 1998). One study used repetition accuracy as an index of older and younger adults’ ability to perceive sentences that varied with respect to the phonological neighborhood density of words (Taler, Aaron, Steinmetz, & Pisoni, 2010). They reasoned that accuracy reflected word recognition, whereas response duration was a measure of how difficult it was to produce the lexical items. Both older and younger adults repeated words with few
phonological neighbors more accurately than words with many neighbors, but older adults showed a greater effect of neighborhood density than younger adults. Interestingly, the effect of neighborhood density on older adults’ recognition was greater when the sentences were presented in the presence of background noise. This finding is consistent with the idea that increasing the perceptual difficulty of word recognition has a disproportionate effect on older adults (see Section III), and that this effect interacts with lexical variables.

Successful word recognition also requires that the reader or listener know the meaning of the word. This is an area in which older adults have an advantage over younger adults. In a meta-analysis of studies reported in the journal *Psychology and Aging* between 1986 and 2001, Verhaeghen (2003) reported a consistent, positive age effect on vocabulary scores. Older adults’ mean standardized difference scores were between .63 and 1.62 greater than younger adults’ scores on the measures of vocabulary. Verhaeghen’s analyses suggested that differences in the test format and in educational attainment might mitigate the apparent effect of age. Age effects were more apparent in multiple-choice tests than production tests, in which participants must generate definitions. Regardless, the older adults’ increased difficulty understanding sentences is unlikely to reflect declining knowledge of the lexical items in a sentence.

Taken together, the studies about word recognition in normal aging suggest that older adults recognize words more slowly than younger adults. In addition, older adults appear to be more sensitive to variables that make word recognition more difficult, such as lexical frequency and phonological neighborhood density. However, older adults retain lexical knowledge, suggesting that the age related changes reflect access to semantic representations rather than lack of knowledge about the words.

**Predictability**

Word recognition is easier when words are presented in the context of a semantically coherent sentence (Speranza, Daneman, & Schneider, 2000). Consider the phrase “The boy kicked the ….” In this case, the comprehender is more likely to encounter the word “ball” than “door,” even though both are possible. The semantic context of the sentence allows readers to predict what the last word will be, based on world knowledge and previous experience with their language.

Both younger and older adults recognize isolated words more slowly than words that occur in the context of a sentence (e.g., Pichora-Fuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995; Wingfield, Alexander, & Cavigelli, 1994). In addition, highly constrained contexts can increase the predictability of a word in a sentence, facilitating
word recognition. For example, consider the phrase “Since the wedding was today, the baker rushed the wedding ...” (Balota, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1985). In this context, “cake” is more predictable as the next word in the sentence than “pie.” Use of predictability requires that the reader or listener integrate the semantic context of the sentence in order to generate a prediction of upcoming words in the sentence. There is evidence that people are more likely to skip words that are highly predictable within the context of the sentence, and that they read predictable words more quickly than less predictable words (e.g., Balota et al., 1985; Drieghe, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2005).

Behavioral studies point to some differences in how older and younger adults use predictability during sentence comprehension. Eyetracking studies show that both older and younger adults are sensitive to the effects of predictability (Kliegl et al., 2004; Rayner et al., 2006). However, Kliegl et al.’s (2004) results suggest that predictability effects differ somewhat in older and younger adults. They found that both older and younger adults were sensitive to predictability, but the nature of the effect differed between the groups. Younger adults tended to skip highly predictable words, but older adults did not show the predictability effect in skipping rates. Instead, older adults made more fixations on unpredictable words and fewer fixations on highly predictable words. Thus, both age groups read highly predictable words more quickly than less predictable words, but the reading advantage for predictable words manifested differently as a function of age.

Predictability of words in a sentence also facilitates comprehension of sentences presented with background noise. In one study, both older and younger adults showed better recognition of sentence-final words of sentences presented in background noise when the sentences were highly semantically constrained (Sheldon, Pichora-Fuller, & Schneider, 2008). This is consistent with the idea that older and younger adults are sensitive to information about predictability. However, the effects of semantic predictability were greater in older than younger adults, suggesting that older adults used the semantic context of a sentence to compensate for perceptual difficulty associated with the stimulus. It is important to note that this study does not provide information into the time course with which older and younger adults use information about predictability, in part because the task (repeating the sentence-final word) was untimed. Thus, it is possible that increased age is associated with a decline in the speed with which semantic information is integrated in order to benefit from predictability.

Indeed, data from a series of event-related potential (ERP; see Box 1) studies suggest that there are differences in how predictability affects word recognition in older and younger adults. Federmeier and her colleagues have examined N400 effects in sentences with strongly and weakly constraining contexts (e.g., Federmeier, Van Petten, Schwartz, & Kutas, 2003; Federmeier & Kutas, 2005;
### Box 1. Some online measures of sentence processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-paced listening</td>
<td>Participants listen to sentences presented auditorily via a computer. Sentences are segmented into words or short phrases. Participants press a button to listen to the first segment of the sentence, and then press a button to indicate that they are finished listening to the segment. As soon as they press the button, they are presented with the next segment.</td>
<td>The computer records how long it takes the participant to press the button to request each segment. Longer listening times indicate difficulty with processing or integration of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-paced reading</td>
<td>A visual version of self-paced listening. At the beginning of each sentence, the words are represented by dashes. The participant pushes a button in order to begin reading the sentence, and is presented with the first word or segment. The participant pushes a button to indicate that they are done reading each segment, at which point the next segment appears and the previous segment disappears.</td>
<td>Reading times from the time that the participants push the button. Longer reading times indicate difficulty with processing or integration of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-Related Action Potentials (ERP)</td>
<td>Participants wear electrodes that are externally attached to the scalp. The electrodes measure electrical activity in the brain while the participants listen to or read sentences.</td>
<td>Negative or positive waveforms are measured at windows of time from the presentation of critical words. One example is the N400, which refers to a negative going waveform that typically occurs 400 milliseconds after the onset of the critical word. The N400 effect is sensitive to the “fit” between a target word and the sentential context. Another example is the P600, which is sensitive to the presence of grammatical violations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eyetracking while reading</strong></td>
<td>Participants read sentences on a computer screen while a camera records their eye movements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., Kemper &amp; Liu, 2007; Rayner, Reichle, Stroud, Williams, &amp; Pollatsek, 2006)</td>
<td>This method provides many different measures, including fixation times and regressions. Longer first fixation times (the amount of time spent looking at specific words before moving one’s eyes) are typically indicative of initial difficulty in processing individual words or phrases. Measures such as regressions (looking back to parts of sentences that were previously read) indicate that the reader is trying to build an alternate structure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crossed-Modal Lexical Priming (CMLP)</strong></td>
<td>Participants listen to sentences and make lexical decisions about visually presented letter strings presented at a critical region of the sentences (e.g., the embedded verb in a relative clause). Real words may be semantically related or unrelated to critical sentence segments, such as the extracted noun phrase in a relative clause.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., Zurif, Swinney, Prather, Wingfield, &amp; Brownell, 1995)</td>
<td>RTs from the time that the participant makes a lexical decision. Priming effects are interpreted as evidence that the participant has reactivated the critical segment (e.g., extracted noun phrase in an object relative sentence) at the point in the sentence when the visual stimulus was presented (e.g., the embedded verb).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Federmeier, Kutas, & Schul, 2010; Federmeier, McLennan, De Ochoa, & Kutas, 2002; Wlotko & Federmeier, 2012; Wlotko, Federmeier, & Kutas, 2012; also cf. DeLon, Groppe, Urbach, & Kutas, 2012). An example of a sentence in the highly constraining condition was “No one at the reunion recognized Dan because he had grown a beard.” An example in the weakly constraining context was “At the children’s park next to the beach she saw a man with a beard.” In Federmeier and Kutas’s (2005) study, the N400 effect refers to a difference in the magnitude of the waveform in strongly and weakly constraining contexts at the critical word, which is underlined in the examples. Federmeier and Kutas (2005) reported that the magnitude of the N400 effect differed as a function of age group and context. Older and younger adults showed similar N400 effects in weakly constraining contexts, but the younger adults showed a larger N400 effect than older adults in the strongly constraining contexts. The N400 effect was also delayed in older
adults compared to younger adults, suggesting that processing speed may contribute to the timing of the predictability effect. Although this study used word-by-word presentation (~2 words per second), similar effects have been reported using more naturalistic, spoken sentences (Federmeier et al., 2002). These types of data suggest that, as a group, older adults have more difficulty using sentential context to predict upcoming words in a sentence.

Federmeier and colleagues (e.g., 2002, 2005, 2010) also explored the extent to which neuropsychological variables such as verbal working memory capacity (see Box 2) and verbal fluency influenced the N400 effects. Verbal fluency refers to a task in which participants are required to generate as many items from a given category (e.g., animals) as possible within one minute. Older adults with higher performance on verbal fluency tasks showed N400 effects more similar to those shown by younger adults, suggesting that older adults with better performance on verbal fluency tasks are better able to predict upcoming words in a sentence (Federmeier et al., 2002). However, the relationship between verbal fluency and N400 magnitude is not consistent across studies (cf. Federmeier & Kutas, 2005). There is also evidence that older adults with higher verbal working memory capacity showed earlier sensitivity to the manipulation of predictability, as evidenced by the latency of the N400 effect (Federmeier & Kutas, 2005).

Box 2. A brief definition of working memory

Working memory is a cognitive system that maintains information in an active state for a limited time so that it can be used to achieve some sort of goal-directed behavior (Baddeley, 1992; Engle, 2001). For example, working memory is involved in mentally calculating a 20% tip on a restaurant bill. There are many different models of working memory (see, for example, Braver & West, 2008; Miyake & Shah, 1999). For the purposes of this chapter, two critical points are that the working memory system requires (1) active maintenance of important information and (2) a mechanism that identifies which information is important, allocates attention to maintain the activation of that information and minimizes interference from competing information.

Another important point is that working memory is a limited capacity system, meaning that there is an upper limit on how much information can be actively maintained at one time. There is significant individual variability with respect to how much information can be maintained. Consider a task in which a research participant is read a list of words and must repeat the list after mentally rearranging the words in alphabetical order. This task requires that the target words be actively maintained while being alphabetized. Caplan et al. (2011) found that adults between the ages of 18 and 30 could correctly repeat an average of 4.5 words. However, individual participants repeated as few as 3 and as many as 7 words correctly. Working memory capacity also appears to decrease as a function of normal aging. In the same study, adults between the ages of 70 to 90 alphabetized and repeated an average of 3.6 words (range 2 to 5 words).
Taken together, these findings suggest that older adults who perform better on verbal fluency tasks or who have higher working memory capacity may show fewer age-related changes in the ability to predict upcoming words in sentences.

The behavioral and ERP studies seem to show inconsistent results. The behavioral studies suggest that older adults are able to use predictability information (e.g., Sheldon et al., 2008), whereas the ERP studies suggest that both the time course and magnitude of effects differ as a function of age (e.g., Federmeier & Kutas, 2005). Task differences may account for the discrepant results. In eyetracking, participants can control how much time they spend reading each word in the sentence. In contrast, Federmeier and Kutas (2005) used rapid serial visual presentation, with words presented for 200 ms followed by a 300 ms blank screen. It is possible that older adults use predictability in more naturalistic situations, or when they can control their own reading pace. Support for this view comes from a study by Janse, van der Werff, and Quené (2007). Janse and colleagues (2007) found that older adults were able to use contextual cues when speech was presented at relatively slow rates. They asked older and younger adults to identify target words in sentences, which were time-compressed to be 67% and 50% of the originally recorded duration. The sentences were either semantically unpredictable but plausible, or implausible. At the moderate speech rate (67%), older adults recognized words more quickly in meaningful than meaningless sentences. However, they did not show an effect of sentence context at the faster (50%) speech rate, suggesting that they could not integrate the semantic content of the sentence quickly enough to use it for prediction. In contrast, younger adults showed semantic facilitation at both speech rates. This finding is consistent with the claim that older adults use predictive contexts only when presentation rates permit sufficient processing time.

Word order

A large number of studies about sentence comprehension in normally aging adults have focused on how older and younger adults parse syntactically complex and simple sentences. These types of studies aim to understand how people build a mental representation of the sentence, including the relationships between the words in the sentence and the meaning of the sentence. In this section, we will discuss why certain types of sentences tend to be more difficult to comprehend, and possible reasons why older adults encounter difficulties more often than their younger counterparts.

Studies about syntactic complexity frequently focus how older and younger adults process sentences with object and subject relative clauses (e.g., Caplan,
DeDe, Waters, Michaud, & Tripodi, 2011; Zurif, Swinney, Prather, Wingfield, & Brownell, 1995; Stine-Morrow et al., 2000). In English, sentences with object relative clauses (e.g., The girl who the boy chased hugged her mother) are more difficult to understand than sentences with subject relative clauses (e.g., The girl who chased the boy hugged her mother). Studies of college-aged adults reveal that processing is slower and less accurate when reading or listening to sentences with object- versus subject-extracted relative clauses (e.g., Gibson, Desmet, Grodner, Watson, & Ko, 2005; Gordon, Hendrick, Johnson, & Lee, 2006). The differences in processing speed can be localized to particularly demanding parts of the sentence, such as the embedded verb in an object relative sentence (chased, in the examples above). These differences, known as syntactic complexity effects, reflect the increased processing demand associated with complex (e.g., object relative) compared to relatively simple (e.g., subject relative) structures.

Syntactic complexity effects can be explained in several different ways. First, object relatives violate the canonical SVO word order of English. Furthermore, understanding these types of sentences requires that readers or listeners recognize the association between the extracted noun (e.g., the girl) and both verbs (e.g., hugged and chased). There is a greater distance between the extracted noun and the relative clause verb (chased) in object than subject relatives (Gibson, 1998). That is, “the boy” comes between “the girl” and “chased” in the object relative sentences, but not the subject relative sentences. There are also increased integration costs in object relatives because the subject of the relative clause intervenes between the extracted noun and relative clause verb. Finally, object relative clauses may be more difficult to understand because they occur less frequently than subject relative clauses. When thinking about effects of age and syntactic complexity, it is important to remember that older adults generally have slower response times than younger adults. As a result, the important question is whether the difference between simple and complex sentences is greater in older adults than younger adults. That is, absolute differences as a function of age or sentence type are less important than interactions between age and sentence type.

Early studies of sentence comprehension ability in normally aging adults tended to use only offline measures, such as comprehension accuracy. One early study did not report effects of age on sentence comprehension ability. Feier and Gerstman (1980) asked participants (18–80 years of age) to listen to sentences and then act out the scenarios using action figures. The stimuli included sentences with a range of complexity, including relative clause sentences, passives, and conjoined sentences (two sentences that are joined by a conjunction, such as “but” or “and”). As predicted, all listeners made more errors enacting scenarios from object relative sentences than subject relative sentences. Older adults also made more errors than younger adults. However, there were not any significant
interactions between age and sentence type, suggesting that complexity effects were similar across age.

In contrast, Obler, Fein, Nicholas, and Albert (1991) reported that older adults showed greater effects of syntactic complexity than younger adults. Participants (aged 30 to 79) listened to plausible and implausible sentences and answered yes-no questions about them. The sentences consisted of various simple and complex sentences, including passives, actives, relative clauses, doubly-embedded relative clauses (e.g., *The boy that kissed the girl that was wearing blue lived next door*) and comparatives (e.g., *The boy was bigger than the girl*). All participants took longer to answer questions about syntactically complex and implausible sentences. In addition, the older adults took longer to answer the questions than the younger adults. However, response times for the different age groups did not differ as a function of complexity or plausibility. The accuracy data showed a different pattern. Compared to younger adults, older adults made more errors overall and showed greater effects of syntactic complexity. The authors concluded that while there was a general age-related decline in processing ability for all sentence types, the decline was more gradual for simple sentences (such as active sentences), and that a more abrupt decline arose for the more complex sentences (i.e., sentences with double negation, comparatives, and doubly embedded relative clause sentences). This abrupt decline was present in participants in their 60s and 70s. These data suggest that even though syntactic processing generally declines with age, some sentence structures are more vulnerable to age effects. This may be due to syntactic properties of the sentences themselves or to the frequency with which certain structures occur in English.

More recent work has included both online and offline measures of sentence processing (see Box 1). Many of these studies have focused on whether declines in working memory capacity (see Box 2) or other age-related changes in general cognitive ability account for age-related changes in sentence comprehension ability. There is general agreement that working memory contributes to some aspects of sentence comprehension. For example, working memory capacity correlates with accuracy scores on questions probing comprehension of sentences (e.g., DeDe, Caplan, Kemtes, & Waters, 2004). This is probably because answering a comprehension question requires that the meaning of the target sentence be maintained in working memory while it is compared to the comprehension probe.

It is more controversial whether working memory is involved in online sentence processing (e.g., Caplan & Waters, 1999; Caplan & Waters, 2013; Just & Carpenter, 1992). In one study, Zurif and colleagues (1995) used a cross-modal lexical priming study to investigate how older adults assign syntactic structure and thematic roles to subject and object relative sentences. The older adults showed priming effects at the critical regions in subject relative sentences but not in object
relative sentences. However, older participants did show the expected priming effects in sentences with shorter object relative clauses. This led the authors to conclude that a decline in working memory capacity was the primary contributor to older adults’ sentence processing deficits. However, Zurif et al. (1995) did not directly compare older and younger adults’ syntactic processing and did not directly measure working memory capacity, making it somewhat difficult to interpret their results.

Waters and Caplan (2001, 2005) also investigated the relationship between working memory capacity and sentence processing in older adults. In their 2001 study, participants aged 18 to 80+ years listened to subject-cleft (e.g., *It was the girl who chased the boy last Sunday*) or object-cleft sentences (e.g., *It was the girl who the boy chased last Sunday*) in a self-paced listening paradigm (Waters & Caplan, 2001). Participants made a semantic acceptability judgment about each sentence. In general, older adults had longer listening times than younger adults. More importantly, all groups had longer listening times for verbs in object-cleft compared to subject-cleft sentences. This effect was largest in the groups of participants who were 50 to 59 years of age and those 80 years of age and older. The lack of systematic change across age groups suggests that age alone probably does not account for the processing changes. There was, however, a sentence type effect observed only in the oldest group. The 80 and older group had longer reaction times for the second noun phrase in cleft-subject sentences, suggesting that they needed more time to integrate information at the end of the sentences. Because the verbs in the cleft-object sentences and the second noun phrase in the cleft-subject sentences both occur at the end of the sentence, the results suggest that adults over the age of 80 require more time to integrate the information at the end of sentences.

Waters and Caplan (2005) also used self-paced listening to study how older and younger adults process sentences with object and subject relative clauses. The older adults were generally slower than the younger adults. All groups showed longer listening times for the verbs in object compared to subject relative clauses, but there were no significant differences due to age. These types of results are consistent with theories (e.g., Salthouse, 1991) that assume a general slowing effect due to aging, but not with theories that postulate age-related changes in syntactic processing ability per se. Importantly, neither Waters and Caplan (2005) nor Waters and Caplan (2001) reported a relationship between working memory capacity and effects of syntactic complexity for critical segments of the sentence.

DeDe and colleagues (2004) used structural equation models to examine the relationship between age and working memory on the one hand, and online, end-of-sentence, and discourse level comprehension on the other. They found that older age was associated with larger syntactic complexity effects, but the effect was not modulated by verbal working memory capacity. A different pattern was
found for the end-of-sentence and discourse level measures, where the effects of age were mediated by differences in verbal working memory capacity. That is, age had a direct effect on online listening times but not on performance on end-of-sentence and text level comprehension. DeDe et al. interpreted the results as evidence that age-related declines in working memory capacity contributed to end-of-sentence and text level effects, but that online sentence processing was not related to verbal working memory capacity.

Reading studies have found somewhat different effects of aging and working memory. Kemper, Crow, and Kemtes (2004) used a slightly different structure to investigate differences in older and younger adults’ sentence processing. They used eyetracking during reading to examine resolution of temporary syntactic ambiguity in reduced relative clause sentences. Reduced relative clause sentences contain relative clauses in which a complementizer (e.g., *that*) and a verb (e.g., *were*) have been omitted. An example of a reduced relative clause sentence from Kemper et al. (2004) is “The experienced soldiers warned about the dangers conducted the midnight raid.” Reduced relative clause sentences often result in “garden path” effects, in which an initial misanalysis of the sentence must be corrected. In the example sentence, people often interpret *warn* as the main verb of the sentence. When they encounter the actual main verb (in this case, *conducted*), they must reinterpret the phrase *warned about the dangers* as a relative clause. That is, the comprehender must realize that it was “the experienced soldiers that were warned about the dangers” rather than “the experienced soldiers” warning someone else. Kemper and colleagues found that younger readers made similar numbers of regressive eye movements in both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. In contrast, older readers made more regressions to the first noun phrase when reading ambiguous sentences compared to unambiguous sentences. However, the regressions to the first noun phrase did not significantly affect total fixation time. According to Kemper and colleagues, this suggested that older adults did not engage in significant reanalysis of the sentence, but employed more regressions in order to confirm their analysis. A follow-up experiment suggested that the apparent age differences were due to age-related differences in working memory capacity. This explanation is consistent with theories that assume that age-related processing changes are due to general cognitive factors as opposed to pure syntactic processing difficulty. Importantly, working memory was linked to reanalysis/reinterpretation rather than to building the initial interpretation of the sentence (cf. Caplan & Waters, 2013).

Later studies provided further support for the idea that cognitive factors are important for reanalysis or reinterpretation during sentence comprehension. Kemper and Liu (2007) used eyetracking to compare reading of object and subject cleft sentences. When the sentences were unambiguous (experiment 1), older and
younger adults’ eye movements differed only in later measures such as regressive eye movements, regression path duration, and total reading times. This pattern suggests that the effects of age and working memory reflect older adults’ difficulty resolving both temporary ambiguities and misanalyses associated with sentence processing. In experiment two, Kemper and Liu created ambiguous versions of sentences with object relative clauses by omitting the complementizer “that.” Both younger and older adults had significantly more difficulty processing sentences without the disambiguating “that.” There was a significant interaction in which the older adults had more difficulty with the ambiguous sentences than young adults. Taken together, these data suggest that older adults spent more time reanalyzing the sentences when they encountered the embedded verb. Kemper and Liu suggested that age-related declines in working memory capacity accounted for the additional time spent in reanalysis of the syntactically complex sentences.

Caplan and colleagues (2011) used self-paced reading to examine the relationship between age, working memory, speed of processing, and syntactic processing. In experiment one, participants made plausibility judgments about sentences with subject and object relative clauses. In a second experiment, participants answered comprehension questions about sentences with doubly embedded relative clause sentences (e.g., The dealer who the jewelry that was identified by the victim implicated was arrested by the police) and sentences with sentential complements (e.g., The dealer indicated that the jewelry that was identified by the victim implicated one of his friends). Age was negatively correlated with accuracy on syntactically complex sentences, such as sentences with object relative clauses and doubly embedded sentences. All participants spent more time reading the most demanding segments of syntactically complex sentences. In addition, Caplan and colleagues reported the crucial interaction between sentence type and age. Older adults had significantly longer reading times than younger adults at the verbs in all sentence types except for the subject cleft and subject relative sentences, which were syntactically the simplest sentence types. The effects of syntactic complexity correlated with measures of working memory capacity for the most demanding sentence types (doubly embedded sentences). Caplan and colleagues suggested that working memory did not account for age effects in less demanding structures, even those with object relative clauses. Instead, general working memory capacity only contributed to comprehension of the most difficult sentences (i.e., doubly embedded sentences), possibly due to task differences associated with answering comprehension questions in experiment two.

Caplan et al. (2011) also investigated the relationship between online and offline measures of sentence comprehension. They asked whether spending more time on complex segments of a sentence was associated with better comprehension. To do so, they correlated syntactic complexity effects (i.e., reading times
for demanding portions of complex vs. simple sentences) with accuracy on the end-of-sentence acceptability judgment task. The results suggested that spending more time reading the most demanding portions of sentence improved older adults’ performance on comprehension tasks. This type of result suggests that age-related changes in sentence comprehension may reflect reallocation of processing resources in response to comprehension difficulty (cf. Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Hertzog, 2006).

Stine-Morrow and her colleagues have focused on the idea that older adults allocate processing resources differently than younger adults during cognitively demanding tasks (e.g., Stine-Morrow, Loveless, & Soederberg, 1996; Stine-Morrow et al., 2006). On this account, readers may allocate processing resources differently in the face of increasing cognitive demands. In this context, allocation of processing resources is often operationalized as more time spent reading part of a sentence, with the implication that more time indicates increased effort. Critically, this reallocation of resources may not be conscious, meaning that readers or listeners are not always aware that they are making changes. With respect to language processing, this means that people adjust the allocation of processing resources based on the difficulty of the computations needed to support comprehension. Older adults may be able to compensate for declining sentence comprehension ability by spending more time on difficult segments of the sentence. However, comprehension failures might result when the processing demands of a particular structure outstrip the processing resources available to an older adult.

For example, Stine-Morrow and colleagues (2000) described a self-paced reading study in which younger and older adults read subject relative and object relative sentences. The younger adults had longer reading times at critical regions in object relatives compared to subject relatives (the relative clause verb and relative clause noun). In contrast, older adults displayed longer reading times for the critical regions compared to other parts of the sentence, but did not show a significant effect of sentence type. In addition, older adults answered comprehension questions about object relative sentences significantly less accurately than younger adults. This difference was not observed in comprehension questions about subject relative sentences. This pattern led Stine-Morrow and colleagues to hypothesize that the younger adults allocated processing resources more effectively, allowing them to understand the sentences. In contrast, when reading object relatives, older adults “gave up” before they had completed the processes required to build the more complex structure (also cf. Brébion, 2001 & 2003).

We have discussed two accounts of age-related changes in sentence comprehension ability: declining working memory capacity and reallocation of resources. However, it is important to realize that these accounts are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, older adults may need to allocate processing
resources differently than younger adults due to declining working memory capacity. Many of the studies that focus on working memory are also consistent with Stine-Morrow et al.'s (2006) claim that older adults compensate for age related declines in comprehension ability by reallocating processing resources.

**Effects of sensory acuity on sentence comprehension ability in older adults**

So far, we have focused on how linguistic variables affect sentence comprehension. However, the capacity to understand sentences is dependent on the ability to recognize an auditory or visual signal. Thus, the effects of the variables considered above (word recognition, predictability, and word order) may be influenced by age-related changes in sensory acuity. According to the effortfulness hypothesis (Rabbitt, 1991; Tun, McCoy, & Wingfield; 2009; Wingfield, Tun, & McCoy, 2005), age-related changes in sensory acuity make it more difficult for older adults to complete low-level processing of auditory and visual information. To compensate, older adults may recruit additional resources to help process the stimulus. By drawing processing resources away from higher-level cognitive operations, this need to compensate for changes in acuity may result in difficulty understanding words or sentences. This account does not assume that older adults have difficulty comprehending sentences per se. Instead, the idea is that lower level perceptual operations draw processing resources away from syntactic parsing operations, leading to increased comprehension difficulty.

**Auditory acuity**

Age-related hearing loss, known as presbycusis, is estimated to affect approximately 45% of adults aged 60 to 70 and 68% of adults older than 70 years (Lin, Niparko, & Ferrucci, 2011). Presbycusis, which often affects high frequency sounds to a greater extent than low frequency sounds, can lead to difficulty recognizing spoken words. However, even older adults with normal hearing thresholds have difficulty processing temporal cues associated with speech (e.g., gap detection), which may contribute to difficulty recognizing words (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons, 1995). Older adults are also disproportionately affected by adverse listening conditions, such as recognizing words that are presented in noisy environments (e.g., Pichora-Fuller & Souza, 2003) or at fast speech rates (Wingfield, McCoy, Peelle, Tun, & Cox, 2006). Even with hearing aids, older adults with hearing loss have more difficulty processing speech in environments with multiple
competing talkers or other types of background noise (e.g., Marrone, Mason, & Kidd, 2008).

Studies about the perception of speech in noise typically involve auditory presentation of sentences, some of which have been manipulated to increase perceptual difficulty. Perceptual difficulty may be increased by presenting sentences in the presence of different types of background noise (e.g., Carroll & Ruigendijk, 2013), by temporally compressing speech (Janse, 2009; Wingfield et al., 2006), or by decreasing the intensity level of the stimulus (e.g., Stewart & Wingfield, 2009). The critical questions are whether (1) increasing perceptual difficulty affects comprehension in younger adults, (2) there is an additional cost of being an older adult, and (3) there is an additional cost of having hearing loss. In this context, cost refers to the idea that the effect of perceptual difficulty would be greater in one population than another. Here we focus on the second question, which is whether older adults are disproportionately affected by perceptual difficulty, as compared to younger adults.

Some studies have reported that aging effects on word recognition are minimized when older and younger adults are matched for hearing sensitivity, or at more favorable signal to noise ratios (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons, 1995; Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995; Souza & Turner, 1994). This type of finding suggests that differences in older and younger adults’ ability to understand speech in natural environments at least partly reflects differences in hearing sensitivity. However, as Pichora-Fuller and Souza (2003) pointed out, adjusting audibility is only effective in simple tasks with simple stimuli.

There is also evidence that older adults show a greater cost than younger adults when processing complex sentences under adverse listening conditions. In one study, older and younger adults with clinically normal hearing and with mild-moderate hearing losses listened to syntactically simple (subject relative) and complex (object relative) sentences (Wingfield et al., 2006). The sentences were presented at four speech rates: 205 words per minute (wpm), 258 wpm, 321 wpm, and 410 wpm. The stimuli were recorded at the lowest speech rate (205 wpm) and then time compressed to achieve the higher speech rates. For the relatively simple sentences, all of the groups achieved at least 85% accuracy across all of the speech rate conditions. However, both older and younger adults with hearing loss had more difficulty understanding sentences presented at rapid speech rates. In contrast, participants with clinically normal hearing did not show a significant decline in comprehension as speech rate increased. Individuals with hearing loss also had more difficulty comprehending the more complex object relative sentences at faster rates of speech. In addition, older adults performed more poorly on the comprehension task at faster speech rates. Older adults with hearing loss
were disproportionately affected by increasing speech rate, suggesting that both age and hearing acuity contributed to difficulty comprehending complex sentences. Taken together, these results show that both syntactic complexity and hearing loss can contribute to declining sentence comprehension ability in older adults. More recently, Stewart and Wingfield (2009) reported very similar results when they used decreased audibility rather than time compression to degrade the quality of the auditory stimulus (also see Tun et al., 2009). These types of data suggest that increasing perceptual difficulty has a negative effect on both word recognition and sentence comprehension.

Visual acuity

Less attention has been paid to the impact of changes in visual acuity on language comprehension. In addition to affecting written communication, visual acuity could affect spoken language comprehension by influencing the accessibility of visual spoken language cues. Presbyopia, which affects everyone beginning in mid-life, refers to age-related declines in the ability to focus on near objects (National Eye Institute, <https://www.nei.nih.gov/>). In addition, normal aging is associated with increased difficulty seeing under low illumination and a decline in sensitivity to spatial frequencies under photopic (well-lit) conditions (Owsley, 2011).

To date, few studies have examined how visual acuity affects reading comprehension in older adults. Nonetheless, there is some evidence that increasing the perceptual difficulty of visually presented stimuli affects both word and sentence level processes. First, basic perceptual characteristics such as font influence both older and younger adults’ reading times (e.g., Rayner et al., 2006). Both age groups read more slowly when sentences were presented in Old English compared to Times New Roman font, but the penalty associated with reading an atypical font was greater in older adults than younger adults. In addition, reducing the contrast between the foreground and background for printed words is associated with a reduction in speed and accuracy of oral reading in both normally aging adults and adults with Alzheimer’s disease (Cronin-Golomb, Gilmore, Neargarder, Morrison, & Laudate, 2007). Cronin-Golomb et al. (2007) digitally filtered visually presented words to manipulate the spatial contrast of the stimuli. Older adults showed greater reductions than younger adults in reading accuracy and speed in the lower contrast conditions, and individuals with Alzheimer’s disease showed greater reductions than normally aging adults. Taken together, these findings suggest that written lexical access is more challenging when stimuli are presented
under less favorable viewing conditions, and that the processing costs associated with visual perceptual difficulty are greater for older adults than younger adults.

At the sentence level, Gao, Levinthal, and Stine-Morrow (2012) investigated whether older adults would have more difficulty than younger adults recalling paragraphs presented in the presence of visual noise. Gao et al. created visual noise by setting some of the pixels in the visual display to a randomly selected grey scale value. In the first experiment, visual noise was manipulated within a rather moderate range (30%, 50%, or 70% of pixels). The authors examined how the three levels of visual noise affected allocation of resources to word-level (frequency, syllable length) and text level (e.g., cumulative conceptual load) features of two-sentence passages. The authors used regression analyses to obtain a measure of the processing resources (time) allocated to word and text level features of the passages. At higher levels of visual noise, older adults tended to allocate more processing resources to word-level features of the passages and to spend less time processing text level features. Older adults also showed poorer recall of the passages. Younger adults did not show the same pattern of effects at the moderate levels of visual noise. However, this pattern of resource reallocation was observed in younger adults when stimuli were presented under more extreme levels of visual noise (i.e., when 80% of the pixels were set to grey scale).

Changes in visual acuity may also affect auditory comprehension. Numerous studies have documented better perception and comprehension in audio-visual communication (e.g., speech reading) as compared to either modality alone (e.g., Sommers, Tye-Murray, & Spehar, 2005). A few research groups have investigated whether older and younger adults show differential benefits of multisensory input during sentence-level comprehension (Gordon & Allen, 2009; Maguinness, Setti, Burke, Kenny, & Newell, 2011; also cf. Tye-Murray, Spehar, Myerson, Sommers, & Hale, 2011). This body of work suggests that older adults show improved speech recognition and auditory comprehension when the auditory signal is accompanied by a clear visual stimulus (e.g., Walden, Busacco, & Montgomery, 1993; Sommers et al., 2005). Further, the older adults showed greater benefits of multisensory input than younger adults, but only when the visual stimulus was presented under advantageous viewing conditions. Indeed, some studies have reported that presenting an auditory stimulus with a degraded visual stimulus confers no processing advantage over unimodal auditory presentation (e.g., Tye-Murray et al., 2011).

Studies about age-related declines in auditory and visual acuity are consistent with the effortfulness hypothesis (Rabbitt, 1991; Tun et al., 2009; Wingfield et al., 2005). When auditory or visual stimuli are more difficult to decode, older adults have more difficulty comprehending sentences than younger adults do. Research
from the auditory domain suggests that the effect of perceptual difficulty is greater in more demanding tasks (recalling the entire sentence vs. recalling the last word of the sentence) and more demanding sentence structures (object vs. subject relative). Finally, older adults show a benefit for multisensory (auditory plus visual) presentation when the visual cue is not degraded in some way. Although further research is needed on the topic of auditory-visual integration, it seems that having a strong visual cue minimizes the extent to which a perceptually challenging auditory stimulus competes for cognitive resources.

Older adults as language experts

Most of the existing research focuses on the idea that older adults process sentences more slowly and effortfully than younger adults. However, consider the idea that older adults reallocate processing resources to compensate for age-related declines in comprehension ability. This reallocation may be viewed as a positive strategy, which balances effort with the likelihood of comprehension success. There is evidence that older adults use their language expertise to avoid some processing disruptions. Previous studies have shown that expertise in a specific domain (e.g., aviation) can mitigate age-related changes in memory for spoken and written language (e.g., Morrow, Menard, Stine-Morrow, Teller, & Bryant, 2001; Soederberg Miller, 2001). One possibility is that older adults reallocate processing resources not by slowing down, but by using what they know about their language to facilitate comprehension.

Rayner and colleagues (2006) suggested that older adults use “riskier” processing strategies than younger adults. On this account, older adults rely on their experience-based knowledge of language to generate predictions about upcoming words in a sentence. Correct predictions facilitate sentence comprehension, but incorrect predictions slow the mental operations involved in recognizing words and constructing a mental representation of the sentence (i.e., determining who did what to whom). Risky strategies have been shown to affect lexical processes in the context of written sentences (Rayner et al., 2006), as well as how older adults construct a mental representation of who did what to whom in a sentence (DeDe, 2014).

DeDe (2014) showed that risky processing strategies apply to sentence level comprehension. Older and younger adults read late closure sentences such as “When the waiter served the woman the food was still too hot.” In some sentences, the subordinate verb could occur in ditransitive constructions (e.g., the waiter
served the woman the food). In this condition, the noun phrase “the food” is ambiguous in that it could be a continuation of the subordinate clause (i.e., what the waiter served) or the subject of the main verb (i.e., what was hot). The correct interpretation of “the food” becomes clear at the main verb (was). Sentences with optionally ditransitive verbs were compared with sentences containing verbs that cannot occur in ditransitive constructions (e.g., When the waiter kissed the woman the food was still too hot.). The results suggested that older adults relied on the verb’s characteristics (i.e., whether it could occur in ditransitive constructions) to a greater extent than younger adults, because they showed no processing disruptions in sentences with verbs such as “kissed.” However, when their initial interpretation was incorrect, they showed a greater processing disruption than the younger adults (at the main verb in the “served” case). This strategy is risky because when the verb’s characteristics are inconsistent with the sentence structure, reading times were more disrupted in older than younger adults.

A somewhat similar perspective is that older adults rely on processing heuristics to a greater extent than younger adults (Christianson, Williams, Zacks, & Ferreira, 2006). This perspective emerged from work on so-called “Good enough” sentence processing, which refers to the idea that comprehenders do not always achieve a completely correct, literal interpretation of sentences (i.e., Christianson, Hollingworth, Halliwell, & Ferreira, 2001). For example, readers might maintain multiple interpretations of a sentence such as “While Anna dressed the baby played in the crib.” In this example, readers may conclude that Anna both dressed herself and the baby. This phenomenon is particularly evident when the syntax of the sentence does not explicitly rule out the inference, such as in “When the man hunted the deer ran into the forest.” Here, it is very plausible to think that both the man was hunting the deer and that the deer was running. Christianson et al. (2006) reported that both older and younger adults retained incorrect inferences in the “dress” case, where the syntax rules out the alternative interpretation, and the “hunt” case, where the syntax does not rule it out. Interestingly, older adults retained more incorrect inferences than younger adults in the “hunted” case, but the age groups did not differ in the “dress” case. The authors suggested that older adults had more difficulty revising an initial interpretation of the temporarily ambiguous sentences, and so settled for a good enough interpretation, particularly when it was not incompatible with the syntax.

At present, there are few studies investigating the role of linguistic expertise in older adults’ sentence comprehension. Further work is needed in this area to fully describe the contexts in which older adults use their linguistic expertise to improve comprehension.
Conclusions

Taken together, most studies of sentence comprehension in normally aging adults suggest that older adults work harder to achieve the same or reduced levels of comprehension. In research studies, “working harder” is typically operationalized as taking longer. There are many candidate reasons for why older adults must work harder, including declines in working memory capacity and perceptual acuity. With respect to working memory, there is some evidence that working memory is involved in aspects of generating predictions for upcoming words based on the semantic content of a sentence (e.g., Federmeier et al., 2002, 2005, 2010). Other work suggests that working memory may be involved in syntactic operations related to recovering from misanalyses of sentences (e.g., Kemper et al., 2004) or coping with the memory demands associated with comprehension questions (Caplan et al., 2011).

Perceptual acuity may contribute to sentence comprehension ability, as predicted by the effortfulness hypothesis. However, studies in this area of research have been limited to offline measures of sentence comprehension, which makes it difficult to know how acuity affects the syntactic parsing operations involved in building a mental representation of a sentence.

Finally, there is evidence that older adults compensate for age-related changes in comprehension ability by allocating processing resources differently than younger adults, and by using their knowledge of language to mitigate age-related changes. Further research is needed to fully describe both the mechanisms of age-related decline in comprehension ability and the ways in which older adults compensate for those declines.
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Many studies have shown that as people age, they tend to show deficits in cognitive abilities (e.g., Salthouse, 2012). However, the goal of cognitive aging research is to not only examine these deficits, but also to examine what abilities are maintained (e.g., Stine-Morrow, Miller, Gagne, & Hertzog, 2008). For example, cognitive studies of language processing have shown that older adults, relative to younger adults, place a greater emphasis on memory for the major ideas that were expressed, even though they tend to have difficulty remembering the exact wording that was used (e.g., Radvansky & Dijkstra, 2007). The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of how cognitive aging affects language and memory. Specifically, this chapter focuses on how the normal aging process affects both language processing and comprehension with an emphasis on the use of mental models, specifically situation (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998) or event (Radvansky & Zacks, 2011) models. Because memory is such an important component of language use, this chapter also examines how deficits in memory that are due to normal aging, such as a decline in working memory capacity, can influence how older adults process and comprehend language (e.g., Copeland & Radvansky, 2007).

Over the years, numerous studies have shown that older adults (in a typical cognitive aging experiment, older adults range in age from 60 to 80 years) demonstrate cognitive declines for a number of factors (see Salthouse, 2012 for a review). For example, older adults, relative to younger adults (e.g., 18 to 30 years old), tend to have slower mental processing speed (e.g., Salthouse, 1996), smaller working memory spans (e.g., Salthouse & Babcock, 1991), decreased ability to inhibit irrelevant thoughts (e.g., Hasher, Stoltzfus, Zacks, & Rypma, 1991), diminished reasoning ability (e.g., Fisk & Sharp, 2002; Gilinsky & Judd, 1994), and poorer
performance on tests of long-term memory (e.g., Dijkstra & Misirlisoy, 2009). These declines are thought to be a part of the normal aging process in healthy older adults. However, despite these deficits, there is also evidence that older adults retain important cognitive processing. One aspect of cognitive processing that is retained by older adults is the construction and reliance on mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983); specifically, situation (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998) or event (Radvansky & Zacks, 2011) models. These terms will be defined in more detail in a later section, but for now, generally, they are mental representations of an event that is either experienced or derived from language (e.g., a narrative). The focus of this chapter is on older adults’ performance on language and memory tasks that involve the use of situation or event models. After an introduction to these types of memory representations, this chapter explores older adults’ performance in the area of text comprehension, drawing inferences, integrating information, and event segmentation. In addition, this chapter also includes discussion of how factors such as working memory and inhibition can influence older adults’ long-term retention of information.

Factors that affect older adults’ language comprehension

Throughout this chapter, there is discussion of significant research that demonstrates that older adults retain some cognitive abilities related to language processing, particularly in the use and reliance on mental models. However, as stated in the opening, older adults also clearly show deficits in cognitive performance. Two major factors that have been linked to older adults’ deficiencies in language comprehension are working memory and inhibitory ability (Borella, Ghisletta, & de Ribaupierre, 2011). These two constructs have been shown to decline during the normal aging process, and a number of studies have established how these declines are related to performance on language tasks. Before discussing the research related to aging and situation or event model use, the following sections first provide a brief overview of working memory and inhibition deficits for older adults.

Working memory

Regardless of whether one applies the multi-component view of working memory (e.g., Baddeley, 2001) or a perspective that focuses on the attentional component of working memory (e.g., Unsworth & Engle, 2007), working memory capacity, as measured by span tests (Conway et al., 2005), is thought to be related to language comprehension. This is because most, if not all, theories of working memory
capacity regard it as the ability to manage multiple pieces of information. This can include the active maintenance of information that needs to be integrated with later information (e.g., Copeland & Radvansky, 2007), constructing or accessing a mental image while reading (e.g., Madden & Dijkstra, 2010), or constructing multiple representations that are related to one another (e.g., Copeland & Radvansky, 2004).

While working memory appears to be involved in various aspects of language comprehension, it should be noted that working memory span does not always relate to situation model performance (Radvansky & Copeland, 2004, 2006). Instead, it seems to more directly relate to the surface and textbase levels of representation. That is, a typical verbal-based span task (e.g., reading span, operation span, etc.) requires people to maintain representations of words or letters that were presented; however, these tasks do not require people to process or represent what the text was about (although, see Radvansky & Copeland, 2004 for a situation memory test). Studies have clearly shown that older adults, relative to younger adults, have much lower working memory span scores (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991) and, as we discuss later in the chapter, this may be connected to older adults’ deficits at certain levels of memory (e.g., surface and textbase levels of memory – these are described in more detail in a later section of this chapter). Also, working memory capacity has been shown to be related to accuracy when younger and older adults were asked to recall text content (Stine-Morrow, Shake, Miles, & Noh, 2006). However, it is important to note that declines in performance for older adults are more likely to occur when the scenario becomes more complex, such as when there are more entities or chunks to maintain in working memory (e.g., Gilchrist, Cowan, & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008) or when inhibition is required because prior information can potentially interfere with information that is currently being processed (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1988).

Inhibition

Inhibition, which is a reduced ability to suppress irrelevant information, underlies age-related declines in memory, including deficits related to language processing. Hasher and Zacks (1988) have proposed an aging and inhibition hypothesis of age-related memory impairments based on reduced inhibitory attentional mechanisms. Specifically, they have proposed that the inhibitory attentional mechanisms, which suppress irrelevant information from being active in working memory, become inefficient with aging. The primary consequence of reduced inhibitory attentional mechanisms is an increased difficulty regulating the information in working memory, which results in older adults having trouble inhibiting
irrelevant or competing information (Gerard, Zacks, Hasher, & Radvansky, 1991; Hasher & Zacks, 1988). Support for this inhibitory hypothesis has come from interference studies demonstrating that older adults maintain access to information even after it is no longer relevant, leading to retrieval competition between current/relevant information and prior/irrelevant information (e.g., Hamm & Hasher, 1992; Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999; May & Hasher, 1998).

Recent research conducted by Healey and colleagues has examined the notion that the inability to suppress irrelevant or competing memories is why older adults have trouble resolving interference. A study by Healey, Hasher, and Campbell (2013) investigated older adults’ memory for ideas competing for attention and found that older adults named competitors more quickly than younger adults, suggesting that older adults have a suppression impairment making competitors more accessible to them. Additionally, Healey, Ngo, and Hasher (2013) examined suppression of competitors during interference resolution and found that younger adults suppress competing information during interference resolution; also, greater memory performance was associated with stronger suppression for the younger adults. For the older adults, however, they found no evidence of suppression of competing information. Together, these findings support an inhibitory theory and the idea that age-related memory deficits can be due to both encoding and retrieval disruption caused by reduced ability to suppress information. While these studies do not directly demonstrate that inhibitory deficits affect language or text processing, later in this chapter we will review other studies that suggest that this deficit inhibiting information for older adults can have implications for their performance on a variety of tasks, including but not limited to discourse processing, integrating information, reasoning, and drawing inferences.

**Situation models and event models**

Event models fall under the broad category of mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983), which include mental representations of events, experiences, and systems. While a mental model can include representations that are not experiential (e.g., knowledge of how something works), an event model is specifically a mental representation of an event. An event can either be directly experienced (i.e., an experience model), such as witnessing other people interacting, or it can be linguistically-based (i.e., a situation model), such as reading a narrative (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). Event models are important because so much of people’s lives can be classified as events, and people’s memories of reading about story characters’ experiences (e.g., when reading a novel) share
a lot of similarities with their own autobiographical memories (e.g., Copeland, Radvansky, & Goodwin, 2009; Radvansky, Copeland, & Zwaan, 2005); this includes the chronological representation of events and the likelihood of recalling certain events.

Situation models are a specific type of event model that are based on language and go beyond the words that are used; that is, situation models represent what is described and the message being communicated when people use language. As an overview, when people read or hear language, they typically construct three different levels of memory representation (Radvansky, Zwaan, Curiel, & Copeland, 2001). The first level is the surface representation and it consists of one's memory for the words that were actually used. This level of memory representation is typically not important unless someone needs to retain the exact information (e.g., memorizing definitions verbatim for a test), or the exact wording is crucial for conveying the appropriate meaning (e.g., the punch-line of a joke).

The second level of representation is the propositional textbase, which consists of the ideas conveyed in language, but not necessarily in the exact words that were used. For example, for the utterance, “The doctor prepared the shot and the patient became tense,” the textbase representation could be, “The patient became tense as the doctor readied the shot.” In this example, the same information is being conveyed in both sentences; however, the exact wording is not retained. Relative to the surface level, the textbase representation tends to be more important because it contains the basic ideas that were expressed, which can be important when trying to learn new information when there is no need to retain the exact wording (e.g., learning the general meaning of a concept without needing to memorize the exact wording of its definition).

The third level includes situation models, which are thought to be the highest of these levels of memory representation (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). Situation models not only represent the ideas that were expressed, but they also include inferences and the integration of related information. For the example above, the situation model may contain typical inferences, based on schemas or scripts, such as, “The doctor and patient are in a hospital,” or “The patient is tense because he is afraid of needles.” In addition, people can also elaborate on the information based on their own experiences or biases. In this case, they may use personal experiences to fill in missing information, such as representing the doctor as a brown-haired woman if their own doctor is a brown-haired woman. Situation models are important because they contain a fuller representation of what was described, allow people to alter and integrate information so that it is better organized, and can include inferences when ideas are not explicitly stated.
Aging and the use of situation models during text comprehension

Early evidence for the idea that people construct situation model representations from text came from a study by Bransford, Barclay, and Franks (1972). In this study, people were presented with sentences and were later given a recognition test. The key manipulation was that, on the recognition test, people were presented with the original sentences and altered versions of those sentences that were identical except for the change of one word. For example, people may have been presented with either this sentence “Three turtles rested on a floating log and a fish swam beneath them,” followed by this altered version, “Three turtles rested on a floating log and a fish swam beneath it.” A second example of an original and altered sentence were, “Three turtles rested beside a floating log and a fish swam beneath them,” and “Three turtles rested beside a floating log and a fish swam beneath it,” respectively. The first pair of sentences (“rested on”) was easily confused, but the second pair of sentences (“rested beside”) was not; the reason is that the first pair refers to the same situation (i.e., the fish swim beneath both the turtles and the log) while the second pair refers to different situations (i.e., the fish either swims beneath the turtles or the log). Because there was only one word changed from the original to the altered sentence in each pair, this supports the idea that people were relying on a situation model and not the exact words (or surface level representation) that were presented. Radvansky, Gerard, Zacks, and Hasher (1990) examined this effect in the context of aging and they showed that older adults performed similar to younger adults, in that both groups were more likely to confuse sentences that referred to the same situation model. This suggests that older adults maintain the ability to construct and use situation models from text.

Some recent studies have examined the possibility of using mental images during text comprehension. A study with younger adults suggested that they construct or activate mental images during a language comprehension task (Madden & Zwaan, 2006). In an aging study, Dijkstra, Yaxley, Madden, and Zwaan (2004) asked younger and older adults to read sentences followed by a picture recognition task (see Madden & Dijkstra, 2010 for a similar study using a picture naming task). In this task, the key manipulation was whether the picture matched in shape to the text description (e.g., an eagle flying with wings spread vs. an eagle sitting perched in a nest with its wings tight). The idea here is that if people construct an image during language comprehension, then there should be facilitation (i.e., faster response times) when the sentence and image (presented later) match. While both groups showed facilitation for the matching pictures, the effect was larger for older adults, suggesting that older adults were constructing a richer situation model representation that included a visual image that matched what was read in the text.
Other studies have looked to gather more evidence for the reliance on different levels of memory representation. In a study by Radvansky et al. (2001), younger and older adults were presented with narratives followed by a recognition test. The test used here was based on a procedure developed by Schmalhofer and Glavanov (1986) to examine the extent to which people rely on the surface, textbase, and situation model levels in memory. People's ability to distinguish verbatim sentences from paraphrased items (i.e., same idea as the verbatim sentence, but with slight wording changes) reflected the surface level, the ability to distinguish paraphrased items from inference items (i.e., ideas consistent with the text, but not explicitly stated in the text) reflected the textbase level, and the ability to distinguish inference items from incorrect items (i.e., ideas inconsistent with the text) reflected the situation model level. The results clearly showed that while younger adults had better memory for the surface and textbase levels of representation, older adults showed a reliance on the situation model level that was greater or equal to the younger adults. This finding was later replicated by Radvansky, Copeland, and Zwaan (2003) with a brand new set of materials.

These findings are consistent with a set of studies conducted by Stine-Morrow and colleagues (Shake, Noh, & Stine-Morrow, 2009; Stine-Morrow, Gagne, Morrow, & DeWall, 2004). The study by Stine-Morrow et al. (2004) used reading times to examine the extent to which older and younger adults allocate attention to the textbase and situation model levels. A key finding was that during the initial reading of the texts, older adults clearly allocated more attention to the situation model than younger adults.1 In a more recent study, Shake et al. (2009) explored these age differences even further by presenting younger and older adults with facts or elaborated text, which encouraged either textbase or situation model processing, respectively. Their findings showed superior performance by the younger adults for learning simple facts (i.e., which encouraged textbase processing) whereas older adults' performance was greatly improved when presented with the elaborated texts (i.e., which encouraged situation model processing). While it may intuitively seem like elaborated texts could be more taxing on working memory, and hence, lead to worse performance for the older adults, a key idea to remember is that a rich, integrated, representation is not as taxing on working memory as maintaining separate pieces of information (that are not integrated). As an example, people can remember a more elaborated set of numbers that are chunked (e.g., a ten digit telephone number) better than a list of ten separate digits that are not chunked. Here, the individual digits are simple, but because they

---
1. It is important to note that it is unclear whether older adults allocate more attention to the situation model (and less to the textbase) because they are aware of the importance of situation models or whether it is a result of changes due to cognitive aging.
are stored separately, they are not retained as well as the digits that are integrated into a more elaborate representation that includes knowledge that it is a telephone number.

Situation model dimensions

Another way to examine situation model processing is to break them down into various dimensions. According to Zwaan and Radvansky (1998), situation models are based on a number of key dimensions: space, time, entities, causality, and goals. First, situation models are based on a spatial framework, or location. Space can also include information about where people or objects are relative to each other, such as, “The sink is to the left of the door.” Time can deal with the actual time point when an event occurs (e.g., “The disaster happened yesterday”) as well as with the sequence or timeline of events (e.g., “I took a nap before dinner”). Entities simply refer to people or objects (e.g., a character in a story). Causality deals with the question of “why did that happen?” and involves cause and effect relationships (e.g., “He sat because he was very tired”). Finally, goals refer to the intentions that people have to accomplish a task, such as wanting to move to another location or to purchase a specific object.

Some studies have examined all of these dimensions together, and these studies typically involve an event-indexing analysis using reading times of sentences or phrases (e.g., Zwaan, Magliano, & Graesser, 1995). In this analysis, a line of text (e.g., a sentence or phrase) is first coded as a zero or one to indicate whether each dimension shifted in that sentence or phrase. For example, if the story changed locations, then that would be coded as a spatial shift; if there was a jump in time to the past or future, then that would be coded as a time shift. The idea is that if people monitor and update their situation models based on these dimensions, and that this updating process takes time, then there should be longer reading times when these situational shifts occur. While Zwaan et al. (1995) initially demonstrated that these patterns are observed when younger adults read passages of text, Radvansky et al. (2001) examined this idea with both younger and older adults and found that these groups monitor situational shifts similarly. When presented with narratives, both younger and older adults had slower reading times when there were shifts in space, time, entities, causality, and goals.

A number of aging studies have also been conducted to examine these situation model dimensions separately, and most of these studies show similar performance for younger and older adults (Radvansky & Dijkstra, 2007). For example, older and younger adults show similar processing of spatial information while reading a text, in that both groups accessed information about objects
more quickly when the objects were closer to the protagonist’s location in a story (Stine-Morrow, Morrow, & Leno, 2002). That is, both age groups were faster to access objects that were in the same room as the protagonist than if the objects were in a different room. In addition, older and younger adults both access earlier information from a narrative more slowly following a long time shift, suggesting that both age groups use a time shift as a cue that the situation is changing and that they need to construct a new situation model (Radvansky, Copeland, Berish, & Dikstra, 2003). Finally, Radvansky and Curiel (1998) demonstrated that older adults represent and update goal information in a similar manner to younger adults. Specifically, both age groups keep current/uncompleted goals more accessible than goals that have been completed.

While those studies show similar patterns of performance for older and younger adults, a recent study by Noh and Stine-Morrow (2009) showed a clear deficit for older adults when examining the entity dimension. In this study, people were presented with short narratives that varied in terms of the introduction of new characters. Relative to the younger adults, older adults had more difficulty accessing information about an earlier character after the introduction of a new character, and they also had difficulty encoding information about a new character when other characters were present in the current situation of the story. Noh and Stine-Morrow interpreted this to be due to a reduced working memory capacity for the older adults, suggesting that some aspects of situation model processing can be negatively affected by deficits in working memory if the situation becomes complex enough or difficult to integrate the information.

To summarize the studies described in this section, while there are some exceptions (e.g., Noh & Stine-Morrow, 2009), a number of studies suggest that older adults are capable of constructing and using situation model representations while comprehending language. In fact, the evidence suggests that they seem to focus on this level of representation as much as, and sometimes more than, younger adults (e.g., Radvansky et al., 2001). It should be noted that this does not mean that younger adults are poorer at constructing and utilizing situation models. For example, in the Radvansky et al. (2001) study, the dependent measurement is an indicator of how much a person is currently relying on a particular level of representation; that is, it is not necessarily a measure of the strength of the situation model. When a memory test is given shortly after reading, while younger adults show greater reliance on the surface and textbase levels than older adults, this does not mean that younger adults do not construct situation models. For this immediate memory task, the younger adults are relying on their more detailed surface and textbase representations. If the same test is administered after a delay (e.g., two days), then younger adults’ surface and textbase memories decline by that point and their reliance on situation models increases (Radvansky et al.,
Thus, some tasks or measures used in studies allow for younger adults to rely more on surface and textbase levels of memory, which can mask the strength of their situation model representation. The clear take away message here is that, while older adults show deficits at the surface and textbase levels, they retain the ability to construct and access situation models in memory.

**Activating and inhibiting inferences**

**Drawing inferences**

Thus far, research has shown that older adults maintain an ability to use situation models during text comprehension tasks. Additional studies have examined specific types of inferences that are made during narrative comprehension. For example, a recent study by McKoon and Ratcliff (2013) suggests that older adults make predictive inferences\(^2\) while reading text similarly to younger adults, and another study by McGinnis, Goss, Tessmer, and Zelinski (2008) showed that the number of inferences drawn by younger and older adults to also be similar, even when including a group of older adults above the age of 75. Also, older adults are just as likely as younger adults to believe inferences that were later shown to be incorrect (Guillory & Geraci, 2010).

Other studies have considered the extent to which older adults process the deeper meaning of a text. In one study, Adams, Smith, Nyquist, and Perlmutter (1997) had younger and older adults read narratives followed by a test that either asked them to recall the text as accurately as possible or to provide an interpretation of the story. While younger adults were better at recalling the text in a literal manner, older adults were more likely to interpret the text in a deep, synthesized way; the former reflects memory of the surface and textbase levels, while the latter reflects not just the situation model level, but also the fact that they made inferences by synthesizing aspects of the narrative. This finding is consistent with a study conducted by Narvaez, Radvansky, Lynchard, and Copeland (2011) that examined the extent to which people draw moral inferences from stories. In this study, older adults remembered what was stated in the text better if the information was related to morality (i.e., their performance in this condition was similar

\(^2\) It may be helpful to clarify that predictive inferences are different than making language predictions. The former involves using context to anticipate what type of events may happen next. The latter refers to predicting what word might come next in a sentence; research with event related potentials (ERPs) has shown that older adults perform more poorly than younger adults in making language predictions (e.g., Federmeier, Kutas, & Schul, 2010).
to that for younger adults). In addition, using a lexical-decision task, this study showed that older adults were more likely than younger adults to draw moral inferences as they read. In this study, the lexical-decision task was able to assess the use of situation models because the lexical decision probes consisted of words that were consistent with inferences. That is, the lexical decision probes were not based on information directly stated in the text, instead they were based on ideas that would likely be activated and incorporated into a situation model if people were actively drawing moral inferences while reading. One possible reason for the age differences in terms of drawing moral inferences is that the younger adults may have initially drawn these inferences, but then thought that these moral inferences were irrelevant, leading them to suppress these inferences. In contrast, the older adults, with declining inhibitory skills, may not have suppressed them. It should be noted, though, that this is only speculation at this point as there is no converging evidence for this idea (however, see the discussion of stereotypes and suppression later in this section for possible parallels).

Emotions

Another area that has been examined is the processing of emotion information. While there is some evidence that younger and older adults are similar in terms of activating emotion information while reading (e.g., Soederberg & Stine, 1995), other studies have shown that older and younger adults tend to focus on information differently based on emotion. Carstensen and Turk-Charles (1994) showed that older adults, relative to younger adults, recalled more emotional than neutral material from a narrative. One possibility for seeing slightly different patterns in these studies is that in the latter study, participants were instructed to try and identify with one of the characters (this is not a typical instruction in studies of narrative comprehension). It is possible that the older adults better identified with the story characters (because of more life experiences, they may have better related to the adult characters), which may have led to better memory for emotional content.

Other research dealing with emotion and aging suggests that older adults tend to focus more on positive information (i.e., the positivity effect) and recall less about negative stimuli (Carstensen & Mikels, 2005). This focus on positive emotions appears to be a result of perspective-taking by older adults. For example, Sullivan, Mikels, and Carstensen (2010) asked older and younger adults to read narratives that included older and younger characters. When asked to recall information from the perspective of those characters, older adults’ recall was more positive for the older characters and more negative for the younger characters,
whereas the younger adults did not show a difference in emotional information recalled when taking the perspective of the different aged characters. Further support for this was shown using an implicit lexical-decision task, where older adults responded more quickly to positive items during the basic task, but responded more quickly to negative items after adopting the perspective of a young adult (Lynchard & Radvansky, 2012).

Incorrect inferences and stereotypes

Other studies of inference making by older adults has considered the influence of declining inhibitory skills. Hamm and Hasher (1992) showed that older adults are more likely to maintain activation of a competing, but incorrect, inference longer than younger adults, possibly because of an inability to suppress competing ideas. The exploration of the effects of older adults’ deficiencies in inhibition was also considered in the context of stereotype inference-making (e.g., von Hippel, Silver, & Lynch, 2000). In that study, older adults had difficulty suppressing background information about two individuals when making judgments about later information. Importantly, inhibitory ability was an important mediator of the age effects (i.e., older adults relying on the background information) while prejudice was not. Consistent with this finding, Overman, Wiseman, Allison, and Stephens (2013) showed that older adults’ knowledge of earlier background information, based on someone having a good or bad childhood, affected their memory for details of a crime that were presented later.

Radvansky, Copeland, and von Hippel (2010) used a narrative comprehension task to examine stereotype inference-making. Here, younger and older adults, who did not differ in their desire to not be prejudiced, were presented with narratives that allowed for stereotype inferences. On a memory test following reading, older adults showed a greater likelihood of relying on inferences, both for neutral and stereotype stimuli. In addition, a lexical-decision task was also used to assess inference making while reading each narrative. As expected, both younger and older adults showed facilitation for neutral (i.e., non-stereotype) inferences (based on story context) presented as lexical-decision probes, suggesting that

---

3. Attempts were made to equate the age groups on their desire to not be prejudiced, as measured by the Attitudes Towards Blacks Scale (Brigham, 1993) and the Internal and External Motivation to be Non-Prejudiced Scales (Plant & Devine, 1998). This is important because it can reduce the possibility that any age group differences are due to cohort differences (e.g., that older adults may have been raised in a time when stereotype expression was more acceptable) and increase the likelihood that the older adults included in the study would try to suppress negative stereotypes that were activated in their memory.
both groups were drawing inferences as they read. But, importantly, the younger adults showed a clear effect of suppression for the stereotype inferences presented as lexical-decision probes. In contrast, the older adults showed no evidence of suppression; if anything, the older adults’ data suggested that there may have been some facilitation for these stereotype inferences. These results suggest that both age groups were drawing and maintaining neutral inferences as they read, but for the stereotype inferences, while the younger adults were successfully able to suppress them, the older adults were not (even though they were equal to the younger adults on their desire not to be prejudiced). These interpretations were supported by research (Gonsalkorale, Sherman, & Klauer, 2009) using multinomial modeling along with an implicit association task that found more support for an inhibition deficit explanation than an explanation based on cohort differences (i.e., older adults grew up in a less tolerant environment).

Together, these studies show that older adults retain an ability to draw inferences from text. In some cases, older adults seem to make more inferences than younger adults, especially when it comes to deep processing of the text. Related to this, while older adults demonstrate this ability to draw inferences, not all inferences are relevant, and some inferences are not desirable, such as stereotypes. The evidence suggests that older adults have difficulty suppressing these stereotypes after they are made, which is consistent with the idea that older adults have declining inhibitory skills relative to younger adults. Thus, both age groups may draw inferences while reading and constructing situation models, but only younger adults, with intact inhibitory skills, are able to suppress irrelevant or undesirable inferences.

Integrating and reasoning about information in memory

Text integration

In addition to the research with narratives that was described above, other studies have examined how well older adults integrate simple facts in long-term memory. For example, information that needs to be learned is not necessarily presented with ample context that includes a well-described spatial-temporal framework or information about causal relations. One area in which this has been studied is with research related to the idea of the fan effect (Anderson, 1974). The fan effect is a finding in cognitive psychology that when there are more facts associated with a single construct, people tend to show signs of interference during retrieval. That is, when asked to retrieve any one fact from memory, the other related facts may interfere with this process and lead to slowdowns in retrieval and/or
errors in performance. This idea is best illustrated with an example. Consider the following sentences: “The computer is in the office,” “The computer is in the laboratory,” and “The computer is in the library.” If asked to verify any one of those facts about the computer, people are slower to respond and make more errors than if they only learned one of those facts or if they had learned three completely unrelated facts (i.e., that three different objects, such as the computer, television, and camera, are in three different locations). Research by Radvansky and others (Gerard et al., 1991; Radvansky, Zacks, & Hasher, 1996) has demonstrated that both younger and older adults are susceptible to the fan effect, demonstrating similar patterns of slowing down and making more errors as the number of related concepts increases.

What is interesting, however, is that Radvansky and colleagues (Gerard et al., 1991; Radvansky et al., 1996) have also shown that the fan effect does not always occur, even when facts have overlapping constructs. For example, consider the following sentences: “The bookshelf is in the bedroom,” “The poster is in the bedroom,” and “The cell phone is in the bedroom.” Here, as in the previous example, there are three facts with an overlapping construct; in the first example it was the computer, here it is the bedroom. However, with this set of facts, a fan effect is not observed. The reason for the difference is that, when learning the facts, people construct integrated situation models of the information. In the first example, for the facts related to the computer, the three facts refer to different locations, and because spatial locations typically form the foundation of a situation model, people are likely to construct three separate situation models (one for each location). In the second example, for the facts related to the bedroom, the three facts all pertain to the same spatial location, so people can construct a single, integrated situation model about the bedroom that includes all of the facts. While both younger and older adults showed patterns of retrieval interference with items like those in the first example, neither younger nor older adults showed effects of interference when the facts could all be integrated into a single model (Gerard et al., 1991; Radvansky et al., 1996).

Building on this even further, Radvansky, Zacks, and Hasher (2005) explored whether younger and older adults showed evidence of using inhibition to manage retrieval interference during a fan effect task. Consider the scenario when there is a fan effect; that is, when facts have an overlapping construct but cannot be easily integrated. When one of the specific facts is presented in a recognition task, not only is that fact likely to be activated in memory, but the other related facts may act as competitor items for one’s attention (because of the overlapping construct related to all of the facts). To manage that interference, people may attempt to inhibit the competing facts. To illustrate this idea, consider the computer example again. If presented with a true/false recognition item of “The computer is in the
office,” the other related facts of “The computer is in the laboratory” and “The computer is in the library” may compete for activation because they all share the construct of “computer.” To alleviate the interference, people should suppress the latter two items in memory. The result of this is that on a trial that immediately follows, people should be slower than usual to recognize one of these latter facts because they were suppressed on the original trial.

Consistent with the inhibition research that was discussed in an earlier section (Hasher & Zacks, 1988), younger adults showed evidence of suppression, but the older adults did not (Radvansky, Zacks, & Hasher, 2005). This suggests that older adults, due to deficiencies with inhibition, have more difficulty managing the interference in a fan effect task. However, as described in this section, older adults clearly maintain the ability to integrate multiple, related facts into a single situation model (Gerard et al., 1991; Radvansky et al., 1996).

Reasoning

The effects of aging on the use of integrating information into situation or event models have also been examined in the context of reasoning tasks. Studies have examined the performance of older adults, relative to younger adults, using syllogistic reasoning (e.g., Gilinsky & Judd, 1994), belief bias (e.g., De Neys & Van Gelder, 2009), and integration tasks (e.g., Copeland & Radvansky, 2007). In general, older adults tend to show deficits in performance for all of these tasks, but closer inspection reveals some interesting patterns in their performance, including evidence that older adults continue to use, or attempt to use, integrated mental representations.

A typical syllogistic reasoning task consists of presenting people with linguistic statements that describe the categorical relations between three objects; that is, people are presented with two statements that describe a situation involving three objects. At that point, they must either come up with a conclusion that logically follows (if there is one; some syllogisms have no valid conclusion) or evaluate whether a presented conclusion is true or false. For example, a syllogism could consist of statements such as, “All of the artists are bartenders, and none of the bartenders are cyclists,” or “Some of the dieters are exercisers, and none of the exercisers are fasting.” In the first example, the logical conclusion is that “None of the artists are cyclists,” because if every single artist is a bartender, and none of them are cyclists, it must follow that no artists are cyclists either (see Figure 1a).

For the second example, it might be tempting to conclude that “Some of the dieters are fasting,” however, it is not clear if this is definitively true. The only thing
that one can conclude with certainty is that “Some of the dieters are not fasting,” because those dieters that are exercisers cannot be fasting (see Figure 1b).

While there are many different theoretical explanations of syllogistic reasoning that have been proposed over the years (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012), one idea is that people can rely on two different systems during the reasoning process (e.g., De Neys, 2006; Evans, 2003). According to this view, people have an automatic system that can be based on heuristic processing or prior knowledge, and another system that includes deliberate processing, reasoning, and representation of entities (see Kahneman, 2011, for a discussion of what he labels system 1 and system 2, respectively). The former system leads to quicker responses and is thought to be minimally taxing on working memory. In contrast, the latter system can consist of the application of logical rules, if someone has training in that domain, or possibly the construction of situation model representations, both of which are more taxing on working memory and take longer to construct (Johnson-Laird, 2006).

In two separate studies, Gilinsky and Judd (1994) and Fisk and Sharp (2002) examined aging effects by having younger and older adults solve syllogisms that either required the use of one model or multiple models. One model syllogisms are simple syllogisms in which there is only one possible conclusion that can be drawn if someone constructs an accurate model; the “artists-bartenders-cyclists” example above is an example of a one model syllogism (see Figure 1a). In contrast, a multiple model syllogism is more difficult because different models can be constructed, and one must determine the conclusion that is true for all of those representations (the “dieters-exercisers-fasting” example above; see Figure 1b). Overall, the younger adults consistently outperformed the older adults for both types of syllogisms; Gilinsky and Judd (1994) observed larger age effects for the multiple model syllogisms, but Fisk and Sharp (2002) did not observe a larger effect for multiple model syllogisms. Both studies show that older adults can construct a single model and do well when there is little complexity, but older adults’ performance may drop off when multiple representations must be constructed and managed, likely due to the increased burden on working memory. This drop-off is attributed to working memory declines because working memory capacity has been correlated with syllogistic reasoning performance (Copeland & Radvansky, 2004), particularly for syllogisms requiring the use of multiple models (with which the older adults have more difficulty). That is, single model syllogisms are quite simple, and do not tax working memory very much; hence, younger and older adults both do well on these problems. In contrast, multiple model syllogisms require people to construct and maintain more than one representation in memory, which is taxing on the working memory system. Because older adults have smaller working memory capacities, they tend to have difficulty with multiple model syllogisms.
Other researchers have examined older adults' syllogistic reasoning performance by modifying the materials to examine the belief bias effect (e.g., De Neys & Van Gelder, 2009). The belief bias effect refers to the finding that, when evaluating the logical validity of a presented conclusion, people tend to be more likely to accept a non-logical conclusion when the conclusion statement fits with one's prior knowledge or beliefs. For example, in the second example from earlier, the incorrect conclusion that “Some dieters are fasting,” is likely to be consistent with people's prior experiences with people and diets, and thus, people may be tempted to accept that conclusion as logically true, when in reality, “some dieters are not fasting” is the only conclusion that logically follows based on the information in the premises.

According to De Neys and Van Gelder (2009), these tasks not only tap the ability to reason, but also the ability to inhibit. For example, when belief and logic conflict (i.e., conclusions that are logical but unbelievable, or conclusions that are illogical but believable), people must first inhibit their fast, belief-based system (i.e., system 1), and then those people must engage their more deliberate reasoning processes (i.e., system 2). In their study, consistent with observations made by
Gilinsky and Judd (1994), there were no age effects when belief and logic did not conflict (i.e., conclusions that were both logical and believable, and conclusions that were both illogical and not believable); here, people could use either system to reach these conclusions, and because of that both age groups did well on these type of syllogisms. In contrast, there was an age effect when there was a logic-belief conflict, suggesting that older adults had difficulty inhibiting the belief system and engaging in the reasoning process. Consistent with this interpretation, Tsujii, Okada, and Watanabe (2010) used near-infrared spectroscopy to examine inferior frontal cortex activation during this logic-belief conflict task. After replicating the behavioral pattern observed by De Neys and Van Gelder (2009), they examined brain activation patterns when participants were accurate (i.e., they used inhibition to overcome the belief bias effect). Their analyses showed that accuracy for the older adults was related to inferior frontal cortex activation in both hemispheres, whereas for the younger adults, accuracy was only related to activation in the right hemisphere. Tsujii et al. (2010) interpreted this to mean that older adults, when accurate (i.e., when successfully using inhibition to avoid accepting the believable conclusion), needed to use both hemispheres to overcome their deficits in inhibitory abilities (relative to the younger adults).

The role of working memory capacity in aging effects for reasoning tasks has also been considered in a number of studies. In particular, these studies examined older adults’ ability to integrate multiple pieces of information. When presented with relational information auditorily, such as “Andy is taller than Bill,” “Bill is taller than Chad,” and “Chad is taller than Dan” (i.e., an AB-BC-CD overlapping sequence), older adults have difficulty when the relations are presented in a non-overlapping sequence (e.g., AB-CD-BC). This suggests that older adults have difficulty maintaining the information in working memory until the appropriate information is eventually presented that allows for integration (Light, Zelinski, & Moore, 1982). The fact that these difficulties are due to deficits with integration in working memory was further supported by the fact that the older adults in Light et al.’s (1982) study were more accurate in identifying presented items than inferences (i.e., in this task, inferences depend on integration).

A similar deficit for integration was observed for older adults in a task in which people were visually presented with these types of relations, especially when the level of complexity increased (Viskontas, Holyoak, & Knowlton, 2005). A study by Copeland and Radvansky (2007) examined integration in task involving sentences that conveyed spatial relations, such as “The apple is above the blueberry,” “The blueberry is to the left of the carrot,” and “The carrot is below the date.” In this study, older adults had a great deal of difficulty integrating the spatial relations into a single spatial layout, particularly when they were presented in a non-overlapping sequence. This was true even when, instead of sentences, words
were presented depicting the spatial relation, as depicted in Figure 2 (e.g., the first sentence was replaced by the word apple visually depicted above the word blueberry; the second sentence was replaced by the word blueberry visually depicted to the left of the word carrot; finally, the third sentence was replaced by the word carrot visually depicted as below the word date). Thus, saving them a step in terms of constructing a mental representation by visually presenting the spatial relations of the words, was not enough to improve performance for the older adults. Interestingly, though, performance increased significantly (i.e., both higher accuracy on a final memory test and faster processing during learning) when pictures of the objects in those spatial relations (e.g., the first sentence was conveyed with a picture of an apple above a blueberry) were presented instead of sentences. This suggests that pictures may be easier for older adults to retain in working memory when they need to maintain that information for later integration. These findings are consistent with other recent findings that have shown that older adults benefit greatly from using a map rather than only a verbal description of a route (Meneghetti, Borella, Grasso, & De Beni, 2012).

Together, these studies suggest that older adults are able to represent and integrate information when the situation that is described is not extremely complex. In contrast, when complexity increases, older adults have difficulty managing multiple representations and maintaining information in working memory when it needs to be integrated later. In addition, older adults also show deficits in inhibition which can affect their ability to use more complex reasoning (as opposed to quick decisions based on the belief system). However, despite the deficits in inhibition, working memory, and integration, older adults show evidence of attempting to rely on situation model representations for these tasks. There also appears to
be some evidence that their processing can be aided by the use of images because pictures can be processed more quickly than verbal information.

Event segmentation

A more recent area of research that has been investigated is the topic of event segmentation. When people mentally represent activities of ongoing events, they organize information into meaningful parts in memory. According to the Event Segmentation Theory (Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007), people perceive the beginning and end of discrete units of an event, known as event boundaries, and this perceptual process is known to be automatic (Zacks & Swallow, 2007). When people are unable to predict the sequence of a future outcome in an event, they actively update or form connections in working memory to integrate a new event boundary into their event model. This ability to segment event boundaries is important because it allows people to understand and keep track of “what is happening now” in their memory representation (Kurby & Zacks, 2007; Zacks, Kurby, Eisenberg, & Haroutunian, 2011).

Event boundaries can be broken down into a hierarchical structure by identifying them as fine-grained and coarse-grained units (e.g., Zacks & Swallow, 2007). Fine-grained units are the smallest meaningful units that can be seen in event boundaries, whereas coarse-grained units are the largest meaningful units that can be perceived when segmenting the events. To further distinguish these two types of event boundaries, the fine-grained units tend to be enclosed and grouped into coarse-grained units. For instance, in a situation where an individual is baking a birthday cake, the beginning and ending of the entire process can be considered as coarse event boundaries, but the beginning and ending of the acts of adding each separate ingredient (e.g., eggs, flour, sugar, etc.) to make the cake can be considered as fine event boundaries. As outlined below, studies on event segmentation and aging have shown mixed results as to whether older adults tend to focus more on fine-grained or coarse-grained units (see Kurby, Asiala, & Mills, 2013; Kurby & Zacks, 2011).

Simple and complex events depicted in film

One domain that has been recently used to examine event segmentation is film. Being able to segment meaningful event boundaries can have an important influence on how well people remember events during later retrieval. Two studies (Kurby & Zacks, 2011; Zacks, Speer, Vettel, & Jacoby 2006) had younger and
older adults perform an event segmentation task by having them press a button to determine the event boundaries for movies depicting actors doing everyday activities (e.g., making the bed or washing a car). When examining the fine and coarse event segmentations, the younger adults tended to show more consistent patterns than the older adults (i.e., there was not much variability amongst the younger adults). Although the interpretation of where event boundaries exist in an activity may be subjective, the younger adults tended to agree on similar event boundaries. In contrast, the older adults were less consistent in their segmentations, showing more variability across those participants. Also, because older adults show deficits in the ability to segment simple events that are depicted in film, it can worsen memory for those events (Zacks et al., 2006). One possibility for these deficits is that with film, older adults (who typically demonstrate slower mental processing speed; e.g., Radvansky et al., 2001) may have difficulty keeping up with the pace of a film. In many text comprehension studies, older adults have the opportunity to control the pace by pressing a button to advance to the next sentence in a story, and they typically end up taking longer to read than younger adults (e.g., Radvansky et al., 2001). A second possibility is that these films were depicting very simple events and that stimuli with more elaborated context would allow them to create a richer model-based representation.

In contrast to the results observed when depicting simple events, Kurby, Asiala, and Mills (2013) demonstrated that age groups did not differ as much for segmenting events when richer context was provided for events, such as in a narrative film. In their study, younger and older adults were asked to segment activities occurring in a movie called The Red Balloon. They found that when continuous naturalistic activities were connected to narrative context, older adults were able to perform similarly to the younger adults in their event segmentations. These findings are consistent with the second possibility described in the previous paragraph. One reason may be that older adults rely more on their preserved situation models for comprehension (Radvansky et al., 2001); that is, they are able to segment events with the support of a narrative structure. Other reasons may be that with narrative comprehension, older adults use more semantic knowledge, apply more event schemas, and rely on their episodic experiences to understand the story. As was discussed earlier with text comprehension (e.g., Shake et al., 2009), older adults perform better when elaborated text is provided, compared to situations when simple facts are presented. In the case of film, older adults perform better when the film contains rich context, such as a narrative, rather than when depicting simple and unrelated events.
Event comprehension and segmentation has also been examined using text-based and pictorial-based narratives. Although not much research has been conducted in this area with older adults, event segmentations have been observed for children’s storybooks. In a study conducted by Magliano, Kopp, McNerney, Radvansky, and Zacks (2012), they compared older and younger adults in their segmentation judgments to a set of either text-only or pictures-only stories. The results showed that while older adults were likely to identify more event boundaries of the stories (i.e., they identified smaller event units) than younger adults, both age groups were able to identify event boundaries for location, time, characters, and goals. However, unlike younger adults, the older adults were less likely to segment based on emotional reactions of characters. At first glance, based on the earlier discussion of text comprehension studies that showed that older adults were as likely as younger adults to monitor and track emotions in narratives (e.g., Soederberg & Stine, 1995), it may seem as though this finding contradicts that earlier work. However, it is important to note that memory for the emotional content was not examined in the Magliano et al. (2012) study; instead, people were simply asked to make segmentation judgments. It is possible that in the Magliano et al. (2012) study, older adults were processing character emotions, but they did not necessarily take that information into consideration when deciding where to segment events.

Overall, this research on event processing using both film and illustrated narratives shows that the segmentation of events does not necessarily decline in age. Importantly, though, older adults perform better when there is adequate context in the form of a narrative. However, without that context, older adults show deficits for event segmentation relative to younger adults. As stated earlier, this is similar to findings with text comprehension that show improved performance by older adults when elaborated context is presented rather than simple facts (e.g., Shake et al., 2009). Finally, because the research on event models is a relatively recent line of research, it has yet to explore possible working memory or inhibition effects related to aging. It will be interesting to see whether future studies show similar parallels to what has been observed with traditional narratives that are presented as text.
Conclusion

While older adults show clear declines that occur as part of the normal aging process (e.g., Salthouse, 2012), this chapter explored mental model use, where older adults tend to do well. Specifically, the evidence supports the idea that older adults retain the ability to construct and maintain situation and event models. Relative to younger adults, who can better focus on all three levels of representation when comprehending language, older adults tend to focus more exclusively on the situation model level (e.g., Radvansky et al., 2001). Older adults also maintain the ability to draw inferences during comprehension, particularly when there is rich context (e.g., Shake et al., 2009). This is also true for event segmentation; that is, older adults perform similarly to younger adults when narrative context is presented (e.g., Magliano et al., 2012). However, older adults do not always use situation models effectively. Older adults have difficulty when tasks require them to suppress irrelevant or competing information. For example, while older adults draw inferences similarly to younger adults, they are also less able to inhibit unwanted inferences such as stereotypes (e.g., von Hippel et al., 2000). Also, when the information requires multiple representations and must be manipulated, such as in a reasoning task, older adults show deficits in performance, likely due to diminished working memory capacities (e.g., Copeland & Radvansky, 2007).

This line of research, of exploring possible aging effects for mental models, is important, especially in the context of the numerous studies that show cognitive declines. A better understanding of these cognitive processes in which older adults perform well can be beneficial to both theoretical and applied research. In terms of applied research, knowing that older adults can mentally represent and remember information when it is presented with rich context (e.g., as part of a narrative), or that they can perform better when images are used, can affect how materials are created for the older population.

For theoretical research, further examination of older adults’ language comprehension can direct research to explore whether specific cognitive skills are maintained as they age (despite limitations in other areas; namely, working memory and inhibition) or whether older adults compensate for those deficits by relying on life experiences or wisdom. For example, in many psychological research studies, younger adults are recruited from college courses, where verbatim memory of text is sometimes encouraged or required; thus, they may be trained to see value in focusing on the surface or textbase levels of representation. Older adults, with more life experiences, may have learned that focusing on the gist and the big picture (i.e., aspects that form the core of situation model representations) is more
important. Another perspective is that older adults’ reliance on model representations is not a strategic choice based on life experiences, but is instead a result of an accumulation of cognitive aging deficits. A number of studies provide support for this perspective. For example, in studies of reasoning, older adults have difficulty constructing and manipulating multiple mental models (e.g., Gilinsky & Judd, 1994). Studies of event segmentation have shown that older adults have difficulty segmenting events (e.g., Zacks et al., 2006) unless elaborate context is presented, such as when the film depicts a story (Kurby et al., 2013). Studies of narrative comprehension show that older adults rarely use surface or textbase representations, even when tested shortly after reading (e.g., Radvansky et al., 2001). Because situation and event models, especially for narratives, can be based on a rich contextual set of information as well as schematic knowledge in long-term memory, it might be easier to construct and remember them than it is to represent and remember individual details (that make up a surface or textbase representation). In other words, the reliance on situation or event models might be a result of not being able to construct the other levels of memory representation due to cognitive declines that occur with aging.

At this point, there is not enough evidence to definitively support either perspective; it is possible that the reliance on model representations is based on older adults’ strategic approach to tasks, a result of cognitive decline, or it could be some combination of both. However, regardless of which perspective is supported by future research, it is clear that older adults are able to rely on situation models for the most part. It is promising to see that older adults, despite clear cognitive declines in some areas, can continue to function at a high level with important aspects of language comprehension.
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Skilled reading requires coordination of knowledge about language with a broad range of basic cognitive processes. While changes due to aging have been documented for many of those cognitive processes, the ability to read declines little during healthy aging. Aging is associated with slower reading, longer eye movements and more regressive eye movements, but the qualitative patterns of older adults’ eye movements in response to lexical characteristics (e.g., frequency) and sentence characteristics (e.g., word predictability) largely resemble those of younger adults. The age-related differences in reading behavior are due in part to older adults’ reduced visual abilities. In addition, they may result from compensatory strategies wherein older rely more on their intact semantic intelligence and less heavily on perceptual processing of text, or alternatively they may be a consequence of older adults’ being less adept at effectively coordinating word recognition with processes of oculomotor control. Some age-related declines are seen when reading comprehension and text memory are assessed at lower levels of representation for complex sentences. However, older adults perform as well or better than younger adults when higher-level meanings of a text are assessed. These high levels of performance reflect older adults’ ability to draw on crystallized semantic intelligence that provides well-organized structures in long-term memory of the patterns that tend to occur in natural language.

The activity of reading raises fundamental theoretical and practical questions about healthy cognitive aging. Reading relies greatly on knowledge of patterns of language and of meaning at the level of words and topics of text. Further, this knowledge must be rapidly accessed so that it can be coordinated with processes of perception, attention, memory and motor control that sustain skilled reading at rates of four-to-five words a second. As such, reading depends both on crystallized semantic intelligence which grows or is maintained through healthy aging, and on components of fluid intelligence which decline with age. Reading
is important to older adults because it facilitates completion of everyday tasks that are essential to independent living. In addition, it entails the kind of active mental engagement that can preserve and deepen the cognitive reserve that may mitigate the negative consequences of age-related changes in the brain. This chapter reviews research on the front end of reading (word recognition) and on the back end of reading (text memory) because both of these abilities are surprisingly robust to declines associated with cognitive aging. For word recognition, that robustness is surprising because rapid processing of the sort found in reading is usually impaired by aging; for text memory, it is surprising because other types of episodic memory performance (e.g., paired associates) substantially decline in aging. These two otherwise quite different levels of reading comprehension remain robust because they draw on the knowledge of language that older adults gain through a life-time of experience with language.

Aging and word recognition during reading

Over the past 50 years, studies using eye tracking during sentence reading have yielded a rich understanding of the characteristics of eye movements of skilled, young-adult readers (Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005; Radach, Kennedy, & Rayner, 2004; Rayner, 1978, 1998, 2009). During reading, the eyes move across a text, alternating between periods of relative stillness known as fixations, and rapid movements between fixations known as saccades. Typically, each word is fixated once, for a duration of 200–350 milliseconds (Inhoff, 1984; Rayner, 1978, 1998). In addition, words that are short or low in informational value (e.g., function words) may be skipped over, and long words often receive more than one fixation. Timing and targeting of saccades is determined by a mixture of oculomotor and lexical factors. For example, short saccades tend to overshoot their targets, resulting in the skipping of short words (e.g., Brysbaert, Drieghe, & Vitu, 2005; Brysbaert & Vitu, 1998), and words that are high in frequency or highly predictable based on sentential context are more likely to be skipped or receive shorter fixations than low frequency or less predictable words (e.g., Drieghe, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2005; White, Rayner, & Liversedge, 2005). During normal reading, most saccades are progressive, moving rightward onto words that have not yet been fixated. Occasional regressive saccades occur in cases when words have inadvertently been skipped over or when the reader experiences difficulty integrating the meaning of a word into the larger context of the discourse (Rayner, 1998).

While a great deal is known about eye movements during reading by younger adults, eye-tracking studies of reading in older adults only began in earnest in the last decade (Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004; Rayner, Castelhano, &
Yang, 2010; Rayner, Reichle, Stroud, Williams, & Pollatsek, 2006; Rayner, Yang, Castelhano, & Liversedge, 2011) and consequently less is known about whether and how aging affects word recognition during reading. As with other language abilities, word recognition appears to be well preserved throughout healthy aging. Vocabulary knowledge is constant or continues to grow throughout the healthy lifespan, with older adults often outperforming younger adults on tests of vocabulary (Uttl, 2002; Verhaeghen, 2003). In simple isolated-word recognition tasks such as lexical decision, word naming, and semantic categorization, older adults respond more slowly than younger adults, but the observed differences are smaller than the amount of age-related slowing found for non-lexical, visuo-spatial reaction time tasks (Hale & Myerson, 1996; Lima, Hale, & Myerson, 1991), provided that the linguistic tasks do not require high involvement of the executive system (Verhaeghen, Cerella, Semenec, Leo, Bopp, & Steitz, 2002). The observation of preserved semantic priming effects further supports the notion that semantic representations are well-maintained with age (Balota, Watson, Duchek, & Ferraro, 1999; Burke, White & Diaz, 1987; Laver & Burke, 1993; Myerson, Ferraro, Hale, & Lima, 1992), although some degree of semantic degradation has been observed in adults over 70 years old (Verhaegen & Poncelet, 2013). However, successful comprehension during sentence reading depends on the recognition of words as the eyes move rapidly over a text, requiring effective coordination of word recognition with processes of oculomotor control and the integration of individual words into the unfolding context of the sentence. For skilled readers, eye movements are coordinated in a way that optimizes both reading speed and text comprehension, relying on the efficient combination of word knowledge or crystalized intelligence and processing skill, a component of fluid intelligence. Therefore, the relative preservation of word recognition ability in older adults does not ensure that reading ability as a whole is constant with age.

Older adults generally read more slowly than younger adults, a finding that may be attributable at least partially to a general pattern of age-related cognitive slowing (Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994; Salthouse, 1992, 1996; Verhaegen & Cerella, 2002). In addition, changes in reading rate among older adults are rooted to some degree in basic age-related changes in visual perception. Even among older adults with good high-contrast acuity, normal age-related changes to the visual system, such as reduced contrast sensitivity and reduced retinal illumination, make visual perception of written text more effortful (Fozard & Gordon-Salant, 2001; Haegerstrom-Portnoy, Schneck, & Brabyn, 1999; Solan, Feldman, & Tujak, 1995; Owsey, 2011), leading to decreased sensitivity to fine visual detail (McGowan, White, Jordan, & Paterson, 2014) and increased effects of visual crowding (Cerella, 1985; Scialfa, Cordazzo, Bubruc, & Lyon, 2013). Even in adults with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, these
subtle forms of visual decline can cause reading rates to slow (Akutsu, Legge, Ross, & Schuebel, 1991).

Older adults may adapt to these visual challenges by relying more heavily than younger adults on low-frequency spatial information in written text. Lower spatial frequencies provide course-grained information about the words’ shape and location, whereas higher spatial frequencies provide fine-grained information about individual letter features. Direct support for older adults’ greater reliance on course-grained visual information comes from studies that have investigated how reading is affected by filtering text so that information is only available for a limited range of spatial frequencies (Paterson, McGowan, & Jordan, 2013a). Although older adults showed greater disruption than younger adults for any kind of filtered text, they were particularly impaired when only high frequency visual information was displayed, and showed relatively less impairment for text showing only low frequencies (Jordan, McGowan, & Paterson, 2014; Paterson, McGowan, & Jordan, 2013b). Indirect evidence that older adults rely heavily on low-frequency spatial information comes from studies showing that older adults are more impaired than younger adults when reading (unfiltered) unspaced text (McGowan et al., 2014; Rayner, Yang, Schuett, & Slattery, 2013). Inter-word spaces are a salient, low-spatial frequency cue to the location of word boundaries, and therefore may be especially important to older adults as a guide for targeting saccades. Removing spaces precluded this strategy and caused particular impairment to reading in older adults.

During normal reading, older adults appear to be relatively successful in the use of compensatory strategies to mitigate the consequences of reduced visual abilities or processing speed. Although older adults read more slowly than younger adults, their qualitative patterns of eye movements across written text tend to be very similar to those of younger adults (Kliegl et al., 2004; Laubrock, Kliegl, & Engbert, 2006; Rayner et al., 2006). For example, older adults show similar (although not identical) effects of word frequency and contextual predictability as do younger adults (Rayner et al., 2006). However, while there is clear similarity in the overall patterns of eye movements during reading for younger and older adults (Kliegl et al., 2004), some qualitative differences do exist. Older adults typically make more fixations and more regressive saccades (Kliegl et al., 2004; Rayner et al., 2006; Rayner et al., 2013; McGowan et al., 2013; Solan et al., 1995), and they make longer saccades and show higher rates of word skipping compared to younger adults (Rayner et al., 2006). Age-related changes in visual perception may underlie some of these differences. Rayner et al. (2006) manipulated visual encoding difficulty by using normal (Times New Roman) and difficult-to-read (Old English) fonts. Younger adults’ eye movements on Old English font looked similar to the eye movement behavior of older adults on Times New Roman font,
suggesting that some of the qualitative changes in fixation patterns are indeed the result of greater difficulty with visual word encoding at the perceptual level. However, font-difficulty did not account for all differences in eye movement behavior, as older adults reading Times New Roman font showed greater saccade length and more regressive saccades than younger adults reading Old English font. Therefore, age-related differences in reading likely result from changes in cognitive ability in addition to changes in ability at the level of visual perception.

One possible explanation for older adults’ related tendencies toward longer saccades and higher rates of skipping is that they compensate for their slower visual and motor processes by adopting a risky-reading strategy (Rayner et al., 2011; Rayner et al., 2006; see also Chapter 7), relying more heavily on their intact semantic and conceptual representations and less heavily on perceptual processing of text. Older adults’ tendency to show larger and more consistent effects of word frequency on word skipping rates (Kliegl et al., 2004; Rayner et al., 2006; but see Rayner et al., 2011) suggests that they tend to rely on (partial) visual and word frequency information to ‘guess’ the identity of upcoming words, thereby skipping more words in an attempt to speed up reading rate. In addition, older adults are more likely than younger adults to make regressive saccades toward initially skipped words, suggesting that they tend to make incorrect guesses about the identity of skipped words, leading to processing problems downstream. Importantly, ‘guessing’ the upcoming words in this case is not meant to refer to a consciously applied strategy, but rather to an unconscious change in behavior to optimize performance despite cognitive and/or physiological limitations. Although there is no direct evidence that these age-related changes in eye movement behavior are indeed the result of a compensatory strategy, such strategic adaptation to patterns of preserved and reduced abilities is characteristic of how older adults approach many activities. For example, during a test of typing speed, Salthouse (1984) found that older adults showed greater impairment relative to younger adults in cases where the number of visible characters in the upcoming text was limited, suggesting they look further ahead in the text than younger adults in an attempt to compensate for reduced cognitive and motor speed.

However, research that directly examines task strategies has shown that aging leads to conservative rather than risky response criteria (Ratcliff, Thapar, Gomez, & McKoon, 2004), and the evidence that older adults adopt a risky-reading strategy is not conclusive. For example, Rayner et al. (2006) did not find evidence for older adults’ greater dependence on contextual information when assessing the effects of predictability, as both older and younger readers were more likely to skip or spend less time fixating highly predictable compared to less predictable words. Similarly, Kliegl et al. (2004) found that both older and younger adults made use of word predictability to increase reading speed, although they did so
through slightly different adaptations in their eye movement patterns. Younger adults showed an effect of contextual predictability as an increase in skipping rates for predictable words, whereas older adults responded to the same manipulation with a reduced probability of refixation, so that they were less likely to refixate predictable words compared to less predictable words. However, aside from these qualitative differences in eye movement behavior, both younger and older adults were shown to rely to a similar degree on contextual predictability information as a determinant of reading speed. If older adults relied more heavily on contextual information in order to speed up their reading rate, this would be expected to result in greater effects of predictability compared to those observed in younger adults.

Further evidence both for and against the notion that older adults adopt a risky-reading strategy comes from research that has examined the effects of aging on the size of readers’ perceptual spans and the processing benefits obtained from parafoveal preview. During sentence reading, the perceptual span refers to the region of effective vision. For younger adult skilled readers, the perceptual span extends approximately 3–4 letters to the left of fixation, and approximately 14–15 letters to the right of fixation (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner & Bertera, 1979). Depending on word length, this means that readers can obtain useful information from one or more words to the right of the currently fixated word, in the visual region known as the parafovea. Effective parafoveal processing can speed up reading times, as words that have received greater processing in the parafovea (i.e. before the word was fixated) may be inspected for less time once they are eventually fixated (Inhoff & Rayner, 1986; Schotter, Angele, & Rayner, 2012). Occasionally readers may even reach full recognition of the parafoveal word, in which case it may be skipped (Choi & Gordon, 2013; Gordon, Plummer, & Choi, 2013; Pollatsek, Reichele, & Rayner, 2006; Reichele, Pollatsek, Fisher, & Rayner, 1998).

In non-reading tasks such as visual search or choice reaction time, older adults have been shown to process non-foveal information less effectively than younger adults (Ball, Beard, Roenker, Miller, & Griggs, 1988; Sekuler, Bennett, & Mamelak, 2000), but evidence on older adults’ ability to effectively make use of parafoveal information during sentence reading has been less consistent. Rayner, Castelhano, and Yang (2009) manipulated the amount of parafoveal information available to the reader by using a fixed-size window that moved wherever the reader was looking, a technique known as the moving-window paradigm (McConkie & Rayner, 1975, 1976; Rayner, 2014). By varying the size of the moving window (i.e., how many words beyond the currently fixated word are visible at any given time), it is possible to estimate the average perceptual span across groups of readers. For younger adults, reading typically proceeds normally as long as the visible region includes the fixated word and at least two following words, but reading
tends to be disrupted when the visible region includes only one word beyond the currently fixated word (Rayner, 1986; Rayner, Well, Pollatsek, & Bertera, 1982; Rayner et al., 2009). This suggests that readers obtain useful information from up to two words to the right of fixation, but no further than that. In contrast, Rayner et al. (2009) observed that older adults showed no differences in eye movement behavior when the visible region included either one or two words to the right of fixation, but in both cases reading was significantly disrupted compared to a control condition in which the entire sentence was always visible. Since the inclusion of the second word to the right of fixation did not facilitate reading for older adults the way it does for younger adults, it appears that older adults do not obtain useful word information beyond the first word to the right of fixation. In addition, older adults showed impaired reading when information to the left of fixation was masked, while younger adults were not affected by this manipulation. This finding suggests that older adults’ perceptual span is less asymmetric than younger adults’, so that it includes relatively more information to the left of fixation. Using a technique known as the boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975), Rayner and colleagues (2010) compared reading behavior across older and younger adults when target words were masked until the reader’s eyes crossed an invisible boundary between the target and the immediately preceding word. Older adults were less disrupted than younger adults when parafoveal processing of targets was prevented, suggesting their reading relies less heavily on information available in the parafovea. Finally, Rayner, Yang, Schuett, and Slattery (2014) showed that older adults were significantly more impaired than younger adults in cases where a moving window consistently masked the word they were fixating at that time, suggesting that older adults were less able to rely on parafoveal information in cases where the foveal word was unavailable.

The notion that older adults are less effective than younger adults at using information available in the parafovea to increase their reading rate has been used to support the risky-reading interpretation of older adults’ reading behavior. According to this argument, because older adults’ parafoveal processing is less efficient, they are more likely to guess the identity of upcoming words rather than attempting full identification (Rayner et al., 2011; Rayner et al., 2006). However, not all available evidence is consistent with this idea. For example, Rayner et al. (2014) did not find a significant difference in the amount of disruption in older and younger adult readers when all words to the right of fixation were masked by a moving window, which is inconsistent with the notion that older adults rely less heavily on information to the right of the fixation. Furthermore, Risse and Kliegl (2011) provide evidence that older adults’ parafoveal processing abilities may actually be relatively well preserved. Using an adaptation of the boundary paradigm, Risse and Kliegl manipulated the preview availability of the second word
(N+2) following a target word, and showed that older and younger adults showed similar amounts of N+2 preview benefit. That is, word N+2 was read more quickly in cases where valid preview was available while readers were fixating two words earlier in the sentence. The finding that older adults appear to be able to make use of parafoveal information as far as two words ahead of the current fixation is inconsistent with the theory that older adults’ parafoveal processing is impaired compared to younger adults.

Based on the observation of preserved parafoveal processing in older adults, Risse and Kliegl have proposed an interpretation of older adults’ eye movements that can be construed as an alternative to the risky-reading theory. They suggest that older adults’ patterns of eye movements during reading may result from a reduced ability to flexibly adjust their fixation patterns in response to foveal and parafoveal processing demands. This alternative interpretation is supported by two main observations from the same study. First, older adults showed a comparatively lower post-skipping cost, referring to the tendency for fixation durations to be longer right after a word has been skipped (Pollatsek et al., 2006; Radach & Heller, 2000; Reichle et al., 1998; Vitu, McConkie, Kerr, & O’Regan, 2001). Post-skipping cost is typically attributed to the fact that, in cases where the previous word was skipped, the currently fixated word received less parafoveal processing compared to cases in which the previous word was not skipped, as it is separated from the saccade’s launch site by the skipped-over word. Therefore, if older adults indeed have reduced parafoveal preview capacity, one would expect to find larger post-skipping costs compared to younger adults rather than the observed reduction in post-skipping cost. Second, Risse and Kliegl observed a parafoveal-on-foveal effect that was smaller for older compared to younger adults. Parafoveal-on-foveal effects occur when the difficulty of the word to the right of the fixation influences fixation durations on the currently fixated word (Kennedy, Pynte, & Ducrot, 2002; Kliegl, Nuthman, & Engbert 2006; Wotschack & Kliegl, 2013). In Risse and Kliegl’s study, younger adults compared to older adults showed larger reductions in target word gaze duration when the word following the target was an easy-to-process function word compared to a more-difficult-to-process noun. Although it should be kept in mind that parafoveal-on-foveal effects themselves are somewhat controversial (e.g., Kliegl, 2007; Rayner, Pollatsek, Drieghe, Slattery, & Reichle, 2007), these findings suggest that although parafoveal processing of words may be intact in older adults, elderly readers may be less likely to use the acquired parafoveal information to flexibly adapt their fixation durations based on local and short-term changes in processing difficulty.

Consistent with the idea that older adults respond less flexibly to local changes in processing difficulty, older adults appear to be more impaired than younger adults when reading disappearing text (Rayner et al., 2011). In a disappearing text
paradigm (Ishida & Ikeda, 1989; Rayner, Inhoff, Werner, Morrison, Slowaczeck, & Bertera, 1981), each word in a sentence is masked within a short duration of time after the onset of the first fixation on that word. Surprisingly, reading for younger adult skilled readers is only minimally disrupted when words are visible for as little as 60 ms each, suggesting that this is enough time for readers to obtain the visual information necessary for subsequent lexico-semantic encoding. Rayner and colleagues found that older readers were much more disrupted than younger adults when reading disappearing text with 60 ms mask onsets, although the amount of additional disruption caused by even earlier mask onsets (40 and 50 ms) was similar for older and younger adults. When only one target word in a sentence was replaced by a mask, this was more disruptive than when all words were masked, but importantly this additional disruption was much greater for older compared to younger adults. Together, these results suggest that older adults adapted less well to sudden, localized changes in the stimuli.

The lack of flexible adaptation to local variation in processing difficulty observed by Risse and Kliegl (2011) and Rayner et al. (2011) may be attributed to reductions in inhibitory control of eye movements during reading, as proposed by Laubrock et al. (2006). In general, these ideas are consistent with the notion of a general age-related decline in inhibitory control in cognitive tasks (Hasher, Stoltzfus, Zacks, & Ryma, 1991). Evidence from non-reading tasks suggests that older adults exhibit weaker saccadic control (Scialfa, Hamaluk, Pratt, & Skaloud, 1999; Butler, Zacks, & Henderson, 1999) and slower saccadic latency (Cassavaugh, Kramer, & Peterson, 2004) compared to younger adults. Rayner et al. (2006) found few age-based differences in average landing position, meaning older and younger adults’ first fixations into a word tend to land at similar sites relative to the word’s center, suggesting that the oculomotor control needed for effective saccade targeting is not affected by age. However, older adults’ ability to effectively coordinate eye movements during reading with processes of lexico-semantic encoding has not been directly assessed and more research is needed to determine how possible changes in oculomotor control affect older adults’ reading behavior. For now, the idea that a reduced ability to flexibly respond to processing demands provides an alternative to the risky reading interpretation of older adults’ reading behavior. Longer saccades, greater skipping and more frequent regressive saccades may be indicators of reduced sensitivity to local processing challenges. As a result, older adults’ first-pass sentence reading may be a relatively coarse-grained scan, followed by regressive saccades in cases where the initial analysis proved insufficient and specific words must be encoded in a more fine-grained manner.

To summarize, studies of older adults’ eye movements during sentence reading suggest that their word recognition is relatively unimpaired. Although older adults read more slowly than young adults, their qualitative patterns of eye
movements in response to lexical characteristics (e.g., frequency) and sentence characteristics (e.g., word predictability) largely resemble those of younger adults, demonstrating the influence of preserved crystalized intelligence in the form of word knowledge. Remaining age-related differences in reading behavior may be attributed in part to older adults’ reduced visual abilities and in part to potential compensatory strategies as suggested by the risky-reading account. Alternatively, older adults may be less adept at effectively coordinating word recognition with processes of oculomotor control, impairing their ability to flexibly adapt their patterns of fixation in response to immediate processing demands. By this account, age-related changes in reading ability are the result of a reduction in skills related to rapid processing and coordination of multiple cognitive processes, a component of fluid intelligence that declines with age.

Aging, reading and memory

Remembering what has been read enhances the value of reading. Although age-related deficits in text memory are well-documented (see Johnson, 2003, for a meta-analysis and review), the magnitude of these deficits is not nearly as pronounced as those that have been reported in list-memory paradigms (Alexander et al., 2012; Zelinski & Kennison, 2007), which is consistent with the broader observation noted above that many domains of language comprehension are maintained or even enhanced with increasing age (see, e.g., Burke & Shafto, 2008; Thornton & Light, 2006; Salthouse, 2009; Verhaeghen, 2003). Here we consider the effects of aging on sentence processing and text memory at different levels of linguistic representation, focusing in particular on factors that contribute to older adults’ relatively preserved language comprehension abilities.

Successful language comprehension must occur to give rise to an enduring memory of what was read. This process is often described in terms of building, maintaining, and integrating linguistic representations at several different levels, including the surface level, textbase, and situation-model (Kintsch, 1988, 1998). The surface level represents the exact words of the text, as well as the syntactic relations that link them together grammatically. The textbase contains the integrated ideas and meaningful propositions expressed by the text. Finally, the situation model involves a more elaborate understanding of what the text is about including higher-level representations of events, actions, goals, and causal relationships (see Chapter 3 & 8).

Work that has focused on sentence processing at the surface level, specifically with regard to the syntactic operations that are needed to construct higher-level propositions, has found that processing is minimally affected by age, except
for sentences with very complex syntactic constructions (e.g., Caplan, DeDe, Waters, Michaud, & Tripodis, 2011; Kemper, 1987; Kemper, Crow, & Kemtes, 2004; Kemper & Liu, 2007; Kemtes & Kemper, 1997). In cases where processing at the surface level breaks down, readers of all ages are likely to adopt a representation of the sentence that is incomplete, inaccurate, or otherwise deemed “good enough” for the task at hand (Christianson, Hollingsworth, Halliwell, & Ferreira, 2001; Christianson, Williams, Zacks, & Ferreira, 2006; Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002; Ferreira & Patson, 2007). For example, after reading temporarily ambiguous garden-path sentences such as While Anna dressed the baby played in the crib, Christianson et al. (2006) found that younger adults adopted an incorrect interpretation of the sentence about 30% of the time (e.g., incorrectly answering “yes” to the question, “Did Anna dress the baby?”), whereas older adults were incorrect about 50% of the time.

Additional work has investigated possible age differences in sentence processing at the textbase level, focusing in particular on wrap-up effects during reading. Wrap-up refers to the increase in reading time that is typically observed at the ends of clauses and sentences (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, Kambe, & Duffy, 2000; Rayner, Sereno, Morris, Schmauder, & Clifton, 1989), which has been proposed to reflect semantic integration of the concepts in the sentence into a coherent textbase representation (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1983; Haberlandt & Graesser, 1989; Payne & Stine-Morrow, 2012, 2014). Younger adults tend to show larger wrap-up effects than older adults (e.g., Stine, 1990; Stine, Cheung, & Henderson, 1995), suggesting that younger adults might encode stronger representations of the textbase during reading. However, several studies have shown that there are large individual differences in wrap-up effects among both younger and older adults, and that individuals across all age groups who show larger wrap-up effects tend to also show better comprehension and subsequent memory for what was read (e.g., Haberlandt, Graesser, Schneider, & Kiely, 1986; Miller & Stine-Morrow, 1998; Payne & Stine-Morrow, 2012, 2014; Smiler, Gagne, & Stine-Morrow, 2003; Stine, 1990; Stine-Morrow, Milinder, Pullara, & Herman, 2001). In fact, some work suggests that providing explicit instructions on reading strategies that support conceptual integration can improve memory for what was read among both younger and older adults (Stine-Morrow, Noh, & Shake, 2010). Additional work suggests that older adults may show increased wrap-up effects to compensate for decreased levels of crystallized intelligence (e.g., Chin et al., 2015; discussed in greater detail below).

Any age differences in sentence processing and memory that may arise at the surface-form and textbase levels seem to disappear when higher levels of linguistic representation are assessed, which may reflect different strategies of resource allocation during reading among older and younger adults (e.g., Radvansky &
Dijkstra, 2007; Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Hertzog, 2006; Stine-Morrow, Miller, Gagne, & Hertzog, 2008). Early support for this notion came from Stine-Morrow, Loveless, and Soederberg (1996), who collected self-paced-reading times and subsequent recall measures from older and younger adults. The results showed that the young adults who showed the highest levels of recall for the text tended to devote more online processing to surface level factors (e.g., showed large word-frequency effects) and textbase factors (e.g., slowed down on portions of the text that were propositionally dense), whereas the older adults who showed the highest levels of recall tended to devote more online processing to aspects of the text that may have helped them build a strong situation model (e.g., spending more time on earlier portions of the text when characters were being introduced compared to later portions of the text). Similar work by Radvansky, Zwaan, Curiel, and Copeland (2001) assessed readers’ recognition memory for aspects of the texts that corresponded to the surface level (e.g., verbatim words from the text), the textbase level (e.g., a paraphrase from the text), and the situation model (e.g., an inference drawn from the text). Results showed that younger adults had better memory than older adults when the recognition task assessed the surface or textbase level; however, older adults outperformed younger adults when the memory task assessed aspects of the situation model.

A number of other studies have provided additional evidence that when memory for text is assessed at higher levels of text meaning, older adults do as well or better than young adults (e.g., Ferstl, 2006; Radvansky, Copeland, Berish, & Dijkstra, 2003; Radvansky, Copeland, & Zwaan, 2003; Radvansky, Gerard, Zacks, & Hasher, 1990; Stine-Morrow, Gagne, Morrow, & DeWall, 2004; see Radvansky, 1999; Radvansky & Dijkstra, 2007, for reviews). For example, Radvansky, Copeland, and Zwaan (2003) examined older and younger adults’ representations of the spatial relations they formed while reading texts. Participants had shorter reading times for sentences where two entities could easily be integrated into a functional spatial relationship (e.g., a hammer poised above a nail), compared to sentences where the two entities did not have a functional spatial relationship (e.g., a hammer to the right of a nail). Further, a subsequent memory test showed that participants had better memory for the functional relations compared to the nonfunctional relations. Critically, there was no evidence of an age difference in the magnitude of these effects for either the reading-time data or the memory data, consistent with the notion that older adults retain the ability to construct situation models during language comprehension and rely on these representations later when they remember what they read. Notably, Radvansky et al. (2001) have proposed that older adults do build adequate linguistic representations at the lower-level surface and textbase levels, which they may then use as a temporary “scaffold” on their
way to building a strong situation model, at which point the surface and textbase representations fade rapidly.

A variety of perspectives on aging, sentence processing, and text memory have noted that working-memory capacity tends to decline with increasing age (e.g., Craik & Byrd, 1982), and this has commonly been used as an explanatory framework when age deficits are observed in language tasks (e.g., Borella, Ghisletta, & de Ribaupierre, 2011; Christianson et al., 2006; Hertzog, Dixon, Hultsch, & MacDonald, 2003; Kemper et al., 2004; Kemper & Liu, 2007; Norman, Kemper, & Kynette, 1992; Stine-Morrow, Ryan, & Leonard, 2000; Stine-Morrow et al., 2006; van der Linden et al., 1999). Although some of this work has found relationships between working-memory capacity and language performance among older adults, several other studies have found no evidence of a relationship between working-memory capacity and age-related differences in online processing patterns or memory performance (e.g., Radvansky & Copeland, 2001, 2004, 2006; Smiler et al., 2003; Stine-Morrow et al., 1996; Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Leno, 2001), and still others have shown that age-related differences may be more appropriately conceptualized as stemming from differences in other constructs such as crystallized intelligence (i.e., knowledge) rather than working-memory capacity (e.g., Chin et al., 2015; Miller, 2009; Miller, Cohen, & Wingfield, 2006; Miller & Gagne, 2008; Miller & Stine-Morrow, 1998; Miller, Stine-Morrow, Kirkorian, & Conroy, 2004). Further, as noted above, age differences in memory for text tend to be much smaller than differences that have been reported using other paradigms, such as list learning (Alexander et al., 2012; Zelinski & Kennison, 2007), and the sentence-processing mechanisms that are necessary to build enduring memory representations of what was read tend to be relatively insensitive to the effects of aging except for sentences with very complex syntactic structures (e.g., Caplan et al., 2011; Kemper, 1987; Kemper et al., 2004; Kemper & Liu, 2007; Kemtes & Kemper, 1997). All of this suggests that conceptualizing age-related changes in sentence processing and text memory within a framework that focuses on declines in working-memory capacity is inadequate.

The notion that there is a relationship between the relative preservation with aging of both sentence comprehension and text recall is consistent with an emphasis in the broader psycholinguistics literature to move away from capacity-limited working-memory models of sentence processing (e.g., Baddeley, 1986, 2000; King & Just, 1991; Just & Carpenter, 1992) and toward models that characterize comprehension as dependent on how syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information is encoded, stored, and retrieved during sentence processing (e.g., Gordon & Lowder, 2012; Gordon, Hendrick, & Johnson, 2001; Johnson, Lowder, & Gordon, 2011; Ledoux & Gordon, 2006; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Lewis, Vasishth, & Van Dyke, 2006; Van Dyke & Lewis, 2003), with these same processes
of encoding and retrieval underlying text memory. Such cue-based approaches to sentence processing fit well with the idea of long-term working memory (LTWM; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995), which proposes that the ongoing memory resources required for skilled performance cannot be met by temporary, limited-capacity systems, but instead require a highly organized system that allows information to be retrieved from long-term memory rapidly and efficiently.

Conceptualizing sentence processing and text memory within a cue-based LTWM framework leads to the expectation that language comprehension and text memory work well when the processes of encoding and retrieval involve meaningful representations that are supported by multiple cues; otherwise, both work poorly. This account is consistent with work demonstrating that older adults show limited or no impairments when the language task provides them with opportunities to draw on their broad knowledge of language and more general world knowledge (e.g., Arbuckle, Vanderleck, Harsany, & Lapidus, 1990; Hess & Flannagan, 1992; Hess, Flannagan, & Tate, 1993; Light & Anderson, 1983; Miller et al., 2006; Miller & Stine-Morrow, 1998; Morrow, Leirer, Andrassy, Heir, & Menard, 1998). For example, Miller and Stine-Morrow presented older and younger participants with vague, difficult-to-understand passages to read. Half of the participants received a title to go along with each passage that provided a schematic context that helped clarify the meaning of the text (Bransford & Johnson, 1972), while half of the participants received no titles. Readers who received titles had shorter reading times compared to readers who did not receive titles, particularly at the ends of clauses and sentences where conceptual integration of the material is proposed to take place. In addition, memory for the passages was better when a title had been provided. Importantly, this manipulation of contextual knowledge was more beneficial to older than younger adults, suggesting that older adults’ ability to use meaningful cues to guide the encoding and retrieval of text is very well-preserved.

Whereas Miller and Stine-Morrow (1998) showed that conceptual integration of vague texts is easier when the reader is armed with the relevant schematic knowledge (i.e., knowledge that the reader has possessed for his or her entire life), other evidence suggests that recently-learned knowledge has a very different pattern of effects on conceptual integration. Miller et al. (2004) examined the effects of health knowledge on processing and memory of health-related texts by assigning older and younger adults to either a training program where they were taught knowledge that would be relevant to comprehending the texts, or to a control program. Although older and younger adults who had received the relevant training showed better comprehension for the material they read compared to control participants, the online reading times between the two age groups showed different patterns of effects. Specifically, older adults who had recently acquired the
information relevant to understanding the texts showed larger wrap-up effects than control older adults, whereas there was no difference in the magnitude of wrap-up effects between knowledgeable and less knowledgeable younger adults. This suggests that older adults who have recently acquired relevant domain knowledge about a text may allocate more processing resources to portions of the text that require conceptual integration; however, this extra processing effort pays off in terms of achieving high levels of comprehension and memory for what was read (see also Miller, 2009). Taken together, these findings point toward very different roles for schematic knowledge and domain knowledge during reading among older adults. When the information in a text reflects a topic older adults know extremely well that draws on their wealth of schematic knowledge, it seems that this knowledge is easily accessed during reading and can automatically be applied to the information contained in the text to facilitate processing. In contrast, when the information in a text is about a more complex domain of knowledge, especially on a topic that older adults have only recently learned about, there may not be a straightforward conceptual mapping between the information contained in the text and the reader’s knowledgebase, resulting in slower, more effortful integration.

Aside from being able to draw on relevant knowledge during language comprehension, older adults also rely on their intact crystallized semantic intelligence (e.g., Beier & Ackerman, 2005; Verhaghen, 2003). Chin et al. (2015) examined the effects of both domain knowledge and crystallized intelligence on older adults’ reading times and subsequent recall of texts. Results showed that higher levels of crystallized intelligence (as measured by vocabulary scores) were associated with larger wrap-up effects at clause and sentence boundaries, presumably reflecting higher levels of conceptual integration. In addition, higher levels of crystallized intelligence were associated with better recall. Interestingly, older adults who had lower levels of crystallized intelligence seemed to achieve higher levels of recall when they paused more at clause and sentence boundaries, which suggests that wrap-up might be used as a reading strategy to compensate for lower crystallized abilities and promote better understanding of what was read. Although the benefits associated with high levels of crystallized abilities were demonstrated across all texts, high levels of domain knowledge only showed effects for texts specific to the relevant knowledge domain. For these texts, readers with higher levels of knowledge showed larger wrap-up effects compared to readers with lower levels of knowledge.

Older adults’ well-preserved crystallized intelligence may be the result of the many more years of reading experience they have accumulated compared to young adults (Mol & Bus, 2011; Stanovich, West, & Harrison, 1995). Indeed, recent work (Payne, Gao, Noh, Anderson, & Stine-Morrow, 2012; Payne, Grison, Gao, Christianson, Morrow, & Stine-Morrow, 2014) has begun to investigate whether
age differences in sentence processing and text memory can be explained at least in part by considering scores on the Author Recognition Test (ART; Acheson, Wells, & MacDonald, 2008; Stanovich & West, 1989) – a checklist of names from which individuals must select the ones they recognize as authors. The ART is a very quick-to-administer paper-and-pencil task, yet it has been shown to be a reliable and valid measure of an individuals’ exposure to printed language (Stanovich & West, 1989; West, Stanovich, & Mitchell, 1993), and it shows strong positive correlations with vocabulary knowledge (Beech, 2002; Lewellen, Goldinger, Pisoni, & Greene, 1993; Stanovich et al., 1995), reading comprehension ability (Martin-Chang & Gould, 2008; Stanovich & Cunningham, 1992, 1993), spelling ability (Lewellen et al., 1993; Stanovich & West, 1989), and SAT scores (Hall, Chiarello, & Edmonson, 1996; Lewellen et al., 1993; Stanovich et al., 1995). Despite these strong relationships with other verbal-ability measures, researchers have only recently begun to relate variability in individuals’ print exposure to online reading patterns (though see Moore & Gordon, 2015).

For example, Payne et al. (2012) found that higher ART scores among older adults were associated with reduced effects of word length and word frequency, slower reading times at clause and sentence boundaries, and better memory for what was read. The authors interpret these findings as supporting the idea that high levels of print exposure result in more efficient lexical processing at the surface level while more resources are allocated to the portions of the sentence where conceptual integration at the textbase level must take place, and that these reading patterns then give rise to successful comprehension and enduring memory representations.

In sum, age-related deficits in sentence processing and text memory tend to emerge at lower levels of representation, such as the surface-level and textbase levels, particularly when sentences are very complex; however, older adults perform as well or better than younger adults when the higher-level situation-model representation of the text is assessed. Further, older adults tend to compensate for their decreased levels of fluid intelligence by drawing on the crystallized intelligence (e.g., knowledge, vocabulary, print exposure) that they have accumulated, which leads to efficient reading strategies that support comprehension and memory. This latter point is largely consistent with the cue-based LTWM framework. That is, the lifetime of reading experience that older adults accrue provides them with a well-organized structure in long-term memory of the patterns that tend to occur in natural language, which older adults can access rapidly and efficiently when they encounter meaningful cues in text that match their stored representations. This perspective is consistent with the notion that sustained engagement in reading throughout the lifespan can continue to enhance the cognitive
architecture that supports the highly skilled processes of language comprehension and text memory.

Conclusion

Reading is an important life skill in modern, industrialized societies. It plays an important role in economic and other practical activities and in entertainment and understanding of events in the world. This skill is very robust over the adult lifespan because it relies so heavily on the kinds of semantic knowledge that are maintained throughout healthy aging. Research examining word recognition during reading shows that aging does not result in large qualitative differences from the patterns of eye movements seen in younger adults but that aging does lead to systematic changes in a number of ways that are consistent with reduced visual and oculomotor capabilities in combination with greater reliance on knowledge of the patterns of language. Research examining text memory has shown that it is very well preserved with aging as compared to other types of episodic memory. The preservation of text memory in combination with relatively well preserved sentence processing ability supports a shift away from models of working memory in which memory representations that are relevant to processing are temporarily maintained in a resource-intensive way and toward models based on long-term working memory. These newer models focus on how the organization of language allows the creation of highly-structured memory representations that can be accessed effectively, both during and after language processing, using the rich memory retrieval cues that language provides.
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Cognitive and linguistic abilities are synergistic, working together to support functioning and quality of life throughout the lifespan, including very old age. Unfortunately, understanding of cognitive development and change amongst the oldest old is lacking due in part to assessment challenges (e.g., sensory impairment and fatigue, measure equivalence) and study paucity. These limitations hamper attempts to distinguish typical age-related decline from non-normative change and identify factors related to impairment and resilience. For individuals in very late life current psychosocial resources and events, as well as conditions of childhood and early life, impact functioning. These psychosocial influences play a role in adaptation and subsequent developmental outcomes. In this chapter, we focus on three later-life themes as they relate to cognitive and linguistic processes including heterogeneity in advanced age and diversity of outcomes, methodological challenges, and role of psychosocial resources and context.
needs, the designation was recently changed to 90 years of age and older (He & Muenchrath, 2011).

The oldest old population includes centenarians, or individuals reaching 100 years of age. The odds of achieving centenarian status have increased from a near impossibility at one time to “1 in 50 for females in low-mortality nations” (National Institute on Aging, 2011); thus, this milestone in human history is becoming a more familiar feat. To put this point in perspective, current centenarians successfully doubled their expected life expectancy (i.e., 47.3 years average collapsed across sex and ethnicity; Shrestha, 2005). In contrast, children born in 2009 across developed countries have a significant advantage in the quest for longevity and survival into very late life, with a projected average life expectancy of 79.5 years (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2011).

The impact of growth among the oldest old can be felt at multiple levels. For individuals, new approaches to education and career preparation, as well as financial, retirement, and care planning are issues of utmost concern given the historic increase in life expectancy. For families, four generation structures will be increasingly more common (Bengtson, 2001) and the nature of caregiving across generations may be elongated with care of older family members starting when caregivers are older adults themselves (Suitor, Sechrist, Gilligan, & Pillemer, 2011). Growth among the oldest old prompts unique care challenges at broader community and societal levels and necessitates economic and policy implications related to health, families, and work. A key component to health and well-being in very late life is cognitive ability. In this chapter, we highlight three later-life themes as they relate to cognitive and linguistic processes including heterogeneity in advanced age and diversity of outcomes, challenges to later life assessment, and the role of psychosocial resources and context.

**Heterogeneity, change, and diversity among the oldest old: Impact on daily life**

As we consider the oldest old, it is prudent to also consider the impact of heterogeneity, change, and diversity of outcomes in relation to cognition. The first issue, heterogeneity, concerns a group-level phenomenon – namely who is counted among the “old” and the degree of similarity and dissimilarity within this group. The second and third issues center on what happens in older age. At the individual level, the oldest old exhibit developmental changes (some normative/expected and some not) and a diversity of cognitive outcomes. In the following section we discuss the effects of cohort, time, and development on cognitive aging in later life and their impact on day-to-day functioning.
Heterogeneity within “old age”

For clinicians and other providers, researchers, businesses, and policy makers it is important to recognize the heterogeneity which exists within the group identified as “older adults.” This group is not a homogeneous group in many respects. Perhaps most notably, older adulthood represents an age span of decades (i.e., 60–100+) and is composed of individuals from multiple cohorts or generations who have been affected by varying events. As a result, history and cohort influences affect cognitive ability development and manifestation across the life course (Schaie, 2012). Currently included among those 65 and older are three generational or “cohort” distinctions. The “Greatest Generation” is said to include the subgenerations dubbed the GI Generation (birth years 1901–1924) and the Silent Generation (birth years 1925–1945). The third generational distinction consists of the baby boomers (birth years 1946–1964). Older adults within these generations experienced events at differing ages – or for the youngest generation, not at all. For example, baby boomers were born after the Great Depression and World War II.

Cohort effects impact cognitive-linguistic development and performance in later life in profound ways via mechanisms such as education (e.g., prevailing pedagogical approach, attainment potential) and health (e.g., specific morbidity rates, average life expectancy). There is suggestion of successive generational gains in selected measures of cognitive performance in some developed countries (i.e., Flynn effect; Flynn, 1987). However, this interpretation has been contested and any generational gains may be faltering (Flynn, 2007; Schaie, Willis, & Pennak, 2005).

In addition to generational effects, historical or time-related events affect functioning for subsequent cohorts and not always in positive ways. For instance, Schaie (1996) hypothesized that observed cohort declines in numeric ability (e.g., mental math) might be attributable to the introduction of the handheld calculator. Current culture and language appear to be changing even more rapidly (e.g., use of emerging words not found in the dictionary, adoption of novel inventions; Michel et al., 2011). Technology will continue to affect aspects of work, leisure and family life and will undoubtedly shape future generations of older adults. Thus, the effects of technology on cognitive and linguistic skills thus continue to evolve and we will need to grapple with issues of differential technological access, efficacy, and impact (e.g., Satariano, Scharlach, & Lindeman, 2014).

Finally, as we consider “who” is aging, we need to acknowledge the varied backgrounds, experiences, resources, and interests people bring with them to older age which result in a wide range of preferences, functional abilities, and capabilities. In short, older age is accompanied by increased heterogeneity and this diversity is
particularly relevant to our consideration of the oldest old (e.g., Von Humboldt & Leal, 2015; Sadana, Foebel, Williams, & Beard, 2013). Augmenting these individual differences will be increasing cultural differences. For instance, we can expect to observe more ethnic heterogeneity following the baby boomers (Colby & Ortmann, 2014) – a change which will likely affect many aspects of older adult development. Keeping in mind these macro-level influences, we move next to a discussion of what happens during later life cognitive aging at the individual level.

Developmental changes and diversity of cognitive outcomes among the oldest old

Cognition is a broad construct and it is useful to distinguish its components. This is especially pertinent to our discussion of the oldest old given the great diversity of functioning and outcomes and subsequent need to adjust our assessments and conceptualizations accordingly. In particular, it is important to differentiate functioning, aging, health, and vitality within the context of cognition (Margrett, Mast, Isales, Poon, & Cohen-Mansfield, 2011; Poon, Rubin, & Wilson, 1989). As described by Margrett et al. (2011), cognitive functioning refers to an individual’s observed performance across specific abilities such as prospective memory, verbal comprehension, and inductive reasoning. “Cognitive aging” refers to typical or normative age-related change in functional performance such as slower processing speed with increased age. In contrast, non-normative changes in cognitive functioning such as dementia are atypical and not considered inevitable consequences of development and aging. Consideration of cognitive aging helps us to understand a pattern of functional observations, comparing performance to others (e.g., norms) and putting them in a lifespan context. Cognitive health represents the aggregate of ability functioning – ranging from no impairment to mild and severe impairment – and helps delineate the outcomes of cognition.

Numerous scales exist to assess cognitive status, which is commonly also referred to as mental status. Screening tools such as the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein & Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) are used to measure selected dimensions of basic cognitive functioning and determine whether impairment is likely. Other tools are available to assess the degree of functioning and impairment in the case of dementia (e.g., Clinical Dementia Rating; CDR; Morris, 1993) and it is common practice to augment the MMSE with other measures (Bak & Moishi, 2007). Across all levels of cognitive health, oldest old individuals may exhibit varying degrees of cognitive vitality or successful application of cognitive skills to one’s environment (Margrett et al., 2011). This point is particularly
important as relative success and optimization are achievable even within the context of dementia (e.g., Cohen-Mansfield, Parpura-Gill, & Golander, 2006).

Language processing and linguistic ability consist of processes related to speech production and comprehension and metalinguistic awareness and aptitude. Although there are distinct aspects of cognitive and linguistic abilities, it is important to recognize their synergy. Glisky (2007) defines linguistic ability as a “higher-level cognitive function.” Requisite cognitive functioning is needed to facilitate linguistic ability. Language involves interactions between the phonological and semantic systems (Burke & Shafto, 2008) in which cognitive abilities such as long-term memory and sequencing/reasoning are at work. Linguistic and cognitive functioning likely rely on some of the same systemic processes, including perceptual-motor speed, attention, and working memory as well as adequate sensory functioning and resources such as mental energy (Burke & Shafto), each of which becomes more challenged in advanced age.

The connection between cognitive functioning and linguistics is very apparent amongst oldest old persons. Reversible and non-reversible dementias (Poon, Crook, Eisdorfer, Guland, Kaszniak & Thompson, 1986) significantly impact everyday cognition and linguistic processing and there is an observed language break down during the progression of dementia. Kertesz et al. (2010) describe a particular type of dementia, semantic dementia, which presents behavioral symptoms and language deficits distinct from other dementias. Further investigation is needed to explore the synergistic effects of cognition and language throughout the lifespan as related to risk and resilience. For instance, a study by Iacono and colleagues (2009) illustrates the relationship between cognitive and linguistic abilities across the life course. Their findings suggested a positive association between participants’ written linguistic “idea density” as an emerging adult and preserved cognitive functioning in later life – even in the face of underlying brain pathology (i.e., lesions indicative of Alzheimer’s disease).

Normative cognitive changes in adulthood

Although numerous conceptual and empirical challenges are present when developing, validating and interpreting normative data for the oldest old, some generalizations can be made. Two questions of primary interest center on (1) the nature of development and change across cognitive abilities; and (2) when age-related cognitive changes occur. To address the first question, prior work has differentiated two broad classes of cognitive abilities composed of several individual skills, and this distinction appears to remain important through very late life (Hagberg, Alfredson, Poon, & Homma, 2001). Crystallized abilities are those that rely on
accumulated knowledge and experience and are highly dependent upon an individual’s culture. A prime example of such an ability is verbal comprehension. In contrast, fluid abilities are those intellectual skills that are considered more “innate” and biologically driven. Often, fluid abilities focus on the ability to navigate novel situations and to solve new problems. Fluid abilities include skills such as memory and inductive reasoning.

Empirical studies support the distinctiveness of these two classes of abilities as well as demonstrate differential performance ranges and trajectories across adulthood. Within-person (i.e., intra-individual) age-related changes are well documented (e.g., Schaie, 1996, 2005, 2012). With accumulated experience, crystallized abilities tend to demonstrate an increase through middle age, and these skills are generally maintained well into the seventies. In age comparative studies, older adults generally fare better than or as well as younger adults on crystallized assessments. On the other hand, fluid abilities peak in the early twenties and exhibit a gradual decline throughout adulthood. Thus, younger adults tend to outperform older adults on assessments of fluid tasks. Relevant to very late life, Hagberg and colleagues (2001) describe data from centenarians that conform to these patterns. Centenarians demonstrate a greater range of performance on measures of crystallized abilities whereas performance on fluid measures tended to be more similar, suggesting a floor effect.

Further impediments include limited studies of later life cognitive abilities and even fewer longitudinal investigations. Accelerated decline is common in later life and even a brief interval between assessments can have an enormous impact at this age. In particular, a developmental phenomenon of relevance to later life is precipitous cognitive decline evident as older adults approach death. Numerous studies illustrate terminal cognitive decline (evident approximately 3 years prior to death) and drop (evident within one year of death; see Bäckman, Small, & Wahlin, 2001; Berg, 1996). Other work suggests a synergy between age and “pathology burden” on cognitive decline (e.g., Rabbitt, Lunn, Pendleton, & Yardefagar, 2011).

In light of its population-based sampling approach, the Georgia Centenarian Study has published normative data for a variety of cognitive measures used in the study. For example, Miller et al. (2010) published unweighted and population-weighted normative data based on 244 centenarians aged 98–107 and 80 octogenarians for the Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975), the Severe Impairment Battery (Saxton et al., 1990), and the Behavioral Dyscontrol Scale (Grigsby & Kaye, 1996). Centenarian performance was stratified into three age cohorts (98–99, 100–101, and 102–107). Centenarian performance on these measures was substantially different than the performance of the octogenarian sample (80–90 years of age). Furthermore, even among the age cohorts
in the centenarian group, cognitive performance differed substantially for each group. This finding highlights the substantial impact of even small changes in age on cognitive functioning among the oldest old.

Mitchell et al. (2013) published an additional set of normative data for more specific measures of verbal abstract reasoning (WAIS-III Similarities subtest), verbal fluency (Controlled Oral Word Association Test, Benton & des Hamsher, 1976), memory (Fuld, 1977), and motor functioning using data from Phase III of the Georgia Centenarian Study. Consistent with previous literature, these normative data suggest that tasks that are speeded in nature or that tap fluid abilities show less variability with increasing age, as centenarians approach a floor level of performance (Hagberg et al., 2001).

Lastly, Rahman-Filipiak et al. (2014) presented normative data for performance measures on the Fuld Object Memory Evaluation (FOME; Fuld, 1977) using data from the Georgia Centenarian Study. As with our previous normative publications, octogenarians outperformed centenarians on all performance indices. Within the three age strata for centenarians, small increases in age related to substantial performance differences on the majority of performance indices. In addition, the FOME uses several study-test trials to investigate learning and memory. However, in this study, neither octogenarians nor centenarians showed a benefit of repeated exposure to the test material after the second learning trial. This finding raises the possibility that this test could be abbreviated to two learning trials in persons aged 80 years and older for efficiency and practical considerations.

Non-normative cognitive changes in adulthood

Changes such as occasionally forgetting the names of acquaintances or slower processing speed with increased age are considered normative. In contrast, forgetting the names of loved ones or the names of objects is considered non-normative and an indicator of pathology-related impairment. A group of conditions distinguishable from normal cognitive aging has been identified. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) reflects memory impairment that does not interfere with activities of daily living, whereas dementia affects more cognitive abilities than memory (e.g., difficulties with language, orientation to time and place, problem solving) and interferes with day-to-day functioning (American Academy of Neurology, n.d.). Conversion of MCI to dementia is estimated at 6–25% (American Academy of Neurology). In addition, recent clinical and empirical work has been devoted to characterizing “cognitive frailty,” a condition in which physical frailty and cognitive impairment co-occur with the absence of a diagnosis of dementia (Kelaiditi
et al., 2013). Use of this designation may highlight at-risk individuals (particularly among the oldest old) and lead to intervention targets (Kelaiditi et al.); however, further investigation and refinement is needed (e.g., Canevelli, Cesari, & van Kan, 2015).

Difficulties arise related to assessment of non-normative cognitive change. A chief difficulty detailed by Perls (2004b) and Poon et al. (2012) is the estimated prevalence of dementia in advanced age that varies significantly between national and cross-national samples. The discrepancies in prevalence rates across studies may reflect underlying population differences yet to be determined or simply sampling and methodological differences. Sample selectivity is an issue as individuals with certain diseases and dementia may have died at earlier ages, thereby resulting in a selective later life sample (Perls, 2004a). Prevalence differences may result from study differences in assessment tools and criteria used to determine impairment as well as failing to account for characteristics such as sex, ethnicity, education, and residence at home or a care facility (Poon et al.).

There is general consensus that the risk of dementia does increase with age (American Academy of Neurology, n.d.). However, despite varied estimates and popular perceptions, dementia is not considered an eventuality of later life and dementia among centenarians is not inevitable (Andersen-Ranberg, Vasegaard, & Jeune, 2001). Very old individuals, and centenarians in particular, “are of scientific interest as a human model of relative resistance to dementia (Perls, 2004b, p. 1587).” In a review of cross-national studies investigating cognitive functioning and dementia among the oldest old, Perls notes that some very old individuals appear to delay the onset of dementia until very late life (thereby compressing the duration and functional limitations imposed by the disease) and others may employ “adaptive capacity” or “functional reserve” in staving off behavioral deficits typically resulting from underlying neuropathology (see Table 2). Further research is needed to investigate whether these cases represent “resilience” to Alzheimer’s disease (AD; Negash et al., 2013) or a prodromal state (Driscoll & Troncoso, 2011). The possibility of the former raises many questions about protective factors, a point we will revisit.

Language and aging

The development and expression of cognitive and linguistic abilities are interrelated and this relationship becomes more pronounced in later life when normative age-related cognitive changes and potential acceleration in decline occur. Differing hypotheses exist regarding the mechanisms underlying cognitive aging and as a consequence, several age-related cognitive changes could explain changes in language in older adulthood (Burke & Shafto, 2008). Linguistic aging may reflect
underlying declines in: mental resources and energy, processing speed, working memory, ability to inhibit irrelevant information, and neural and mental connections (Burke & Shafto). As mentioned previously, verbal comprehension is thought to be an example of a “crystallized” ability which tends to strengthen during adulthood and remain strong until very late life. However, some changes in language do occur. A commonly cited problem during older age is called “tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon.” In this case, an individual is thinking of a word, but just not able to verbalize it (Schwartz & Brown, 2014; see also Chapter 2). Other work suggests normative changes including decline in grammatical complexity and propositional content (“idea density”) after age seventy (Kemper, Thompson, & Marquis, 2001). As a result, cognitive aging can exacerbate changes in language and in the case of cognitive impairment, is even more deleterious to communication.

In the case of non-normative cognitive changes such as dementia, linguistic abilities can become severely compromised. For instance, Kemper and colleagues (2001) observed accelerated change in grammatical complexity and idea density among persons with Alzheimer’s disease irrespective of age. Aphasia is an example of a non-normative change in linguistic skills in which an individual has difficulty using words and symbols as the result of brain damage such as stroke and dementia (Lesser & Milroy, 1993). Individuals experiencing different types of aphasia vary in language fluency and comprehension. Approximately 1 million Americans are affected by aphasia, most of whom are middle-aged or older adults (National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, n.d.).

Contributing to both language and cognitive difficulties in older age are deficiencies in sensory and perceptual inputs. Risk of hearing loss increases with age and the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD, n.d.) reports the “disabling hearing loss” prevalence to be 25% among persons aged 65 to 74 and 50% among individuals aged 75 and older. Unfortunately the majority of adults with hearing loss aged seventy and older do not use hearing aids (NIDCD, n.d.) and hearing loss is associated with increased risk of cognitive impairment (e.g., Lin et al., 2013).

Individual differences: Diversity of outcomes in later life

Development across the lifespan is represented by both gains and losses and although more losses are evident during older adulthood (Baltes, Ebner, & Freund, 2006), later life cannot be characterized only by decline. A prime example of this principle is work by Evert and colleagues (2003) examining later life health outcomes. The researchers identified three distinct later life profiles among centenarians in the New England Centenarian Study based on common morbidities
including “hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, stroke, nonskin cancer, skin cancer, osteoporosis, thyroid condition, Parkinson’s disease, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease” (Evert, Lawler, Bogan, & Perls, 2003). As would be expected, a fair proportion of centenarians (i.e., 24% of the males, 43% of the females) in their sample had “survived” a major disease diagnosis prior to age eighty. Important to note, however, is the fact that many of the centenarians sampled had “delayed” diagnosis until after age eighty (i.e., 44% of males, 42% of females) and a significant proportion had “escaped” diagnosis all together (i.e., 32% of males, 15% of females). In an analogous study of centenarians in Georgia, Arnold et al. (2010) reported that centenarians could be divided into similar categories: survivors (i.e., diagnosis before age 80; 43%), delayers (i.e., diagnosis between 80 and 98 years of age; 36%) and escapers (i.e., diagnosis at 98 or older; 17%). Arnold et al. then compared the proportion of centenarians within each category for two chief morbidities. The findings indicated that centenarians diagnosed with cancer were more likely “escapers,” whereas those diagnosed with cardiovascular diseases could be characterized as survivors, delayers, or escapers. These results replicated the finding that cancer shortens lives (i.e., persons with cancer did not survive to be centenarians) and medical interventions have advanced to a point that individuals with cardiovascular diseases could live to a ripe old age.

In a similar fashion, cognition in later life is not entirely indicative of deterioration as might be presumed. Diversity is observed even at very advanced ages. In two studies of centenarians, Kliegel et al. (Heidelberg Centenarian Study; Kliegel, Moor, & Rott, 2004) and Margrett et al. (Iowa Centenarian Study; Margrett, Hsieh, Heinz, & Martin, 2012) identified patterns of longitudinal change in cognitive status reflecting distinct outcomes including patterns indicative of impairment and decline, as well as stability, enhanced performance, and variability in performance across time. Together, these studies illustrate the diversity of important functional outcomes among the oldest old. In addition, they also serve to highlight the fact that development and change in later life may reflect not only decline, but also stability, changing, and enhanced functioning.

Transition from normative to non-normative cognition

Cognitive impairment and dementia significantly impact older adults, with the highest prevalence rates evident among oldest old individuals – potentially as high as one in two individuals. Given the increased prevalence among oldest old individuals, investigating the continuity and change of influential factors in the prediction of both adaptation and impairment across the lifespan is vital. It is not clear to what extent behavioral markers or precursors may be evident during the transition from normative to non-normative cognition. One avenue for research has been
examination of cognitive variability (i.e., deviation from an individual’s typical performance range). Recent investigations have focused on biomarker evidence which may be detectable years prior to behavioral indications (for discussions see Ewers, Sperling, Klunk, Weiner, & Hampel, 2011 and Sperling et al., 2011). It is clear that great need exists for prospective studies which include varied assessments (e.g., clinical examination, functional imaging) and postmortem data.

Cognitive and linguistics contributions to everyday functioning during later life

Cognitive and linguistic abilities exert a profound impact on the day-to-day life of older adults, particularly when challenges are encountered and compensatory mechanisms falter. Declining cognitive and linguistic skills can be particularly problematic for the oldest old who are also more likely to face multiple challenges across domains (e.g., physical health, sensory functioning) and possess fewer psychological and social resources (e.g., Martin, Poon, Kim, & Johnson, 1996).

As outlined by Kang and Russ (2009), wellness can be characterized as including aspects of “physical, emotional, spiritual, intellectual, occupational, and social” activities and well-being. Linguistic ability is vital to optimal aging – particularly interactions with others and understanding of context. As described by Burke and Shafto (2008), deterioration in language comprehension and production can “undermine older adults’ ability and desire to communicate, and can erode evaluation of their language competence by themselves and others (p. 373).” As a result, harmful effects may include “negative self-appraisal [which] promotes withdrawal from social interaction, and negative appraisal by others [which] promotes their use of oversimplified speech to older adults (p. 373).” Cognitive and linguistic abilities work in tandem with and support other domains of whole-person wellness in older adulthood, thereby contributing to “successful” or “optimal” aging. A prime illustration is the seminal work of Rowe and Kahn (1997) who included “maintenance of high physical and cognitive functioning” as one of their three components of successful aging, along with “avoidance of disease and disability” and “sustained engagement in social and productive activities.” Maintaining these components of successful aging becomes increasingly difficult in very old age (Cho, Martin, & Poon, 2012; Martin et al., 2015).

From a practical standpoint, cognitive-linguistic abilities form the foundation for many critical actions needed to navigate everyday life. For instance, prospective memory enables us to remember important events (e.g., a doctor’s appointments, morning medication) and tasks (e.g., turn off the stove). Instrumental activities of daily living such as financial management, meal preparation, and transportation are accomplished using a compilation of cognitive processes.
including memory and “complex reasoning” (Perneczky et al., 2006). Willis (1996) defined “everyday cognitive competence” as “the ability to perform adequately those cognitively complex tasks considered essential for living on one’s own in this society” (p. 595). Indeed, among community-dwelling older adults, an early indicator of cognitive impairment is often inability to manage more advanced instrumental activities of daily living (IADL; e.g., shopping and finances) as compared to lower-level skills ADLs such as bathing and maintaining personal hygiene (e.g., Ahn et al., 2009; Njegovin, Man-Son-Hing, Mitchell, & Molnar, 2001). Deficits in cognitive abilities result in impairment and inability to age in place. Dementia is related to increased caregiver burden (e.g., Kim, Chang, Rose, & Kim, 2012) and is cited as the most prevalent reason for placement in long-term care settings (e.g., Zimmerman et al., 2002).

Cognitive and linguistic skills are vital to communication, relationships, and problem solving. Older adults lacking in these skills can be subject to scam, neglect, and abuse (e.g., Bonnie & Wallace, 2002; Laumann et al., 2008). In summary, quality of life, independence, and the ability to navigate everyday life rely upon one’s cognitive and linguistic abilities.

**Methodological challenges assessing cognitive change among the oldest old**

Developmental increases and declines across the lifespan make normative data important for (a) characterizing the types of changes that are expected and unexpected at specific ages and (b) identifying longer-term processes at work (e.g., transition to impairment). Given the diversity of later life outcomes and measurement challenges, characterizing the bounds of “typical” change is difficult and a major obstacle to the study of cognitive aging is lack of norms for very advanced ages. Investigation of cognition and accelerated change and their determinants among the oldest old can provide insights into lifespan factors leading to risk and resilience.

It is noteworthy that the normative data for the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test-Revised (WAIS-R) extended only to 74 years of age (Wechsler, 1981). Nevertheless, clinical evaluations were routinely requested for persons whose age exceeded that upper normative limit, making the objective determination of an expected level of performance in this age range quite difficult. It was not until 1997 that the third revision of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale provided normative data for persons up to 89 years of age (Wechsler, 1997). Recently Miller and colleagues (Miller, Mitchell, Woodard, Davey, Martin, & Poon, 2010) provided
comprehensive norms of cognitive performances from the Georgia Centenarian Study that illustrated the range and variability in cognitive performances of the oldest old. As the population of older adults continues to grow exponentially, normative data become increasingly important for understanding capabilities and needs in late life. For example, it is not known whether or to what extent specific cognitive abilities change in a linear or non-linear fashion among the oldest old. Furthermore, because dementia prevalence increases with age, the extent to which relative performance on specific cognitive measures may indicate the onset of cognitive decline in this age range is also not known.

Several challenges to cognitive assessment among the oldest old contribute to the scarcity of cognitive data from the oldest old, lack of norms, and potential misinterpretation of performance (see Table 1). One major challenge is sampling (Poon & Perls, 2007) including both initial and ongoing selectivity. As noted by Schaie (2005), attrition and selectivity pose theoretical and practical (e.g., small cell size) problems to the long-term investigation of cognition and functioning. It can be difficult to identify and recruit oldest old individuals and some avenues for identification may result in bias. For instance, the Iowa Centenarian Study utilized a list kept by the state to identify centenarians eligible to participate (Martin,

Table 1. Developmental and methodological considerations and challenges associated with later life cognitive performance and assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental &amp; contextual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensory impairment effects on cognitive performance and assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity of “older adults” as a group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased diversity of functioning with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerated decline and increased dementia prevalence rates with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group differences (e.g., sex, socioeconomic resources, ethnicity, culture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on intra- or inter-individual performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort and time effects (e.g., educational attainment increases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for life-span perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential nature and importance of antecedents and consequences over time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement &amp; interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling bias (i.e., initial, survivorship, and attrition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task or skill domain specificity (e.g., working memory) versus generalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., mental status)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoring procedure variation (e.g., fluency versus efficiency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential reporting across data sources (e.g., self-report, proxy-report, performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement equivalence within individuals and across groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria to assess dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria for comparison, “success,” or vitality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Margrett, & Lockhart, in press). All long-term care facilities in Iowa are asked to contribute yearly to the list. In contrast, compilation of community-dwelling centenarians’ information is less systematic and thus, centenarians living in long-term care facilities are more likely to be over represented. Attrition and missing data due to mortality, frailty, and fatigue pose challenges to study of this population.

A second issue centers on requirements of the task. Certain cognitive measures that may be appropriate for individuals under 80 years of age may prove to be overly taxing or challenging for the oldest old. As a result, testing batteries are selective and may involve a proxy reporter. Sensory and motor impairments and deficits also affect testing of the oldest old. The prevalence of vision and hearing impairment approximately doubles in the oldest old relative to persons aged 65–74 years of age (US Census, 2010), and approximately 25% of the oldest old have extremity impairment that may affect performance on sensorimotor tasks (Dillon, Gu, Hoffman, & Ko, 2010). For example, assessments such as the Mini-Mental State Exam (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) which include items relying on sensory and motor skills (e.g., copying a figure) can be difficult or impossible for oldest old individuals to complete and result in missing items or a reduced score if not adjusted (see Holtsberg et al., 1995). Thus, because most normative datasets do not take into account differential levels of sensory acuity, sensory and motor impairments, and sensory and cross-modal processing across the lifespan, age-specific normative data can be particularly valuable (e.g., Baldwin & Ash, 2011; Dillon, Gu, Hoffman, & Ko, 2010; Setti et al., 2011).

Alternative sources of information may be required in the case of fatigue, communication difficulties, and cognitive impairment. Unfortunately, self-reports, proxy-reports, performance-based, and observational indicators can vary in their veridicality and may not be analogous. For instance, in the Seattle Longitudinal Study a substantial proportion of participants themselves were not accurate assessors of their own cognitive change (i.e., pessimists, optimists; Schaie, 2005). Other later life investigations comparing sources of information reflect both differences and similarities across sources. Martin, da Rosa, Siegler, Davey, MacDonald, and Poon (2006) investigated self- and proxy-ratings of personality among centenarians. Study findings revealed mean differences between self- and proxy-ratings, but the rank order of targets remained consistent between data sources. MacDonald, Martin, Margrett, and Poon (2009) examined concordance of self-, proxy-, and observer ratings of centenarians’ mental health and predictors of those ratings. The results indicated that average ratings did not vary across source. In terms of predicting ratings, there were common predictors between each pairing. However, most predictors did vary by source.

Prior research suggests that each source is differentially biased based on individual and contextual differences and perceptions depend on the domain (i.e.,
cognitive performance versus subjective health). For instance, older adults generally tend to view their subjective well-being quite positively despite objective change and loss, a perspective likely related to health and survival (Diener & Chan, 2011) and impacted by many factors (George, 2011). Thus, the characteristics of the individual (e.g., efficacy, locus of control) and coping mechanisms (e.g., social comparison, accommodation) employed will impact subjective reports. Proxies can provide valuable information, particularly regarding targets in very late life who may not be able to supply information to researchers. However, the information available to proxies will vary depending on several factors including: (1) proxy individual characteristics, (2) the nature of the target-proxy relationship (e.g., adult child – parent vs. sibling), (3) living arrangement and whether the proxy and target reside in the same household or even city, and (4) delegation of tasks (e.g., financial, medical) and burden of care. Given these potential sources of biases, it is not surprising that information from varied data sources differ. Important questions to address include how assessments by each source vary across performance domain and which data source is the most sensitive to change. These questions are particularly relevant to research questions and populations very late in life as the use of proxy-reports or observation increases because it may be the only method to garner information.

At a conceptual level, three additional issues affect measurement of cognition in later life. One of these difficulties is the characterization of the structure of cognitive abilities. While broad class distinctions may remain meaningful, evidence suggests that constituent cognitive abilities begin to differentiate from infancy into adolescence but subsequently may become less differentiated and more similar in late life (e.g., Baltes, Cornelius, Spiro, Nesselroade, & Willis, 1980; Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Cunningham, 1980; deFrias, Lövdén, Lindenberger, & Nilsson, 2007). This possibility is debated (e.g., Anstey, Hofer & Luszcz, 2003; Zelinski & Lewis, 2003) and has not been well addressed in very late life. Thus, the question arises as to the distinctiveness of cognitive abilities among the oldest old.

Addressing this issue, May et al. (2010) investigated whether dedifferentiation theory could explain differences on neuropsychological measures between octogenarians and centenarians from the Georgia Centenarian Study. Using a series of principal components analyses with a battery of cognitive measures (Fuld Object Memory Evaluation, Fuld, 1981; Controlled Oral Word Association Test, Benton & des Hamsher, 1976; Similarities subtest from the WAIS-III, Wechsler, 1997; a hand tapping test, and the Behavioral Dyscontrol Scale, Grigsby & Kaye, 1996), both centenarians and octogenarians demonstrated a similar pattern of component loadings across a single component that accounted for approximately 70% of the total variance. Even when participants were stratified into high and low cognitive functioning groups, a single component that accounted for similar
proportions of variance emerged for both age groups within each level of cognitive functioning. Based on these findings, it appears that dedifferentiation may have already taken place by the 9th decade of life. Furthermore, there does not appear to be additional cognitive dedifferentiation that occurs among the oldest old.

Another fundamental assessment concern centers on measurement equivalence and the validity of cognitive measures in accurately assessing the same construct across the entire adult age span and over the course of time. Measurement equivalence refers to the ability of a measure to produce a reliable and valid assessment of a construct over individuals, groups, and time (e.g., Labouvie, 1981). Although consistent use of the same assessment tool is often the goal of both cross-sectional (i.e., investigation of inter-individual differences) and longitudinal (i.e., investigation of intra-individual change) studies, this practice can lead to erroneous interpretation due to lack of measurement equivalence. For example, repeated testing of an individual using the same assessment tool may not be appropriate as the measure's ability to assess a construct can change across time. This issue is especially applicable to assessment of cognitive ability across the course of development (e.g., “academic” tests of cognition in childhood may be more appropriate compared to contextual tests of cognition in later life). Older cohorts are likely to be less experienced with standardized testing procedures and stimuli. Items using unfamiliar and/or difficult directions or stimuli may need to be presented in an alternative fashion. For instance, in one study, we quickly realized that a common assessment of inductive reasoning used with young-old and old adults was not understood by centenarian participants (Martin, Deshpande-Kamat, Margrett, Franke, & Garasky, 2012). Thus, instead of a letter series pattern, we introduced patterns of a more easily understood stimulus, fruit, in an attempt to simplify the task (see Figure 1).

Also relevant to this discussion of later life cognitive assessment is consideration of both performance potential and meaningfulness of the measures. In regard to the former, researchers posit that testing individuals’ cognitive capacity (e.g., “developmental reserve capacity”; what can an older adult do versus what they currently do; Kliegl & Baltes, 1987) may be a more accurate means by which to assess developmental potential. Ecological validity is a related issue impacting investigation of adult development and aging and cognition. There is a rich history in the cognitive aging field concentrated on investigation of what is important to an older adult's daily life and context (e.g., practical intelligence and everyday cognition; e.g., Denney & Palmer, 1981; Marsiske & Margrett, 2006; Poon, Rubin, & Wilson, 1992; Thornton & Dumke, 2005; Willis & Schaie, 1986). This approach has bearing on the types of “practical” performance-based tasks assessed (e.g., well-defined tasks such as completing a tax form as compared to an ill-defined interpersonal problem) as well as how “success” is gauged (e.g., identification of
The next questions are like word games or puzzles. I will ask you to follow a series of letters and choose the letter which comes next. Find the letter in the answer row that follows the last letter of item.

Look at these pictures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>_____</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Which object comes next?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(a) Standard letter stimuli

The next questions are like picture puzzles. I will ask you to follow a series of picture and choose the object which comes next.

Look at these pictures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>🍏</th>
<th>🍊</th>
<th>🍏</th>
<th>🍏</th>
<th>_____</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Which object comes next?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>🍑</th>
<th>🍇</th>
<th>🍍</th>
<th>🍑</th>
<th>🍊</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(b) Adapted stimuli

Figure 1. Example of a test adaptation used to gauge inductive reasoning ability among very old individuals

Lifespan psychosocial resources and cognition: Opportunities via later life investigations

Study of individuals reaching late life provides extraordinary opportunity to investigate individual differences among extreme survivors. Identification of diverse later life cognitive health profiles and investigation of the factors associated with each profile can lead to increased understanding and ultimately prevention and intervention efforts aimed at enhancing later life cognitive skills. Several manifestations exist which reflect either concordance or discordance between underlying neuropathology and observed behavioral symptoms and performance (see Table 2). Long lived individuals who demonstrate “resilience” or resistance in the face of underlying neuropathology can provide unique and valuable information related to factors protective against cognitive decline (Negash et al., 2014; Perls, 2004b). Persons identified as “resilient” or resistant to dementia (Group C) can provide many avenues for future research. Protective factors underlying resilience may be of a genetic or environmental nature or reflect an interaction between the two. In contrast, persons in the at-risk group (Group B) demonstrate impairment despite the absence of significant neuropathology. Risk factors could reflect
another underlying genetic disadvantage or an environment which was not conducive to development of personal reserve.

An illustrative example comes from work on personality. The configuration of specific personality traits may determine whether an individual develops personal reserves. Da Rosa (2012), for example, performed latent profile analysis with data from the Georgia Centenarian Study and the Tokyo Centenarian Studies. The results distinguished two different resilience groups among centenarians in both countries. The resilient group had higher scores on Agreeableness and Extraversion and the non-resilient group was characterized by higher scores on Neuroticism and lower scores on Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. In the U.S. sample, education and cognitive health explained differences between the two groups.

To further investigate later life cognitive development and health, it is advantageous to incorporate a lifespan approach and realize the impact of multi-level influences.

**Table 2.** Cognitive health profiles reflecting later life concordance of neuropathological and behavioral characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurological profile</th>
<th>Behavioral symptoms &amp; performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No underlying pathol</td>
<td>Unimpaired – concordant (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying pathol</td>
<td>Resilient (C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dynamic processes across the lifespan

An integral element to incorporate in investigation of the oldest old is development over time. As noted by Miller et al. (2010), consideration of developmental change is necessary into very late life as even a short interval can reflect significant change. Considering both the theoretical and temporal relations between constructs permits a life-span approach to investigation of later life functioning. To this end, Martin and Martin (2002) provide a framework for investigation of developmental outcomes. Their model provides a useful approach for considering the nature and degree of impact of *distal* (e.g., early childhood environment) and *proximal* (e.g., current individual and social resources, recent experiences) influences. Similarly, Schaie (2005) outlined the model guiding investigation of the Seattle Longitudinal Study. This model also incorporates distal influences from both *childhood* (i.e., family of origin environment and heritable abilities) and
midlife (i.e., family environment, socioeconomic status), as well as more proximal influences of illness, and lifestyle behaviors.

As implied by these models, diverse factors shape functioning and quality of life throughout our lives. Illustrating this point, Hensley and colleagues (2010, 2012) demonstrated the impact of lifetime events and early experiences (e.g., childhood health) occurring decades prior, on oldest old persons and centenarians’ current personality and mental health. Da Rosa, Martin, Gondo, Hirose, Ishioka, and Poon (2014) also noted that recalling specific life events, particularly marital events, related to personality. Centenarians who were emotionally stable and introverted were more likely to reflect on marriage as the most important event in their life. Furthermore, Martin, da Rosa, and Poon (2011) demonstrated that proximal and distal events experienced by centenarians may be associated with different mental health outcomes. Whereas proximal events (those experienced during the past 20 years) were associated with lower levels of positive affect and higher levels of negative affect, distal events (those experienced more than 20 years ago) were only associated with higher levels of positive affect. Thus, it is clear that earlier life events and development as well as personality shape functional outcomes for the oldest old.

Multi-level influences and resources

Context shaped and continues to shape oldest old individuals and there is a growing emphasis on moving beyond a biomedical model to understand health and quality of life in advanced age (see Poon et al., 2010). To this end, Poon and colleagues cite the relevance of psychosocial variables in maintaining health and quality of life including “(1) demographics, life events, and personal history, (2) personality, (3) cognition, and (4) socioeconomic resources and support systems.” Additionally, as noted by Masten (2001), resilience research includes processes at multiple levels from genes to relationships. Both of these approaches are consistent not only a life-span approach, but also with a biocological perspective which takes into account direct and indirect influences impacting health and quality of life.

Specific to cognition, we would like to highlight concepts proposed by Willis (1991) which set the stage for investigating competency by incorporating direct and indirect influences in a process model. Willis’ model outlines antecedents, components, and mechanisms of competency, which in turn predict psychological and physical outcomes. Willis describes individual (micro-level) and sociocultural (societal or macro-level) factors as antecedents to competency. She
conceptualizes components of competency at both the intra-individual and contextual levels; both which are specific to domain or task. The third component to Willis’ model is that of mechanisms (e.g., control beliefs), or mediating effects, which help transform components of competency into behavior. Conceptualization of competency antecedents, components, and mechanisms in such a way is particularly amenable to the context of later life as micro- and macro-level factors are considered; in this way contextual similarities and differences among oldest old individuals can be explored and prevention and intervention can be targeted.

In a related line of inquiry intended to promote investigation of genetic and environmental influences on longevity and optimal aging, Gondo et al. (2006) explored the functional profiles of Japanese centenarians. Based on indicators of cognitive and physical functioning, centenarians were designated as being “Exceptional”, “Normal”, “Frail”, or “Fragile.” Using their criteria, 80% of centenarians in the sample was categorized as either being “frail” (i.e., either cognitive or physical impairment) or “fragile” (i.e., both cognitive and physical impairment evident). Very few centenarians were deemed to exhibit exceptional functioning in both domains and 18% were identified as preserving “normal” physical and cognitive functioning. Gondo and colleagues noted the importance of considering adaptive responses among the oldest old, as one third of those centenarians classified as “fragile” maintained good cognitive functioning despite physical limitations.

A series of findings from the Georgia Centenarian Study examining the cognitive performance of persons nearing the century mark or beyond, demonstrate the importance of additional factors beyond age, including the foundational demographic characteristics of gender, ethnicity, and education, as well as an indicator of current context, residential status (e.g., community home, skilled nursing facility; Davey et al., 2010; Davey et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2010; and Mitchell et al., 2011). In other work utilizing cognition as a predictor, Margrett et al. (2010, 2011) identified links between individual resources such as executive functioning and personality with the mental health outcomes of depression, loneliness, and affect. A recent study by Martin et al. (2013) demonstrated the interaction of genes and environment as related to centenarians’ APOE ε4 status, life events, and affect, setting the stage for additional investigation of the lifelong interplay of disposition, experience, and interpretation of those experiences.
Conclusions

In this chapter, we focused on three issues relevant to cognitive-linguistic development in very late life: heterogeneity in older adulthood and diversity of outcomes among the oldest old, challenges to the study of the oldest old, and the role of resources in later life development. Several main points emerged. The first point is that “older adults” as a group are very heterogeneous – this is especially true for the oldest old. Individuals surviving to late life bring with them a vast array of individual experiences and abilities which shape development and adaptation. This effect is amplified with age. Secondly, normative and non-normative cognitive and linguistic aging occur and a diversity of outcomes result. More investigation is needed to better understand the complexities of very late life development including transitions from normative to non-normative changes. We do know that cognitive and linguistic functioning are components of a broader constellation of synergistic abilities underpinning whole-person wellness and together they exert significant impact on the day-to-day functioning of the oldest old. The study of oldest old individuals is challenging for multiple reasons (e.g., sensory and functional impediments to testing, barriers to ecological validity and measurement equivalence). However, investigation of very late life offers an unparalleled window into a period of life full wrought with diversity and rapid change yet filled with survivors and evidence of their adaptation. Related to this point, we highlighted the need to incorporate consideration of psychosocial resources and context. We do not develop, function, or age alone and cognitive and linguistic processes are necessary to traverse everyday life. Understanding and building upon lifespan psychosocial resources, can facilitate oldest old persons in reaping the benefit of their social environments and optimizing their aging experience.
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CHAPTER 9

Sociolinguistics, language, and aging

Boyd Davis* and Margaret Maclagan**
* University of North Carolina, Charlotte / ** University of Canterbury

Using a sociopragmatic lens, we highlight recent strands of research focusing on two of the three main areas identified by Hamilton (1999): the use of language for reflecting and creating identities; and how discourse can reflect the norms, values and practices of society. We focus on studies of the areas of gender and the Internet to show how they emphasize the norms, values and practices of aging. We have assumed that the clinical aspects of Hamilton’s third area, the decline, preservation or improvement of abilities in old age, have been incorporated in other sections of this volume, although we note several areas that have stimulated work in sociolinguistics. Growing emphases on identity, particularly as entwined with gender and language abilities, complicate perspectives on aging and language in a discipline with bifurcated if often complementary methodologies of variation and discourse analysis. Illustrations include brief case studies of specific language usage, such as extenders (and all that stuff) and media and the Internet, including the use of corpora in the sociolinguistic study of aging.

Introduction

Age and impairment do not necessarily mean deterioration but they frequently do bring change, in language as in other aspects of life. Until the early nineteen-nineties, details of the changes in language associated with aging have not have been examined from a sociolinguistic point of view. Notable exceptions to this lack were state-of-the-art articles such as Kemper et al. (1989), who reviewed progress over the previous decade in applied and psycholinguistic studies, and studies pulling together work from communications, gerontology and linguistics, such as Language, society and the elderly: Discourse, identity and ageing by Coupland and Giles (1991a). The mid nineteen-nineties saw social contexts discussed in studies of changes in the speech or writing of well-known people such as Ronald Reagan and Iris Murdoch who had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease and for whom sufficient speech or writing was available for analysis, and initial studies
from a sociolinguistic perspective of persons with acquired communications disorders, such as work on dementia by Hamilton (1994) or Ramanathan (1997). Today it is considered relevant to examine the language of ordinary people and those whose aging is not marked by overt cognitive decline. This change can be seen in the number of recent compilations on language and aging that bridge several disciplines, including collections such as *Dialogue and Dementia: Cognitive and Communicative Resources for Engagement* (Schrauf & Mueller, 2014) and special issues of journals such as that for *Ageing and Society*, in August 2009, edited by Justine Coupland.

One example of a study of “ordinary people” that has moved into general cultural knowledge through public radio and news media is the “Nun study” (Snowdon et al., 1996; Kemper et al., 2001). This was begun by Snowdon in 1986 and is currently housed at the University of Minnesota. It analyzed the early biographical writings by the Sisters and showed a linkage between greater linguistic complexity (such as the ability to produce complex sentences with more embedded clauses) and lower risk of cognitive impairments. The project also collected and analyzed the brains of 600 sisters who have died and continues to test the roughly fifty sisters still living. Kemper et al. (2001) were able to link low linguistic ability (as indicated by low grammatical complexity or low idea density) to low vocabulary and to what could be “suboptimal neurocognitive development” (p. 227). The emphasis in studies of the Sisters’ writing has not to date been from a sociolinguistic perspective, although work on idea density is being examined from the viewpoint of sociolinguistic variation (Chand et al., 2010).

Researchers caution that simpler sentences by younger writers do not necessarily mean a later diagnosis of dementia. However, the emphasis on complexity, or idea density, and on lexical density, or vocabulary, has led researchers to use density to analyze the writings of other older authors, notably Ronald Reagan, Iris Murdoch and Agatha Christie. Venneri et al. cite Butterworth’s 1984 analysis of Reagan’s speeches before re-election, which showed “subtle alterations of language” (2005, p. 128). Garrard et al. (2005) used computer-supported analysis to study lexical density and some features of syntactic complexity in three novels from the beginning, ‘prime,’ and end of Murdoch’s writing career. They found that the final novel, published before her announced diagnosis, showed a more restricted vocabulary, with greater repetition, consistent with expected cognitive deterioration. Vocabulary changes were again the focus in a study of Agatha Christie by Lancashire and Hirst (2009), who looked at excerpts from 14 novels across her writing career. They found the richness of her vocabulary, shown by repeated phrases and definite as opposed to indefinite words such as ‘thing,’ decreased as her age increased. Le et al. (2011) added P. D. James to their study as a contrast. James aged healthily, and analysis of her writing gave support for
the earlier hypotheses about dementia in the writings of Christie and Murdoch. Christie’s lexical density had decreased by roughly a fifth, or 20%; Murdoch’s vocabulary as well as syntax diminished greatly. In contrast to both Christie and Murdoch, James’s later writings did not show decreases in vocabulary variety or specificity. Nor did they show decreased syntactic complexity in terms of mean length of utterance or number of clauses per utterance.

In addition to the growing use of lexical and idea density over the last decade (Brown et al., 2008; Chand et al., 2012; Ferguson et al., 2014), researchers in sociolinguistics analyze language change across time in particular contexts for persons who are not presumed to be cognitively impaired. This move creates a bridge from the more clinical and psycholinguistic studies that have been the major focus of language and aging to sociopragmatic analyses of language change. Abe (2011), for example, reviews changes in American economist Alan Greenspan’s language across an economic cycle of expansion and downturn. One of her major findings is that his language use shows “a significant decrease in cognitive complexity during the transition from economic expansion to downturn period” (2011, p. 219). Style shifting via pronunciation is a focus in sociolinguistic research, and is beginning to be applied to analyses of well-known persons for whom data is readily available. For example, Kwan (2014) draws on sociolinguistic variation and acoustic evidence to examine changes in Noam Chomsky’s vowels across his lifespan. She shows that, as an adult and after the critical period for language acquisition, Chomsky adopted features of a new dialect (Boston) that differed from his original Philadelphia speech. And a group of Laurel MacKenzie’s students at Manchester studied the language of celebrities David and Victoria Beckham (soccer and fashion, respectively). Using YouTube online videos before and after a 2007 move to America, students found they changed their pronunciation by dropping several features associated with working-class speech in the UK <http://www.manchester.ac.uk/discover/news/article/?id=9856>. Although it is not possible to state that Chomsky and the Beckhams deliberately changed their language when they moved, the observed changes demonstrate that adults as they age are able to change their language to be closer to the norms of a new community well after the critical period for language acquisition.

In this chapter we will first place studies of language and aging within their sociolinguistic context, and attempt to bridge the gap between sociolinguistics and more clinical approaches to aging. We will then examine identity and gender as two specific aspects of language and aging. A consideration of the way the media treats aging leads us into a discussion of two corpora where the language of older speakers is valued in its own right and used to throw light on earlier stages of current languages.
Bridging sociolinguistics and clinical findings in spontaneous language maintenance and decline

Our basic knowledge about specific features of older adult speech has expanded and is treated in other chapters in this volume. Some discussions are particularly relevant to sociolinguistic research. For example, Mortensen et al. (2006, p. 239) finds that the greater verbosity in the speech of older adults may be keyed to the use of “filler” words (e.g., well, you know) or repeat words to compensate for difficulties in retrieving names of objects or persons.” These are used to buy processing time for production. Pauses and extenders (and things like that) are often used as pragmatic compensation devices by persons with and without cognitive impairment: see Davis (2010) and Maclagan et al. (2008). We include below a short case study of extenders in the speech of older adults. Holtgraves and McNamara (2010) examine the sociopragmatic usage of politeness in speakers with Parkinson’s disease. Chapman and Mudar (2013, p. 520) update information on the cognitive process by which people create discourse gist reasoning which, like current interventions keyed to brain plasticity (Oberman & Pascal-Leone, 2013), can support cognitive rehabilitation. Shafto and Tyler (2014) caution us against interpreting data too simplistically in their report on the specialized brain networks underlying language interaction: they highlight “challenges in determining whether age-related neural changes signify deterioration of specialized subcomponents of the language system, reorganization of language processes, or changing dynamics between language and other cognitive domains” (p. 583).

Researchers in discourse in sociolinguistics and pragmatics, as well as gerontology and communication studies, consider social context important for the analysis of oral and written narratives by older people. Interestingly, much of this focus has come through new directions in caring for elders whose language is impaired. This is one of the emphases discussed in the seminal collection on language and aging, edited by Heidi Hamilton (Hamilton 1999) as well as in her 2001 essay on that topic (Hamilton, 2001). Hamilton’s longitudinal study of conversations with Elsie, a woman with Alzheimer’s disease (Hamilton, 1994), reviews different speech events across different times. Her careful examination of the Oppen family letters (2000) again works across time periods, but with a specific focus on identity in old age. Ramanathan (1995) draws on interactional features of discourse to examine changes in narrative by a single cognitively impaired person speaking in two distinctly different settings, a day care center and at home. In her discussion of sociolinguistics and dementia (2008), Hamilton cites work by several researchers, including Davis and Bernstein (2005) who question the dependence in clinical testing on ‘empty’ words, such as thing, concluding that, as Hamilton notes,
coding of “empty” language as part of a semantic richness analysis may well be too simplistic and needs to be carried out with an understanding of the discursive, social, and physical environments. (2008, p. 101)


Each of these threads – an emphasis on social contexts, a focus on identity, and the use of two different sociolinguistic currents to look at language across time and place – can be seen in the burgeoning investigations of language and aging by sociolinguists. We begin by looking briefly at two major sociolinguistic currents, variation and discourse.

**Language variation and discourse approaches in sociolinguistics**

The only thing constant about language change is that it is, well, constant, but the changes that are occurring can vary at different times for different speakers or communities of speakers. Variationist studies emphasize quantificational analysis of one or more specific variables (or styles) showing language change either in a community or an individual. This goes beyond pronouncing *tomayto* as *tomahito* to look at whether the change from one to the other is predictable for certain areas or regions or groups of people of various characteristics. As Eckert (1997) explains in her landmark discussion of age as a variable, “adulthood has emerged as a vast wasteland in the study of variation.” Justine Coupland (2009b, p. 850) expands this by saying

Even when sociolinguists focus on ‘change’ (a topic which is still a mainstay of the discipline), it tends to be in a framework that highlights ‘language change’ rather than language as it is implicated in the processes of personal and social ageing… Ageing is still, in a general sense, the unwritten chapter of sociolinguistics.

The **variationist approach** and its associated methodologies have undergone several stages, or waves, in their development and are currently considered to be in their third wave. First-wave variationist sociolinguistics focused on surveys; the second wave emphasized ethnographic approaches and the exploration of
social networks. As Eckert explains on her website, summarizing her longer article (2012):

…Third wave focuses on the social meaning of variables. It views styles, rather than variables, as directly associated with identity categories, and explores the contributions of variables to styles.

<https://web.stanford.edu/~eckert/thirdwave.html>

As an example of first-wave studies, Labov (1972) identified social stratification as a crucial variable in his study of when New Yorkers pronounced (r), in the words forth floor using department stores catering to differing socioeconomi-
c groups. Mather’s (2012, p. 338) replication “suggests that lower-middle-class younger speakers use the [r]-less variant considerably less than older speakers, contrary to Labov’s original survey.” The implication here is that the use of (r) has changed generationally in this speech community. Both of these studies rely on what linguists call ‘apparent time’, in which the researcher relies “on earlier re-
cords from the same speech community” (Mather, 2012, p. 340) for a longitudinal trend study in which speakers are not the same. (In a longitudinal panel study, speakers would be the same, and would be recorded at different points in time.) Age-graded changes, on the other hand, are age-cohort related, and can include generational change (Wagner, 2012). Coulmas and Backhaus (2009, p. 5) explain the situation:

The differences in the speech of speakers of different generations observed at the same time can mean one of two things: age grading or ongoing language change. The former means that successive generations repeat similar patterns of preferences for different speech forms and styles as they grow older, while the latter means that older forms are being replaced by new ones by the entire speech community.

Both they and Cheshire (2008) identify a number of issues which can affect socio-
linguistic and sociopragmatic investigations of language variation and change in aging, such as culture-specific emphasis (or its lack) on aging, global changes in life expectancy, migrations, culturally-based expectations for education and social mobility by gender, shifts in generational populations, and the like.

Sociophonetics, a relatively new field, combines acoustic analyses of the sounds of speech with sociolinguistic work on class, gender, and age stratification such as the investigation of changes in the vowel sounds of English as spoken by Queen Elizabeth II in Christmas speeches between the 1950s and 1980s (Harrington et al., 2000; cf. Labov, 2006). Over this time period, there was con-
siderable change in British English. Changes in the Queen’s speech were similar
to these changes, but considerably less marked. Indeed, Harrington et al comment (p. 927) that the Queen's accent has “drift[ed]” toward that of younger, less socially prominent speakers, although it is still recognizable as Standard Southern British. In another study, Walker (2007) showed that subtle phonetic changes in a speaker’s production of speech affect how their age and social class are perceived. Recorded sentences were digitally manipulated to change features that vary according to social class in New Zealand English including the degree of aspiration in final (t) in sentences like *It's the only home Jane's got*. Listeners assigned different classes to the speakers in accordance with the predictions. Discussion of sociophonetic analyses keyed to biological age as well as life stage can be found summarized and contextualized in state-of-the-art chapters by Foulkes, Scobbie and Watt (2010) and Thomas (2011).

**Discourse analysis** is also presenting a new wave of analysis from a sociolinguistic/ sociopragmatic perspective, with new and more complex ways of looking at age and aging across the lifespan – where lifespan has become the newly preferred word – and a new focus on intergenerational interaction. Sociolinguistic discourse analysis has expanded from studies of identity and recalibrations of narrative analysis, and now also draws on features from communications studies and applied conversation analysis that intersect with clinical perspectives. The following brief discussion will suggest current trends by highlighting work from a few of these studies. In addition we reference recent and selected studies to exemplify these research threads.

Over the last thirty-five years, Nikolas Coupland has published multiple studies of language, discourse and aging, often enfolded within larger examinations of discourse, identity, and theory. He often writes with scholars in gerontology and communications studies, both of which fields are hospitable to sociolinguistic explorations. For example, his 2004 discussion of “Age in social and sociolinguistic theory” updates his earlier studies and offers a useful overview. In his presentation of new work and new forms in “the social organization of the life course” (p. 77), he notes the paucity of sociolinguistic studies of language in the “social experiencing” (p. 69) of adulthood. Where Nikolas Coupland is frequently concerned with life course (often termed lifespan by other linguists), styles, and communication accommodation theory, Justine Coupland has often been more focused on literal and metaphorical embodiment of aging. Her introduction to a special issue of *Ageing and Society* (Coupland, J., 2009b, p. 251) contextualizes current explorations of identity, beginning with a comment on what sociolinguists need to investigate:
If ageing is treated as something that we achieve in the minutiae of our social lives, in social encounters of diverse sorts and even in individual acts of expression in speech and writing, we may come to understand how social ageing (treated now as a matter of sociocultural norms, expectations, demands, constraints and opportunities) takes the forms it does.

Language and aging identities

One area where sociolinguists interested in discourse analysis have been active is that of identities. Most researchers working in sociolinguistics and pragmatics would assert that nobody has just one, but instead has a “constellation” of identities (DeFina, 2006, p. 2), and would also insist that identity is co-constructed and negotiated in interaction. As Nikander (2009: 865) comments, discussing discursive and sociolinguistic work on aging, “discursive work provides a means for empirical tests of post-modern notions of age.” Both her study, and the following one by Norrick (2009), appear in a special issue of *Ageing and Society* edited by Justine Coupland. Norrick’s work often combines techniques from conversation analysis with sociopragmatic perspectives. He illustrates this in his discussion (2009, p. 904) of how older narrators construct multiple identities such as “the ‘now’ me and the ‘then’ me”, the “‘teller’ me and the ‘character’ me” when they tell stories, and thereby “force their listeners to recognize two or more of the speaker’s competing identities.”

Since the mid-1990s, Michael Bamberg has been working with the intersections of identity and narrative. As part of a triad of scholars with Alexandra Georgakopoulou and Anna De Fina (see Bamberg, De Fina, & Schiffrin, 2011), these scholars have expanded researchers’ understanding of theories of positioning, canonical and non-canonical narrative, and situated identities, more recently expanding their analyses to incorporate aging. Bamberg’s work, though focused primarily on identity formation in youth, has analyzed constructs which are being extended to look at identity, narrative and aging. For example, De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2008) illustrate the move from the canonical analysis of narrative with a well-defined beginning, series of complications, and a clear ending (plus or minus a teller’s evaluation) to “small stories” (Georgakopoulou, 2006). These are fragmentary stories that have been “marginalized or excluded” from researcher attention (De Fina & Georgakopoulou, 2008, p. 180) but which, as explained in Davis, Maclagan and Cook (2014), are typical of conversational stories co-constructed in dementia conversation.

Narrative references are explained by De Fina as being like Georgakopoulou’s *small stories*. They can, as in De Fina (2013, p. 171), be about how older people
are perceived by others. For example, we gain understanding about older men, fathers and grandfathers from the narrative references and heritage narratives offered by adult members of an Italian men’s card-playing group. The older adults to whom they refer and whom they describe in their interactions are the glue that legitimate them as card-players and strengthen their affiliation with each other as Italian. In her co-edited collection (De Fina & Georgakopoulou, 2012), De Fina provides a fine overview of trends in the study of theoretical frameworks linking discourse and identity that break from a one-to-one association of a social category with a linguistic phenomenon to focus instead on recent distinctions about the self and the linguistic practices of different communities (pp. 264ff.). Such distinctions can be seen in differentiations such as those cited in Schiffrin’s study of narrative in Holocaust oral histories (2002, p. 316) between identities as social categories and the persons/narrators who “take up a certain identity at a specific time and place.” (Schiffrin’s several discussions of Holocaust narratives (2000, 2001a, b) do not focus exclusively on aging, but instead weave issues of aging and language into studies of the intergenerational interactions about what content people choose to relate about crucial events in their lives over time.)

In order to underscore the need for researchers to examine the flexibility of age-based identities, Georgakopoulou and Charalambidou (2011) explore the linguistic practices people use as they “do aging.” They begin with a comment that “heterogeneity in social, physical and mental functioning of over 60s and in social perceptions about them has given rise to the need to define different ‘stages’ of old age: e.g. ‘young-old’ or ‘third agers’ and ‘old-old’ or ‘4th agers’” (2011, p. 32). Their study illustrates the incorporation of gerontology as well as communication studies (i.e. Communication Accommodation Theory: see Coupland, Coupland, and Giles, 1991b) to expand previous constructs of age/aging in sociolinguistics.

Language, aging and gender

Within the general expansion of gender studies, work on gender, language and aging (GLA) from the sociolinguistic perspective is available, if not plentiful. This can in part be attributed to the fact that many of the explorations of GLA have been tied into new currents in the discussion of identity/identities. Another reason is because a good deal of sociolinguistic work, whether from a discourse or a language variation perspective, has focused on adolescents. Gist and colleagues issued two briefs on gender and aging. Their brief on the world distribution of older women (Gist & Velkoff, 1997) revealed that a majority of older women live in developing countries as opposed to developed ones. That majority, currently at 58% and predicted to become roughly three-quarters
of women over 60 across the world by 2025, is partly due to lower fertility rates, partly to increased longevity, and to a great extent, to population sizes in different parts of the world. Smaller families and involuntary infertility in many regions will present issues for supporting the population as it ages; news reports on aging regularly investigate such issues. How does language fit in?

If Eckert’s 1997 discussion of “Age as a sociolinguistic variable” was important for sociolinguistic variation studies, her study with McConnell-Ginet, *Language and Gender* (2003), also infused gender studies with new perspectives. On the second page, they calmly explained that “Gender is not something we are born with, and not something we have, but something we do … something we perform” [original emphasis] (2003, p. 10). Given current scholarship on identity, discourse and aging, one might want to substitute age for gender in that sentence.

Cameron (2005, p. 23) addresses interconnections between age and gendering, using varieties of spoken Spanish to address the issue of gender separation (cf. Cameron, 2011). He starts with this statement drawn from his review of previous research: “Because age segregation varies with stage of life, one may predict that gender segregation would wax and wane across the lifespan.” His claim, based on a summary of research on sociolinguistic variables, is that nothing bifurcates or dichotomizes easily into anything like a dual culture model where people can be simply categorized into young versus old and male versus female. Instead, the experience and construction of gendered behaviors varies in content, manner, relevance, and degree of salience across contexts of situated, co-constructed, moment-to-moment talk-in-interaction, and across categories of social membership such as age, class, club, community, country, education, ethnicity, health, language, sexuality, or sport. (2005, p. 28)

And, since from a social constructionist perspective, variables can blur into each other, we add the category of community of practice. Communities of practice are described by McConnell-Ginet who says that ‘social identities, including gendered identities, arise primarily from articulating memberships in different communities of practice’ (2003, p. 71). In a discussion of gender practices for naming, she comments (2003, p. 81) on various kinds of social labeling of older men and women such as the use of Ms (or Mizz in the southeastern USA), Miss or Mrs for an older woman and Mr plus an initial (Mr G.) for an older man. Cameron notes that social constructivist theory critiques sociolinguistic variation for “disregarding the situated, socially constructed, and fluid nature of gender expression, as well as for taking difference between male and female speakers as primary” (p. 52). He addresses these concerns by explaining that sociolinguists examine “different stages of life, loosely indicated by chronological age, as contexts” and
thereby find “systematic zig-zagging in degree of gender differences across the lifespan” (p. 53).

What we do not see are as many studies in sociolinguistics as opposed, for example, to gerontology, that show how language and gender might interact to construct discourse of or in older people or the aging process involving older people as part of the lifespan. A fine example of both intersections, however, can be seen in a series of studies of conversation among older Japanese women by Matsumoto. In 2009, she shows how their conversational interaction interrogates stereotypes such as painful self disclosure and asexuality. A second study, based on 5 years of data collection, shows how humor allows speakers to reframe their identities (2011a) and a third (2011b, p. 591) emphasizes “an interesting discourse strategy of ‘reframing’ a painful event to ‘quotidian’” which allows the event to become a minor, everyday kind of occurrence through the use of humor and detail. Another example is that of Justine Coupland, who investigates the literal and metaphorical embodiment entwining gender and aging in a number of studies, such as her discussion of gender commodification in cosmetics for men and women who are aging (2009a), and her analysis of dance and aging bodies (2013).

Analysts interested in the confluence of aging, language and gender often combine disciplines such as sociology and linguistics or linguistics and communications studies. See, for example, the Handbook of Communication and Aging Research (Nussbaum & J Coupland, 2004), and more than twenty years of collaboration involving prominent scholars such as Howard Giles with sociolinguists, published in journals such as Ageing and Society and Journal of Language and Social Psychology. Seale and Charteris-Black (2008), a sociologist and a linguist who also specializes in metaphor, combine forces to look at how age and gender interact in illness narratives, “through a controlled comparison of older, middle-aged and younger men’s and women’s linguistic performances of gender” (p. 1026). Their article is one of several they have co-authored on different aspects of the topic; it can serve as an example of “what Coupland called the setting of geriatric medicine” (Coupland N., 1997, p. 39; Seale & Charteris-Black, 2008, p. 1029). Interviews are drawn from the international DIPEx project <http://www.dipex-international.org/>, which collects spoken interviews from persons with a range of health conditions for qualitative analysis, by approved research teams; sites in each country present transcripts pertinent to various conditions. They follow up with a discussion specifically targeting men (Charteris-Black & Seale, 2009). They identify a range of male responses to illness: “The experience of undergo ing often life-threatening illness leads some men to explore the potential of new identities, while others retain direct expressive styles such as swearing or other indirect styles for the expression of emotion” (2009, p. 84).
Aging, media and corpora

Not surprisingly, stereotypical images of aging are “perpetuated by media ads and their potential influence on consumers’ perceptions and attitudes” (Zhang et al., 2006, p. 265). Newspapers often continue the stereotypes of aging as suggested by Fealy and McNamara (2009, p. 22), who examine two Irish newspapers, one a broadsheet and the other a tabloid. They find that older people’s identities are constructed within one of five types, viz. older people as ‘victims’, ‘frail, infirm and vulnerable’, ‘radicalised citizens’, ‘deserving old’ and ‘undeserving old’. These identities are interrelated textually, such that some were contingent on others. Mautner (2007, p. 55) explores the 57-million word corpus Wordbanks Online <http://www.collins.co.uk/page/Wordbanks+Online>, a subscription-based corpus service which includes newspapers, books, magazines, and broadcasts. Mautner identifies the complexities in the word “elderly” and the associations it invokes through its collocations with words such as people, woman, disabled or man. It shows itself (p. 59) “strongly associated with lexical items related to disability, care, victimhood and vulnerable social groups” as a “social rather than a chronological label” (p. 60), the latter of which is seen as undesirable.

The Internet provides an expanded range of media which offer new venues in which to explore aging from a sociopragmatic perspective, although it remains terra nova, with only a few studies focusing on some aspect of aging that move beyond simple reportage. Lin et al. (2004) examine discourse and identity presentation in an on-line discussion forum involving 550 older adults. Citing earlier work by Coupland N. et al. (1991), they identify two processes through which older adults or their conversational partners make age identities salient. Age-categorization processes involved disclosing age by explicitly indicating age-related characteristics in talk. These processes include disclosing chronological age, age-related category/role references, and age-related experiences of illness and decline. Temporal framing refers to discursive strategies that locate events, persons, and the like within temporal space and, by implication, invoke the speaker’s own age. (2004, p. 236)

Harwood (2004) looks at different aspects of online identity – for example, how identity as a grandparent interacts with identity as an older adult in a sample of 40 personal websites taken from 334 grandparents’ websites linked through a web ring. Four themes showing how grandparents write about their grandchildren are seen in the postings on the websites: affiliation with them, pride in them, exchanges with them and distance from them. These references “automatically” invoke age because the discussion is about the much younger generation by the older (p. 312). In studying intergenerational interactions between older adults
and their younger instructor in a computer facility located in a senior center, Divita (2012, p. 585) finds that “age informs the construction of social meaning as both a chronological fact and a dynamic social category.” He underscores findings by Sankoff and Blondeau (2007) that people modify their linguistic repertoires as they age, particularly in terms of variables that index gender or social class (p. 588).

While the valuable studies of online behaviors published by the Pew Internet Trust are not presented through a sociolinguistic or sociopragmatic lens, their surveys and findings, such as their analysis of the digital divide among older Americans along educational and economic lines (Smith, 2014; cf. Nimrod, 2013), give further contextualization to studies such as Lin’s (2008) sensitive discussion of sociolinguistic marginalization of a monolingual older Taiwanese woman. Left out of family conversation and unable to understand the Mandarin used on television, her “largely silent stance was co-constructed” (p. 326) and her listening and speaking were disabled by “her family’s collaborative negligence” (p. 327). We are reminded of similar situations identified by de Bot and Makoni (2005) about older multilinguals who accompany their grown children to new countries (cf. Divita, 2014).

Finally, the Internet offers new research opportunities for the sociolinguistic study of language and aging. While there are numerous blogs targeting different aspects of aging or research on aging, and at least one study on how to predict age behavior in blogs (Rosenthal & McKeown, 2011), we have found but a few sociolinguistic studies of language and aging in blogs (see, for example, Nishimura 2014). Where aging is a focus, is in the form of new corpora specifically constructed to include older adults and in corpus-based studies such as Murphy (2010), which examines the intersection of gender and age. Murphy (2010, p. 33) draws on the Corpus of Age and Gender, a small corpus of 90,000 words collected in Ireland. It consists of Irish English casual conversations with the researcher, and includes 20 females and 20 males as two corpora, each divided into sub-corpora of speakers in their 20s, their 40s, and their 70s/80s. Murphy reports on age-constraints by gender on hedges, vague language (such as extenders), boosters, intensifiers, and taboo language, with the first four being typically claimed as characteristic of female language. However, word-based corpus-driven analyses show that adulthood is anything but homogenous (p. 205). For example there are life stage constraints on usage, such as the relatively lower use of hedging by the 70s–80s, perhaps because those who were recorded, avoided sensitive topics. By contrast, speakers in their 20s displayed a higher use of expletives (pp. 206–207).

The UP corpus at Berkeley (Gahl et al., 2012) is a set of time-aligned audio-files from Michael Apted’s “Up” documentaries showing speakers at seven-year intervals, now aged 21–49. CorpAGEst <http://www.corpagest.org>; <http://rch.
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<adre.ucl.ac.be/browse/list_fac/ILC/pending/10046855/en> is a collection of multimodal interviews with healthy older French speakers. At the time of writing, it included 144 hours of audio and 13.5 hours of audio-video interview and has been supporting discussions of pragmatics and of multimodal annotation (Bolly et al., 2015). The Carolinas Conversations Collection (CCC; <http://carolina-conversations.musc.edu/> ) has two multiethnic cohorts in its password-protected site. Cohort One contains time-aligned audio and video of conversations with men and women who are 65 years and older. Members of this cohort have two conversational interviews, one with young clinical professionals, and one with community partners of similar age and ethnicity. Cohort Two comprises audio recorded conversations with men and women who are 65 years and older, with cognitive impairment, most frequently dementia of the Alzheimer’s type. Members of this cohort may have one to ten conversations over time, with researchers and with student visitors to their residences. The CCC currently has over 100 conversational interviews mounted, and is uploading others on an ongoing basis (Pope & Davis, 2010). In addition, although a focus on aging is not their purview, some conversations with or between older persons may be found in the Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English <http://www.linguistics.ucsb.edu/research/santa-barbara-corpus> and in Talk Bank <http://talkbank.org>, MICASE, the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English <http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/micase/> and VOICE, the Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English as a Lingua Franca <http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/page/corpus_availability>. All links were current as of November, 2014, but links change as the Internet expands, and we recommend searching by corpus name as well as using the links.

We turn now to two case studies that can exemplify ways that the language of older people may be used in research. The first case study uses the language of older adults to add to our knowledge of the way extenders are used. The second case study considers how the language of older speakers can be used as part of a study of the development of a variety of English, in this case, New Zealand English.

Case study 1. Use of extenders by older adults

Extenders stretch utterances to indicate that a list has more items than those mentioned: *Getting ready for the holiday dinner, Toby went to the store and bought apples, oranges, pecans, and things like that*. Extenders are often categorized as vague language and condemned as inappropriate. However they are an essential part of the glue of normal conversations. Although common in youth speech,
on which most sociolinguistic studies of extenders have been based, they are used throughout the lifespan. They continue to be used by people with dementia (Maclagkan et al., 2008). The impaired speakers in Case Study one used extenders to elicit further talk from their conversation partners and apparently hoped to continue to be seen as competent conversationalists. We focus here on the use of general extenders in three New Zealand corpora held at the University of Canterbury: the Mobile Unit Archive (MU; speakers born 1851–1910), the Intermediate Archive (IA; speakers born 1890-1930), and the Canterbury Corpus (CC; speakers born 1930–1984).

This analysis is part of an-ongoing study comparing features of speech by older persons in New Zealand and the US. It adds to our understanding of the frequency and functions of general extenders used by older speakers from different regional varieties of English. Tagliamonte and Denis (2010) drew on a sample of 43 speakers, 11 of whom were 60 and older, from the Toronto English Archive for a variation study on extenders. They presented an historical overview of extenders in terms of chronology of occurrence, register variation, and social factors as well as grammatical change. Palacios Martinez (2011) compared British teens from the COLT corpus of adolescent speech with adults drawn from the Diachronic Corpus of Present-Day Spoken English (DCPSE). He summarized research on teen extenders, finding that extenders typify spoken discourse; may be increasing in use; and are “generally more common in adults than in teenage language” (p. 2452) with the extenders used by the teenagers often used for marking social and group identity instead of contributing to lists and for expressing the speaker’s attitude (p. 2466).

For the NZ study, we examined the following extenders: and things/stuff (like that); and anything/everything like that; and that; and so forth; and so on. Not surprisingly, context was found to affect extender use. For example, in the IA corpus, 77% of the speakers used extenders in responses to open-ended questions about early childhood. In addition, across all three corpora, more women than men used extenders, and women used more extenders overall, although the difference was not statistically significant. Interestingly, as in the Toronto study (Tagliamonte & Denis, 2010), specific extenders in NZ can apparently go out of fashion. And that sort of thing was used by speakers born before 1930, but rarely by speakers born after 1930. This finding is similar to Murphy’s for Irish English men (Murphy, 2010, pp. 106–107), in which that (kind of thing) is strongly present in speech of those in their 70s and 80s, who would have been born in the 1930s/1940s, but not for younger men. By contrast, Irish English women in their 40s are still using that (kind of thing) (Murphy, 2010, p. 93).
Case study 2. Contribution of older speakers to the analysis of New Zealand English

In 1947 and 1948 Radio New Zealand sent a mobile recording unit around New Zealand to record pioneer reminiscences (see Gordon et al., 2004 for more details). From the perspective of a sociolinguist, one of the remarkable features of these recordings is that the broadcasters did not only record the ‘important’ people like mayors and chief executives. Rather, they recorded ‘ordinary’ people – schoolteachers, farmers, gold miners – including some women and some Māori. Most of the speakers were older – some over 100 years old. All had good stories to tell.

The non-Māori recordings were analyzed by Gordon and her colleagues in their analysis of the development of New Zealand English (Gordon et al., 2004). The oldest speaker in the archive of recordings was born in 1851, just eleven years after the founding document for European settlement of New Zealand, the Treaty of Waitangi, was signed. The birthdates of the other speakers range up to 1910. They cover the period when the New Zealand accent developed and allowed linguists to trace its development. The oldest speakers in this archive do not have New Zealand accents. Mrs. Cross, for example, was born in Dunedin in 1851, and speaks exactly as her Scottish parents would have done. The parents of Mr. Hovell (born 1855) both came from England, but his mother died when he was young and he was brought up by their Irish washerwoman. Not surprisingly, he acquired her Irish accent. These two speakers are typical of the oldest speakers in the archives. Some early NZ towns were settled by people from one area of Great Britain. For example, Milton in the South Island, was named for its woolen mill. The people in Milton came from similar areas in Scotland, and interacted mainly with each other. Even second-generation Milton residents whose parents were both born in New Zealand do not have noticeable New Zealand accents. They pronounce post-vocalic (r) in words like farm where modern New Zealand English is non-rhotic and only pronounces (r) before a following vowel. The speakers in other relatively isolated New Zealand towns where all the settlers came from the one area similarly retain strong traces of their parents’ accents.

Gold was discovered in Gabriel’s Gully in 1861. This led to an influx of miners from different parts of the world. Towns like Cromwell and Arrowtown in the South Island or Coromandel in the North Island were filled with people from different parts of England as well as Scotland and Ireland, including miners who had been part of the gold rushes in Australia and California. In the melting pots of the gold camps, but not in the towns where everyone came from similar parts of Great Britain, the extremes of people’s accents were modified in the interests of communication. A distinctive New Zealand accent can first be heard in speakers from these towns. Mrs. Annie Hamilton, for instance, was born in Arrowtown in
1877. Both her parents came from Ireland, but she sounds like a New Zealander. Similarly, Mrs. Catherine Dudley was born in 1886. Her mother came from Scotland and her father is from Ireland, but she also has a marked New Zealand accent. New Zealand English is the only native speaker variety of English for which we have recordings that cover the whole of its history. Without these older speakers it would not have been possible to trace the history and development of New Zealand's distinctive accent.

The Māori speakers recorded by the Mobile Unit formed the basis of the Māori and New Zealand English project (MAONZE), which has studied the development of the pronunciation of the Māori language, the language of the indigenous people of New Zealand. The MAONZE database also includes ten recordings of older speakers born approximately 50 years after the historical speakers and ten younger speakers born approximately 50 years later still. It also includes parallel recordings of women speakers. These recordings allow the MAONZE study group to trace the development of Māori pronunciation from early contact with Europeans in the 1800s to the present day. Copyright for the Mobile Unit material is held by Radio NZ Archives, Ngā Taonga Sound and Vision. Copies of the recordings are held at the University of Canterbury.

The men and women born in the late 1800s (the historical elders) provided an indication of the pronunciation of Māori before it was heavily influenced by English. Māori is a Polynesian language, and scholars consider that the Polynesian five vowel system, /i, e, a, o, u/, has remained basically unchanged for 10,000 years (Krupa, 1982). However there have been great changes in Māori in the 160 years since European settlement in New Zealand. The five vowels of Māori occur in long and short contrastive pairs and lower and higher vowels combine to form diphthongs (King et al., 2009). Figure 1 shows the vowel spaces of the three groups of male speakers. The vowel space of the historical male elders on the top left of Figure 1 shows the vowels distributed evenly around the vowel quadrilateral. In particular /u:/ and /u/ are back vowels and /e:, e, o:, o/ are mid in height. The only short/long vowel pair for which there has historically been a difference in quality is /a~a:/ (Bauer, 1993). This can be seen with /a/ much closer to the centre of the vowel space than /a:/.

Change can be seen in the vowels of the present day elders in the top right of Figure 1. The mid vowels have started to raise, /u:/ and /u/ have started to front and /a/ has lowered so it is closer to /a:/.

Women are ahead of the men in all the sound changes analyzed by the MAONZE team (see King et al., 2010). Figure 2 contrasts the vowels of the historical male elders from Figure 1 with those of the present day young females.
Figure 1. Long and short vowel F1 and F2 means of the Māori speech of the historical male elders, the present day male elders and the present day young males. Formant values are shown in Hz. (From King et al., 2011)

Figure 2. Long and short vowel F1 and F2 means of the Māori speech of historical male elders and present day young females. Formant values are shown in Hz. (From King et al., 2011). Different scales are used on the y-axes to compensate for the different sizes of men’s and women’s vocal tracts.
The changes that could be seen over time with the males are even more marked with the young females. /u:/ and /u/ are now completely centralized, and the mid vowels, /e/, /o/, /o/, have raised so that they are now high vowels. /e:/ and /e/ completely overlap the acoustic space of /i:/ and /i/. Without the recordings of the historical speakers and the present day elders, the extent of the change in the pronunciation of Māori could not have been analyzed. For Māori, as well as New Zealand English, the contribution of older speakers has been essential for an analysis of the way its pronunciation has changed over time.

Summary and implications

This short review has, of necessity, omitted work by a number of fine scholars, in its effort to highlight current trends in sociolinguistic and sociopragmatic studies focused on language and aging. As noted earlier,

we cannot always confidently disentangle an approach focused on interpersonal pragmatics from one that is focused on interactional sociolinguistics, and it may be that the two approaches are closer than practitioners from either perspective have realized. (Davis 2010, p. 381)

In our introduction, we used illustrations from studies of language change in well-known persons to contextualize the realization in cultural studies that languages change over time and that the language of and about aging are both important constructs in understanding cultural currents. We highlighted several recent clinical studies whose findings are of interest to sociolinguistic studies of (narrative) gist, politeness, and fillers. We attempted to summarize the voluminous literature on language change in sociolinguistic language variation studies. In this literature, we focused on issues which complicate and even interrogate sociolinguistics’ usual emphasis on single-variable studies intersecting with specific age cohorts. We then briefly referenced studies in sociophonetics. Since much of discourse analysis from a sociolinguistic/sociopragmatic perspective focuses on identities and on gender, we highlighted a selected number of studies and overviews that seem to us to be representative of current intersections of language use with aging.

The Internet, with its range of media, offers further complications to studies of language, aging, identities, gender and language change. However, with the development of available machine-readable corpora of oral and written texts, the Internet also offers new resources for the study of these areas. Our two case studies were designed to illustrate how the language of older adults has been essential in analyzing the development of language within two varieties of English. These studies would not have been possible without the presence of older adults in the
corpora on which they were based. Throughout, we have tried to emphasize the growing, considerable impact of both communication studies and gerontology on our knowledge of language and aging. We conclude with a call for further interdisciplinary collaboration among these areas, joined whenever possible to the cognitive issues more often identified in clinical linguistics.
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Age-related changes in cognitive and language functions have been extensively researched over the past half-century. The older adult represents a unique population for studying cognition and language because of the many challenges that are presented with investigating this population, including individual differences in education, life experiences, health issues, social identity, as well as gender. The purpose of this book is to provide an advanced text that considers these unique challenges and assembles in one source current information regarding (a) language in the aging population and (b) current theories accounting for age-related changes in language function. A thoughtful and comprehensive review of current research spanning different disciplines that study aging will achieve this purpose. Such disciplines include linguistics, psychology, sociolinguistics, neurosciences, cognitive sciences, and communication sciences.